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ABSTRACT
Fair trade has become a popular embodiment for sustainability. In the last few decades, the
literature on this subject has increased. Specifically also the critical literature. A less well
understood concept is that of processing, or adding value, within the country of primary
production. This could prove to be an important development tool (through trade), but it
still needs to be researched better. In this research a coffee producer and a chocolate
producer in Ecuador are analysed with specific tools. A Production Network analysis focuses
on the production processes, on the actors and their relationship within a network and on
organisations that have their effect on the network. The two products will be followed from
farm-gate to the country border (and in the case of coffee even beyond) using this analysis
tool. Power relations and the process of policy making is analysed with a specific policy
framework in which actors and spaces are central.
Using these frameworks, the two cases appear to be promising for sustainability. The thesis
concludes with a series of positive aspects of adding value, while being critical at the same
time. In the discussion, links are being made to solidarity trade, associative economy and a
new form of entrepreneurship.

RESUMEN
El comercio justo se ha convertido en una encarnación popular de la sostenibilidad. En las
últimas décadas, la literatura sobre este tema ha aumentado. En concreto también la crítica
de la literatura. Un concepto menos conocido es el de procesamiento, o la adición de valor,
en el país de la producción primaria. Esta podría ser una importante herramienta de
desarrollo (a través del comercio), pero todavía no está investigado mucho. En esta
investigación un productor de café y un productor de chocolate en Ecuador están analizados
con herramientas específicas. Un análisis de redes de producción se centra en los procesos
de producción, en los actores y su relación dentro de una red y en las organizaciones que
tienen su efecto en la red. Los dos productos están seguidas desde la explotación agrícola
hasta la frontera del país (y en el caso del café, incluso más allá), utilizando esta herramienta
de análisis. Las relaciones de poder y el proceso de formulación de políticas está analizado
con un marco de política específico en que los actores y los espacios son fundamentales.
El uso de estos marcos, los dos casos parecen ser prometedores para la sostenibilidad. La
tesis concluye con una serie de aspectos positivos de valor añadido, mientras que se está
viendo críticamente. En la discusión, relaciones se están haciendo al comercio solidaridad, la
economía asociativa y una nueva forma de la espritu empresarial.
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GLOSSARY
Cupping
Café Pergamino
Café Oro
Despulpadora
Empowerment

Green coffee
Household

Ingeniero
Network

Parchment coffee
Policy Process

Power

Quintal
Satisfaction

The act of assessing coffee quality by examining the green beans for
colour, shape and size and the taste of the coffee in the cup
Parchment coffee, resulting when cherries are pulped
Green coffee, resulting when the parchment fleece is removed from
the café pergamino; ready to be roasted.
Pulping machine
Is the increase of the capacity of people or groups to make choices
(see also life politics), and to bring these choices into action (World
bank definition (2010)). This is also congruent with Giddens' notion of
power: the ability to achieve aims or further interests.
Where emancipation reduces exploitation and inequality (Giddens,
1991), this is in some way also a part of empowerment, because it is a
requisite for making choices. This is why i.e. empowerment and gender
equality are often named in the same study. Nelson and Wright (1995)
see empowerment as alteration of power differentials in relations with
others. These two ideas can be combined: where power differentials
are altered, allowing for people or groups of people to make and
implement more choices.
Coffee berry stripped of its skin and parchment fleece
The household (of a worker) in this thesis are the members of the
family which are (at least in part) dependent on the income brought in
by the person working for the case company. A household consists of
people living together, although children studying in another city for
example, are still part of this household.
Extension officer
Referring to structure in which there are horizontal, diagonal and
vertical links. Network is a relational concept, but just as well refers to
production ‘chains’ (the vertical dimension). Meant as a broader
concept then ‘chain’, whereby the actors are set in larger (economic)
groupings (Henderson et al. 2002; Coe, Dicken, and Martin Hess 2008)
Green coffee with a thin, but hard, fleece around it. This is removed
during the dry-processing method
In this thesis we mean by policy process the formulation and
implementation of policy, not just on the level of the nation-state, but
as well within a company or a group (McGee 2004).
By power, I refer to agency: power is a network of social boundaries,
and these boundaries constrain or enable actions for all actors (McGee
2004). Power is thus the (im)possibility of performing certain actions
within a social network.
One hundred imperial pounds
Is a state of mind about a certain subject, where there is no immediate
desire for improvement. Where there is a trust in the future. To study
satisfaction, questions need to be asked about feelings, emotions. How
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Solidarity

did a person perceive i.e. his job 5 years ago, how does he feel about it
now and what are future prospects?
The integration, and degree and type of integration, shown by a
society or group with other people. It refers to the ties in a society social relations - that bind people to one another.
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ACRONYMS
ANT
ATO
CIDA
CONAIE
CORPEI
CSA
EFTA
ESCOFFEE
FEINE
FLO
G20
GCC
GPN
ICA
ICO
ICCO
IESS
IFAT
IMF
IMO
iNGO
MIES
NE
NGO
OPEC
PICO (100%)
Q. (q.)
QQ. (qq.)
REDEVAHU
SCM
SME’s
USAID
WUR

Actor Network Theory
Alternative Trade Organisation
Canadian International Development Agency
Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador
Corporation for Promotion of Export and Investments
Community Supported Agriculture
European Fair Trade Association
Ecuador Specialty Coffee
Ecuadorian Federation of Evangelical Indians
Fair Trade Labelling Organization
Group of Twenty Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors
Global Commodity Chain
Global Production Network
International Coffee Agreement
International Coffee Organization
International Cocoa Organization
Ecuadorian Institute of Social Security
International Federation for Alternative Trade
International Monetary Fund
Institute for Market ecology
International NGO
Ministry of Economic and Social Inclusion
Neo-economic
Non-Governmental Organization
Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries
Produced in Country of Origin
Quintal (one hundred of Imperial pounds)
Quintales (hundreds of Imperial pounds)
Rescue and Development of Human Values
Supply Chain Management
Small and Medium Enterprises
US Agency for International Development
Wageningen University and Research centre
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NOTE ON STYLE
In this thesis, a number of conscious choices were made in favour of certain styles and forms
of writing. One of those is for example fair trade: 'fair trade' refers to the broad fair trade
movement and market, while 'fairtrade' refers to products certified by Fairtrade Labelling
Organisations International.
Other words have been chosen out of respect for certain people that I’ve worked with in
these months. For instance, in writing Kichwa words (even the word itself) I choose to use
the local spelling instead of the Spanish spelling. When referring to the people, I prefer to
use indigenous people, or the name of their culture (Kichwa, Napo Kichwa, Napo Runa). The
word ‘Indian’ is offensive and will not be used in the rest of this thesis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
I still remember that in 2004 or ’05, Jeroen Kruft came to the local organic restaurant
Zeezicht to ask if we wanted to use his EScoffee. He told us it was not organically certified
yet, but they were working on it. We were happy to give it a try. Now, it has been some
years since I first came into contact with EScoffee and it has remained one of my favourite
coffee brands ever since. Not just because the taste is very good (it has recently been
awarded again with the price for best coffee in Ecuador), but also because the idea of
processing and packaging the coffee in Ecuador as an extra to fair trade and organic appeals
to me much.
The reason that EScoffee drew my attention was because the brand is fully produced in a
geo-political Southern country. Potentially, this gives several benefits in terms of national
income and employment. The problem with regular fair trade is the significant difference in
price paid to the producer, and the price that the consumer pays. Wilkinson and Rocha
(2006) add to this argument that developed countries only want to have raw products and
use escalated tariffs to protect their own industry. However Daviron and Ponte (2005) show
that roasters receive about 70% of the price of a pack of coffee. If this added value could
stay in the South, it may be more logical and better for development to have the agroprocessing done in the developing countries where the raw products are grown. As I will also
try to prove through this thesis research.
Another problem, Lyon shows, us is that many producers understand fair trade as a higher
price in the market, or international aid. Producer participation and trade partnerships have
been scarce in fair trade. In the past few years, the Fairtrade Labelling Organization
International (FLO) has made some improvements in their own governance towards
empowering producers (Tallontire 2009). We may question whether this is enough.
Empowerment may also be increased by moving the agro-processing to the South. This issue
will be addressed in this thesis as well.
Fair Trade has not been researched for very long yet, although many articles have already
been written. About added value production even less has been written to date. This is
especially due to the fact that the few initiatives that exist today are very small, while the
Fair Trade organization has been growing very hard over the past two decades. Therefore,
this research is mostly explorative: what are the visible impacts on sociological, cultural and
economic levels? Doing a qualitative research makes the most sense for this reason.
Although some economic data and calculations will be necessary to prove the added value
for example, economic figures are not seen as an addition to this explorative case study.
People and their welfare and well-being through their networks are very good sources of
information to gather the impact of the export of locally processed goods. In addition, if we
are to be able to rethink the added value in production networks, it is essential, not only to
look at economics, but also at people's experiences and narratives. Production networks are
complex and dynamic; we risk losing this complexity if we focus too much on figures and
numbers.
Theory and methods will be further elaborated in chapters 2 and 3, while chapter 4 will
present some background information on the country and on the two products we are going
to research. In presenting the results in chapters 5 and 6, I will go a little bit further than a
'situational analysis' (Van Velsen 1967). Cook et al. (2004, 2006, 2007) provides us with a
1
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very nice method to present the results, while also providing a lot of the collected material
and keeping it very readable. Although some of the material, like the economic data, will be
provided as abstractions and inferences, most of the sociological data is the result from the
interviews I conducted on my stay in Ecuador in 2010. These will be presented in a narrative
according to the idea of trying to depict movements and the flows of the commodities. This
approximation to study commodities has been characterised as 'follow the thing' method.
Something that Cook et al. also refer to as ‘auto-ethnographic storytelling’ (Cook et al. 2007).
By using this form of storytelling, this research can give voice to the other, who is not central
in conventional economic or applied social research. With a narrative of experiences, the
processes of transformation can be described more accurately in its complexity and in its
interactions between what we, researchers, consider entities and the emerging qualities
from the situations and social action in which people are engaged . In addition, the results
may speak to the reader on their own, leading to the reader’s own reflexive conclusions.
Research objective
The general research objective is to view existing possibilities for a new trade concept, which
can complement the shortcomings of fair trade; the specific objective for this thesis research
is to explore, through field research, what is already existing in companies that are adding
value to commodities from the South and that have demonstrated that they are already
capable of improving the livelihoods of people in Ecuador. This development orientation is
approach by comparing these existing local added value companies with the fair trade
position (from literature studies) as an alternative to mainstream business ventures. The
study is trying to point out where these local companies are able to complement the gaps
left by fair trade, and where it cannot.
The audience this study is aiming to reach is the fair trade movement, because I want to
explore whether or not this concept is a step beyond fair trade initiatives; but also the
audience could equally be the consumer, who likes to hear the story of the processing of
his/her coffee.
Theoretical objective
The idea of exporting finished products from countries in the South is quite a new one (e.g.
research on added value under fair trade conditions). In the last decade, more products like
coffee, chocolate and tea pop up and certification bodies are suddenly interested in fair
trade certification of supply chains. When looking however at research, one can find very
few articles concerning fair production and added value initiatives . When searching the
Sociology portal of the online WUR library for example, one can find more than 85.000
articles with the search words "fair trade". Looking for "processed food exports" nets 2.500
articles; "food processing developing countries" and "exports" 4.000; keeping in mind that
these search words are far weaker than "fair trade", as the latter is an established trade
mark, while the processes we are about to research have no common name. Obviously, the
benefits or shortcomings of the added value concept has not been researched sufficiently
yet, therefore this thesis may contribute to develop and refine the social and development
implications of this concept for a more equal relationship between the North and South.

2
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Research questions
The main research question is:
What is the impact of adding value to global commodities in their country
of origin and how does this benefit -or not- those people involved in this
process. What lesson can we learn from Ecuador?
Those people involved can be farmers, workers, families and beneficiaries of social projects.
However impact is a very broad concept and should be broken down into several aspects in
the questions below.
Subquestions are:
1. What is the added value of products fully processed in country of origin?
a. What is the difference in the prices received, and how is this divided among
the people that work in the sector (farmers/processors; men/women;
young/old)?
2. What is the economic impact of this added value?
a. How is the welfare and security of the households that work in the sector?
b. How do people themselves view the benefits or shortcomings?
3. What is the Sociological / cultural impact of this added value?
a. How much is actually improved concerning the empowerment of the people?
b. Has there been an improvement in gender equality?
c. What has changed about people's self-valuation and happiness?
4. What has adding value done to the empowerment of the people who work there?
a. How can we apply McGee's policy framework to the current situation? Have
new actors been introduced in decision making processes; is new knowledge
been created?
b. How was empowerment in the past? What has changed? (Also try to use
McGee's framework): shifts in class images, gender relations, etc.?
c. What is the degree of participation in the company? What is their
involvement?
5. What does the company that adds value do in its region to improve the lives of the
people living there?
6. What is the social responsibility of the companies that add value and how does it
affect the people?
These questions will be answered in chapter 8, after the results have been analysed in
chapter 7. Chapter 9 will provide more depth to this research by discussing several issues
that we came across during the research.

3
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2 ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK
“BEEP. . .
The bloody alarm clock’s going off.
BEEP. . .BEEP. . .
I lurch towards it to deaden the BEEP. . .BEEP. . . (annoying!). .
.BEEP shrill sound and bang the button ‘OFF’. After 10 minutes of
fighting time, hoping the clock will stop, allowing me further minutes
buried under the warm covers, I sit up. Straight.
I’m met with a blur of shapes, colours, maybe images? The start of
my day, unaided by the object in my top drawer, in my bedside table.
A haze. This is the first ‘gaze’ through which I view the world.
Shortsighted. Unable to attribute clear meaning to the blobs I see in
my room. Not helped by the fact that I’ve just woken up! To shower
in ‘sight’ or ‘short-sight’ that is the question. I’d rather the latter in
my ‘state’!
Fresh from the shower and feeling like a new person. Suppose I am
now: transformed by the bath gel, shampoo, not forgetting the
water, and countless other taken-forgranteds, the remnants of which
remain on my body in the perfume and silky-touch of my skin. And
the patpat-pat of my damp feet through the kitchen. . .no longer
clean! I’m looking better too. Until I reach into that drawer and put
on my Glasses. The second ‘gaze’ through which I understand
the world.
This ‘corrected vision’ enables me to see the world in a whole new
light – literally. A process that I don’t really understand. Something to
do with the lens’ shapes in my glasses. Corrects the images that my
eyes produce. My muscles aren’t tight enough. Is that right? It
doesn’t matter. I rely on the optician. They send out 6-monthly
reminders to attend an eye appointment. They are just there. Living a
life independent from my everyday? Connected through my glasses,
we are.” (Cook et al. 2007:1114)
The above quote is a part of an essay by Sarah Wrathmell quoted in Cook et al. (2007). I
read this part aloud as an introduction to the proposal of this research, because it
illustrated several points I wanted to make. First of all, that there are many different
‘gazes’ to view the world with. And in this research some are more useful than others.
In this chapter the ‘gazes’ used in explaining the two stories of domestic processing are
introduced.
4
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The second reason was to illustrate our links to the producers of the commodities we
use. In Wrathmell’s story it was about her optician, but may as well have been about
the maker of her glasses. In our own daily lives we are connected to the farmer who
grows our coffee, the worker that picks our tomatoes and the tasting expert who tastes
chocolate for a living. To all these people we are indirectly connected in different ways,
and we are somehow a little responsible for their well-being. That is where the idea of
fair trade is introduced. The first sub-chapters will explain the different forms of fair
trade versus domestic processing.
The third and last point that Wrathmell helps illustrating is through her form of writing.
She wrote an essay in her own personal writing style. She is a real student in that way of
Ian Cook, author of Follow the Thing: Papaya (2004). This paper was partly written as an
answer to demands from contributors to Antipode, who argued that papers need to
stimulate debate more and need to be accessible to academics and non-academics
alike. They argued that papers need to be more diverse and eclectic in style (Cook et al.
2004). Hoping to make a contribution to this diversity, a further elaboration of these
ideas will follow in the sub-chapter ‘To follow things and experiences’.
In between these sub-chapters two ‘gazes’ are described: the first with mainly a socioeconomic view: production networks; the second with a more political view: a policy
framework. After each of these gazes, a small discussion follows. Although these do not
come back in the analysis, we will try to come back to them in the discussion. The
discussion pieces are about solidarity trade, associative economy and participation and
democracy.

2.1 Fair trade vs. domestic processing: a social view
Fair trade is a development tool through market processes that “seeks greater equity in
international trade by creating closer linkages between consumers and producers in the
geopolitical North and South.” (Fisher 2009). Fisher states that, while fair trade does not
have large global sales, the overall sales have been growing. With a global retail value of
2.9 billion Euros in 2008, the sales continue to grow by 22 per cent per year. This growth
is a result of new products, new actors, new alliances and increasingly complex
governance arrangements. Many believe that this growth is partly because of increasing
participation by large corporations (Reed 2009). For these reasons, many academics
argue that fair trade is at a juncture in its history. “A juncture that exposes
contradictions between philosophy and practice, principles and political economy”
(Fisher 2009). These contradictions will take shape in the critique in subchapter 2.1.1.
The exact origin of fair trade is not quite sure. While Low and Davenport link the
movement to the charity initiatives from the 1950’s and 60’s (2005), others state that
the fair trade movement did not start to connect international trade, development and
consumer choices until the 1970’s and 80’s (Fisher 2009). They say that what many
researchers see as the starting point of fair trade in the post-World War II period was
mostly based on charity. ‘Third-world’ products were sold in the markets, but these
organisations were much more directed at helping producers and relied heavily on
volunteers (Reed 2009).
No matter what the exact origin, fair trade is seen as having multiple roles and these
roles can be traced back to its start, where different initiatives with different
5
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backgrounds joined together. Some of these initiatives started with the ideas to modify
the economy, others are linked through solidarity trade and then some where more
focused on development (Gendron, Bisaillon, and Rance 2009).
Reed (2009) recognizes four significant changes in the fair trade movement during the
1970’s and 1980’s. Firstly, there was an increase of actors, of religious organisations as
well as political organisations; second fair trade products reached more special outlets;
third agricultural products (starting with coffee) made their appearance in those
outlets; and fourth, a greater sense of partnership developed between northern and
southern actors.
The first labelling initiative started in 1988 with the establishment of the Dutch Max
Havelaar, by VanderHoff Boersma, a Dutch priest, and Roozen, who worked with the
ecumenical development agency Solidaridad. The certification of fair trade products
served to ensure the consumers that the products were fairly marketed.
More fair labelling organisations have been developed since, and are still developing. In
1997 17 of these FLO’s joined together and formed the Fair Labelling Organizations
International (FLO), with the first tasks to develop greater consistency in standards and
certification processes. Later FLO split their tasks in two with the establishment of FLOCert as an independent certification agency. (Reed 2009)
But FLO is not the only large fair trade organisation. In 1989 A number of alternative
trade organisations (ATO’s) formed an alliance under the International Federation of
Alternative Trade (IFAT) and in 1990 11 European fair trade importers worked together
under EFTA.
Since several alternative trade organisations formed together the Fair Trade movement
in the 1980’s, the Fair Trade concept has gained widespread acceptance in the world
(Maseland and de Vaal 2002). Not only among consumers: also in the academic world,
its importance did not go unnoticed. While there is a lot to be found in the literature
about success stories of Fair Trade farmer associations (Bacon 2005; Utting-chamorro
2010). Lockie (2008) for example points out that Fair Trade improves production quality,
gains status for the producers, and enhances environmental sustainability.
Organisational empowerment (i.e. organising farmers into cooperatives) and reduction
of intermediaries, position producers in a more favourable standpoint within
mainstream commodity trading networks.
But there have also been criticisms on Fair Trade. Some of these criticisms are more
justified then others. I will only discuss the ones here that are of interest for this
research.
Critique on Fair Trade
Dilemmas of certification
An often heard criticism is that the results of Fair Trade policy are not as good as
expected. There are a few known cases of development premiums (meant for
development of the region) that are used to pay off past debts (Bacon 2005; Uttingchamorro 2010), making it so that the farmers are not even better off. Sometimes the
organisation of Fair Trade is so top-down (arranged by exporters), that farmers do not
even know what Fair Trade is or what the name of their cooperative is (Getz and Shreck
2006). It is said that Fair Trade does too little to empower the farmers involved. Fair
Trade is often something that is passed down the chain, while an equal partnership with
6
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traders is seen as beneficial (Tallontire 2009). However, these accusations are mostly
directed at foul play or at best misinterpretation of rules and guidelines. The critique in
itself falls outside the scope of this research, but does serve a point that certification is
not always the appropriate solution. Since the establishment of the first fair labelling
organisation Max Havelaar, there still remain a number of ATO’s that do not certify
(Reed 2009).
Furthermore, Rainer Bächi mentioned at a conference in Nürnberg (Bächi 2010): The
common practice at the moment is for every actor in the network to delegate social
responsibility to the fair trade labelling organisations. These organisations need to set
up standards, and control that the actors confine to these standards. This delegating is
not just being done by the consumers, but also by the processors and even farmers.
According to Bächi, we need to move to ethical co-operations, based on universal
principles of human rights, but individual by objectives and means. Such co-operations
are built on trust and on social cohesion throughout a network. In this study, such cooperation could be compared to the case represented by EScoffee: the responsibility
for sustainable production would lay with the farmers, EScoffee itself and with the
importers and distributors. Besides trust, it is also important to provide transparency, so
that the actors in this network can check each other. Thus the argument goes that close
cooperation among actors can make the market ethical.
While certification is a very effective means of ensuring sustainable trade to the
consumer, the mean itself is not without problems. Certification poses a problem in the
face that it is a barrier for some groups of farmers. All the rules and monetary costs that
certification needs, makes it very hard for some of them to join the Fair Trade
movement (Getz and Shreck 2006; Lockie 2008), which results in an unequal access to
the Fair Trade system. The certification process is getting fair-trade networks into
contractual relationships with third-party auditors. Hence, many producers do not
comply with such rules, so they are excluded. Large numbers of particular small farmers
often cannot afford the costs involved in certification or meet production standards and
thus have no way of getting into the Fair Trade market. In this process, a gap is
produced and reproduced between well-established Fair Trade networks and these
marginalized farmers. (Lockie 2008)
Connected to the great reliance on labels is that labels and production information
focus on information about the product, the process of production, some labels tell
something about the social and economic benefits, and how consumers by buying such
product can generate to local communities in the South. However, labels lack
information describing the profit margins of distributors and retailers, and the fact that
those producers out of fair trade production in the locality may not benefit from this
commodity oriented development. While Fair Trade surely has its benefits for the
Southern economy, its slightly misleading to argue that Fair Trade achieves
development benefits by de-mystifying ‘commodity exchange’(Lockie 2008). Daviron
and Ponte (2005) argue that fair-trade is just another form of commodity fetishism,
part of an alienating belief, which can be lifted and exposed by increasing transparency
and producer-consumer connectivity. Thus, an open stream of knowledge (in both
directions) is essential for 'fair' trade networks to operate ‘fairly’.
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The mainstreaming debate
Though the thought is 'trade not aid', Fair Trade is criticised often for putting too much
emphasis on market, using the same marketing strategies as all the other markets,
while aspiring to offer an alternative to the dominant market strategies. In fact,
mainstreaming is one of the biggest issues that Fair Trade is dealing with right now. It is
subject of the largest debates within the movement and even among academics.
Mainstreaming means integrating Fair Trade into the regular market. This would mean a
great possibility for growth, and to make sustainable livelihoods possible for a greater
number of people. Mainstreaming also risks, however, undermining the possibility for a
fundamental trade reform (Lockie 2008; Reed 2009). A main critic of mainstreaming fair
trade is found in Christian Jacquiau (2006), who would suggest to use the fair trade
initiative to establish a new fairer and more autonomous trading system (without the
use of giant corporations).
Pragmatically fair-trade is sometime conceptualised as a mechanism to insert more
products from the South to global markets. A more radical view sees fair trade as a way
to modify the dominant economic organisation. Some scholars believe that the
insertion of fair-trade into the mainstream trade may hinder or stop the movement
from changing the way the market works (Lockie 2008). Therefore, it seems that for
some authors Fair trade is an initiative working in and against the (mainstream) market.
In his article on corporate access to fair trade, Reed (2009) distinguishes four different
basic strategies within fair trade to deal with corporations. The first is without corporate
participation, meaning that it remains an alternative trade. The networks within this
strategy are based more on long-term relationships and governance is based on values
of solidarity and social justice. The benefits are that the principles of fair trade stay
protected, “there is no reason for not pursuing the broader political goals of fair trade.”
The risks are small sales and small impact, because fair trade outlets remain alternative
and marginal.
The second strategy is with corporate retail participation. Larger retail outlets start
selling fair trade products. The biggest benefit is an expansion of the market, while the
influence of the corporations remains very low. The risks are that small fair trade outlets
are squeezed out, or that corporate retailers become less willing to work with ATO’s
and start to take an active approach to fair trade, which leads to the third strategy.
Fair trade with corporate licensees entails corporations that control the entire
production network of a fair trade product. Again the benefit is an increased market for
fair trade. However, there is a bigger cost, since there is risk of diluting the fair trade
principles. This dilution can range from the obvious ‘fair-washing’1 to diluting the
standards by putting pressure on FLO. Another risk is that corporation ‘shop’ within the
fair trade program: they take a modular governance approach. Only the strict rules are
followed within the certification programme. This presents a new type of competition
for the ATO’s, while the future of fair trade becomes unsure, because there is generally
no commitment towards fair trade from corporations.

1

Derived from the term ‘greenwashing’, which basically means deceiving the consumer into thinking a

product is a certified product (or equivalent to), when it is not. A clear example is that of Starbucks, in
which the corporation only purchased a certain (low) percentage of fair trade coffee.
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The fourth strategy is of less importance to this research: fair trade with plantation
production. Large plantation holders are almost by definition corporations 2, but more
comes into play, because fair trade gets to deal with workers and how to deal with their
rights. While originally, fair trade was established to help the small producer.
Added value production
While Reed (2009) argues that the discouragement of producers to add value to their
products, or to move up the value chain, is a risk that belongs to the corporate
influence, I believe the marketing strategies of fair trade in general provide this
discouragement (or at least do not encourage it). Perhaps corporate licensees do so
more. The mentioned strategies include: the (active or not) protection of Northern
processing industries, giving processing industries in the South a slim chance of getting
into the Northern market. Up until now, the Fair Trade movement has focussed mainly
on primary producers, giving little or no attention to processors. The latter encounter
serious problems when trying to export their products, like escalated tariffs, bad
infrastructure and high standards in the North. This results in the fact that the consumer
price paid and the value that stays in the country of production still differ enormously.
Also Fair Trade exporters focus mainly on raw produce, instead of on finished products.
The FLO standards are at this moment not yet equipped to deal with the processing
industry of food products.
On the bright side, FLO has of recent acknowledged the need for supply chain
certification and plans to bring this in practice for cotton in the coming year (FLO 2009).
There are also other certification bodies (of organic certification for example) that are
taking up the certification of Fair Trade as well. Among these are IMO and ECOCERT,
where both of these also see the need to certify the supply chain (Ecocert 2010)
(Ecocert 2010) (IMO 2010; Ecocert 2010).
Involvement and participation
Lyon (2006) writes that Fair Trade is frequently characterized as a consumer driven
movement. However, we must take into account that the Fair Trade movement makes
use of commercials and advertisements and relies on the willingness of retailers to sell
their products. In this light, Fair Trade is according to her better understood as a
'consumer dependent' movement. In other words, the Fair Trade movement is driven
by Northern processors and Fair Trade advocates, more than consumers (though there
are consumers that engage in Fair Trade very consciously). The success of Fair Trade is
therefore dependent on consumers to buy, rather than that consumers lead the
movement to success on their own. Nevertheless, it is the producers that are important
to Fair Trade and it is perhaps crooked that the movement seems more consumer
dependent, depends on Northern processors, but provides little influence to Southern
producers.
A lack of awareness regarding the role producers play in Fair Trade networks is
symptomatic of the international Fair Trade structure in which producers have limited
decision making power and administrative control. Even though FLO extended its board
to consist of at least four representatives of producer organizations (under pressure of
2

Also consider the banana industry where three international corporations dominate the market

(Robinson 2009).
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IFAT and its regional bodies), producers are still not happy with the distribution of
voices in decision making (Reed 2009).
Producers often understand Fair Trade in terms of market access or international aid
and they are seen as 'passive suppliers of product' dependent on higher order groups
(Renard 2003; Utting-chamorro 2010; Lyon 2006). In order to gain a Fair Trade
premium, a farmer has to be member of a farmers' cooperative. This cooperative can
make many decisions about i.e. the sales of Fair Trade produce and the investments in
social services. The degree of participation of farmers may vary among cooperatives.
When this degree of participation is low, chances are that the understanding of farmers
is low and they view fair trade as 'higher prices' or 'market access'.
Lyon (2006) explains that FLO standards are criticized for "destabilizing notions of 'trust'
and 'partnerships'". In order to successfully foster equitable international trading
partnerships, the Fair Trade market must include farmers and producers in decision
making policies on an international level, by letting them contribute to the formation of
standards and agreements of levels of compensation. Tallontire (2009) notes that fair
trade needs to move away from a view that sees itself "as something that happens to
and impacts on producers, rather as something that producers are part of and can
shape."
Beyond Fair Trade: Adding value to primary products
Daviron and Ponte (2005) show that the biggest part of the price of a pack of coffee
(about 70%) is added by the roasting and branding of the product. Traditionally this is
being done in the rich consuming countries: Europe and North-America. However, by
letting these processes take place in the South, where the coffee is grown, the
development role of Fair Trade becomes more important again. The profits of domestic
processing can be used for the development of the region where the coffee is
processed. Another benefit of bringing changes in the processing of commodities could
be the added employment in the South, it gives the people a chance to change their
livelihoods. There could be more effects of adding value: perhaps changes in gender
relations, empowerment and maybe spill-over effects in the region like higher farm
income. Furthermore, food processing may become a lever for growth (Wilkinson and
Rocha 2006). However, these effects have not been documented yet, therefore they will
come back in this research as questions to be answered. Nevertheless, processed food
export is growing, even though the export the geopolitical South is less than half the
size of export from the North (USD81.8 billion versus USD212.6 billion) (Wilkinson and
Rocha 2006).
Some specific cases of domestic processing have been documented. Arce (2009)
documents a case in the Loma Linda community in Guatemala, where a group of
women started experimenting with the roasting of coffee. They bought small machinery
and got packaging and marketing training, with support of the Catholic Church, an
Austrian development agency and USAID (US Agency for International Development).
But the group of women decreased from 35-40 to 12 women in 2007; men, they said,
did not support the group, because they neglected housework and sales of the roasted
coffee were low. The women had only limited access to a market.
In 2005 a new fair trade network was created called Kuchubal, to promote trade
alternatives in the community and support women’s business initiatives. “Members
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argue that one of the problems with fair trade in Guatemala is that it does not add value
to local level production and therefore local artisanal processing of coffee is blocked by
the practice of exporting the best quality coffee to European fair trade markets, in effect
excluding women’s participation.” (Arce 2009:1036)
Ganewatta et al. (2005) document another example from the tea industry in Sri Lanka.
Their focus is more on the general political and economic implications of adding value.
They do however provide some possible benefits, like static and dynamic economic
benefits, but also direct and indirect employment opportunities, greater production of
raw material, improved investment in infrastructure and increased income from export.
Ganewatta et al. write that the Sri Lankan government had several export promotion
schemes in place, because they recognized the possible benefits of exporting value
added tea. The incentives played an important role in the growth of the added value tea
industry in Sri Lanka.
Another aspect of adding value to a commodity is South-South Fair Trade (Jaffee,
Kloppenburg Jr, and Monroy 2004). The companies that are used as case studies in this
research produce for the international as well as the national market. EScoffee, for
example, is a mayor brand in Ecuador and has won many national prizes for quality. This
indicates that the issue of "fairness" might be important for the consumers in the South
as well.
New Initiatives in the Dutch market
EScoffee and its Dutch importer have been working on a label for adding value. 100%
Produced in country of origin (PICO) is a new concept for a label for products that are
fully produced in country of origin. In other words, raw agricultural material is first
processed into a final product ready for export. These processing activities should
stimulate Small and Medium-size Enterprises (SMEs) in the country of primary
production. Otherwise, these SMEs are left out of the loop in producing finished coffee,
chocolate or other products found on Northern shelves. 100% PICO is, however, not a
real independent label yet, and is at the moment mostly used by a handful of
companies as a marketing tool. There are others, but mainly some small importers
without such a label. However most of the initiatives started in this century. Another
initiative, Equitrade (2010) in the UK, has stopped just this year with the ending of their
only producing company.
Whereas Fair Trade standards usually only apply to farming communities, PICO
standards are mainly directed at local processors (e.g. roasters, packers, designers).
Processors and local administration staff are paid minimum wage or more, and a PICO
product also guarantees to generate more employment in the South through the
stimulation of SME's (Amigos-International 2010).
There is some overlap with existing labels. PICO products are basically organic, but
certification may not have taken place yet. Additional organic certification is
encouraged as an extra label recognised by consumers. Labour conditions are according
strict rules and children are not allowed to work in the processing sector. PICO products
are also partly Fair Trade, as the price paid to the farmer is comparable to the price paid
to Fair Trade farmers in the same country.
PICO allows for participation in family cultivation practices by children during leisure
time. However, under PICO standards it is first assessed that this enriches their lives and
does not take them away from school.
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Alternative trade & solidarity trade
A study in North America concluded in 2004 that fair trade in the minds of consumers
often simply represents fair wages or producer compensation. Of course fair trade can
also be deemed fair because it offers flexible and generous trading terms. Some fair
trade organisations have historically made advance payments for the produce (Low and
Davenport 2005). However, fair trade has moved away from the original alternative
trade organisations (ATO’s) that they once were. Even the name ‘alternative’ has been
replaced almost everywhere: the International Federation for Alternative Trade calls
itself IFAT – the International Fair Trade Association since 2003. Some scholars even
wonder whether we need alternative trading channels at all (Low and Davenport 2005).
Alternative trade has historically been more than just about higher prices or flexible
trading terms. In the 1970’s a movement came about that allowed groups to attain a
higher cause (like social justice, gender equality, preserving indigenous culture, etc.) by
raising money through ‘fair trade’ – by selling crafts and commodities in the North. This
is what is called ‘solidarity trade’ (Low and Davenport 2005; LeClair 2002). Low and
Davenport argue that fair trade’s current discourse about paying a ‘fair price’ downplays
the notion of being alternative or acting in solidarity. However, Mark LeClair says the
following about fair trade in general:
“The movement is likely to produce a number of non-pecuniary
benefits to both producers and consumers that are not easily
translated into monetary terms. The preservation of indigenous
cultures and products is regarded as one of the most significant
benefits of alternative trade, since artisans were being forced to
abandon the production of such items and focus on goods with a
higher rate of return.” (LeClair 2002:956)
Whereas FLO international does not even mention the word ‘solidarity’ in its definition
of fair trade, IFAT states that fair trade organisations maintain “long-term relationships
based on solidarity, trust and mutual respect” (Reed 2009:6). Reed uses an example
from the Nicaraguan co-operative coffee trade as an example for solidarity trade,
because solidarity was an explicit motivation for these kinds of projects. However
solidarity is also part of the foundation of Reeds’ strategies of fair trade without
corporate participation. Networks within fair trade are based on long-term relationships
and the relational form of governance is based upon values of solidarity and social
justice (Reed 2009). Littrell and Dickson (1997) provide a couple of other examples of
alternative trading organisations (ATO’s) and show that often the provision of a
manageable income for producers in the south was one of the most important core
value. Often even more important than issues within the ATO, as in the case of
SELFHELP Crafts.
Meanwhile Arce (2009) shows how a local co-operative like Loma Linda in Guatemala
tries to maximise welfare gains in ways that are entirely different from Western
consumer-oriented fair trade networks, by acting on social principles. He asks the
question whether the aim of fair trade is simply to “penetrate mainstream trade or to
recover the value of human value to reduce poverty, promote human rights, and
promote sustainable crop production”, in light of the global debate. He then asks
12
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whether they are mutually exclusive. Some authors think they are (Lockie 2008; Reed
2009; Moberg and Lyon 2010); others are more optimistic.
Fair trade ‘working in and against the market’
Fisher notes that “some authors see fair trade as embodying neo-liberal solutions to
problems with trade, working within an efficient capitalist system, while others
emphasise its social policy reform orientation.” (Fisher 2009:187-188). Lyon is one such
author of the first category who writes a specific chapter on the neo-liberal character of
fair trade in her new book: Fair Trade and Social Justice: Global Ethnographies (Moberg
and Lyon 2010). Lyon and Moberg write that the fair trade movement, which in
principal was a reaction against the neo-liberal movement, is now highly compatible
with neoliberal reforms. Dolan (2010) writes in the same book that fair trade is not only
premised on the logics of neoliberalism, but depends itself on the mobility of capital,
private property and consumption.
These accusations against fair trade spring mostly from the debate on mainstreaming
on which I wrote earlier. Moberg and Lyon’s critique focuses more against the FLO than
at the entire fair trade movement and in that respect they are partly right. Though FLO
does many things to ensure they do not just set a higher price, their continuous
flirtations with large corporations give cause for worries.
There are also proponents of mainstreaming, like Ruerd Ruben and Nico Roozen (Vos
2010), of which the latter was one of the initiators of Max Havelaar in 1988. Their
argument is that, in order to gain a bigger impact – to reach a larger fair trade market –
corporations need to be involved, because they comprise of a tremendous share of the
global markets, which makes growth and expansion possible. Roozen is now one of the
major proponents of UTZ certified in the Netherlands: a certifications scheme which
was developed by a corporation (Ahold). Reed (2009) calls the creation of UTZ certified
‘captive certification’: corporations working with NGO’s to set up certification schemes
that reflect industry concerns more closely. Of course this is clearly neoliberalism at
play. However, perhaps we should be less concerned about corporate initiatives than
we are now. Like Roozen argues (Vos 2010): Corporations are taking (however small)
steps towards sustainability and this is a good thing. In this way, mainstreaming fair
trade has its effect on conventional trade. The fair trade movement needs to be
absolutely clear however, about what sustainability is and what is the most
sustainable3. Nevertheless, their role should stay the same: to be the thorn in the side
of modern neoliberal trade.
Murray et al. (2006) also warn against the mainstreaming, but take a different point of
view. They argue that fair trade is facing a dilemma between broadening the movement
(more sales, bigger impact) and deepening it (maintaining and strengthening core
values; i.e. solidarity). They conclude that the challenges they see within the movement
is a ‘normal part of a maturing social movement’, but stress that achieving both goals
promises a most significant and lasting impact on fair trade and an alternative course of
globalisation. More research is needed and fair trade needs to take a critical look at
what they are doing.

3

I will come back to the issue on sustainability in the discussion of this thesis.
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Working towards solidarity trade
The argument that fair trade is dependent on consumption and the mobility of capital
(Dolan 2010) is of course a justified argument, but when it comes to commercial
solidarity, these dependencies are inherent to this type of development. Consumption
has become potentially an inclusive social development process (Arce 2009). However,
the idea of solidarity trade needs continuous improvement, as not all aspects of the fair
trade movement are virtuous, as we have seen in the critique in this chapter.
VanderHoff Boersma (2009) argues that fair trade is still an alternative market: not a
niche market, but a movement that begins to correct, with small steps, the dominant
market. He recognizes that the problem of poverty is merely a symptom of an unjust
and irrational system of trade; fair trade is meant to alter the current capitalist system.
Whereas Low and Davenport (2005) and LeClair (2002) do not specifically link solidarity
trade to an attempt to promote alternative economic models, Reed (2009) uses their
examples to create this link. Such as the example of the Nicaraguan coffee being traded
through the Netherlands to the USA to circumvent a trade embargo in the 1980’s. The
ATO Equal Exchange did indeed challenge the political and economic structures of that
time, but it did not provide an alternative to neoliberalism. The fair trade movement as
a whole4 was, however, a reaction to counter the effects of neoliberalism in the late
1980’s (Moberg and Lyon 2010). Only with the formation of FLO international and the
introduction of the standardised fairtrade label did the movement start to be seen as
only FLO’s fairtrade; fair trade as the movement and fairtrade as the label are often
conflated concepts in the fair trade literature. However, despite that FLO’s standards
seem to be the norm for fair trade these days, ATO’s still exist - solidarity trade still
exists. These initiatives are just working in the shadow of FLO and sometimes even
incorporate FLO, by showing the fairtrade seal on their products. Moreover, since FLO
started the certification process, this institutionalisation of quality norms has generated
a process of formal integration into the commercial orientation that guide the
mainstream market. However, in spite of this tendency, political issues like solidarity,
and a concern for development still, somehow, survive within the fair trade political
movement and without.
In this thesis I will argue that solidarity trade still exists and is something else than
carrying a fairtrade seal. Also, I will try to argue that solidarity trade is needed, not just
for the development work, but to help face the challenges that the fair trade movement
is facing.

2.2 The economic view
From Supply Chains...
Lawrence Busch (2007) gives a good criticism on the neo economical (NE) view on
production chains, in favour of Supply Chain Management (SCM). Instead of just looking
at the production chain of, for instance, coffee in Ecuador, a large amount of attention
will also be given to the involved people in the company, NGO’s that are involved, goals
of the companies (especially with concern to development), ethical perspectives and
4

The fair trade movement in the 1980’s and 1990’s can be seen as an amalgam of numerous ATO’s and

fair labelling initiatives.
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social responsibility. Busch relates that SCM is best understood as a mode of
performance. The practitioners of this mode of performance calculate efficiencies and
costs of production. However the data in this thesis will not be quantified, so
calculations cannot be made.
In SCM the micro and macro of economy flow into each other. While in NE there is a
clear distinction. Also, the theory of the firm and the structure of the economy are so
much intertwined and related that the distinction becomes obsolete. Instead, SCM
takes a broader view and looks at the entire supply chain as a unit of analysis.
Transactions within this supply chain could be viewed as either constraints, meaning
they decrease efficiency, or as opportunities.
The playing field is assumed to be unequal. In other words, the chances that supply
chains have are not always equal, for example: the infrastructure in developing
countries is often so terrible that it hinders trade. We cannot speak of a level playing
field in such a case, nor even of a striving for it. Another example is the escalated tariff.
In order to export finished products to most western countries, a significantly larger
amount of taxes need to be paid, then when one wants to export raw primary products.
However, in SCM these characteristics of the playing field are not fixed. They can be
changed with more or less difficulty. Logistics is used to increase cost efficiency.
In the SCM model, producers may choose on which variables of their product they wish
to compete. Quality is not a continuum ranging from good to bad, but a product may
contain many different qualities. A product may compete on any or all of these
qualities. Price may be one of them, but not the only one (as in NE). Making choices is
part of the stage of SCM, where making the right choices will say something about the
performance of a supply chain.
In SCM (state) policies are seen as distortions that can either be positive or negative for
the actors involved. The dominating view is, however, that the state sets the basic
underlying conditions for the market. The main issue is that these underlying conditions
are subject to change, and are therefore better viewed as distortions, because they
sound less rigid.
Instead of being lobbyists of the state, NGO's can rather be seen as potential allies in
improving supply chain efficiency and operation. Very good examples of this practice
are seen in the Fair Trade domain. The Fairtrade Labelling Organisations (FLO) could, for
example, be seen as one large NGO that tries to improve efficiency and operation of
many farmers in developing countries, by i.e. helping them organise themselves into
cooperatives.
Instead of having a single clear goal, organisations in the SCM model can have multiple
goals. They are embedded in a larger social world and often their other goals (besides
making profit) are connected with this larger social world. For instance decreasing
poverty in the region, or improving education in the place where the organisation is
based. Sometimes these forms of social responsibility result in the launch of a
foundation that takes care of social projects.
Where NE is very economical and mathematical, we can find multiple ethical
perspectives in the SCM model, which makes models less elegant: there is never just
one good strategy. Welfare is not ensured by some invisible hand, but by corporate
social responsibility. If this social responsibility is not very well developed, it is possible
that welfare is not optimised. Therefore, looking at the social responsibility in the case15
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companies is important (Busch 2007). The supply chain management strategy is partly
based on the commodity chain literature, which can be led back to the writings of Gary
Gereffi (Henderson et al. 2002), who is leading in global commodity chains literature.
...to production networks
Supply chain management presents us with a very real way of measuring the
performance of an economy, but fails to provide a good way of analysing an aspect of
economy in a holistic and complete way. Just like NE, the SCM movement tries to take
the economy into pieces before analysing it. Though it claims to obliterate the
distinction between micro- and macro-economics, the unit of analysis is a small one: the
value chain and its transactions and opportunities. As Busch quotes Cox (1999, in Busch
2007): “Companies are … instructed to construct ever more efficient and responsive
supply chains because it will no longer be company competing with company, but supply
chain competing against supply chain.” Not only does SCM deny the possibility of trade
as a developmental tool, the focus on supply chains is a limited scope, it misses the
complex networks and relationships that are outside of demand and supply, and
competition.
A group of authors have taken a different point of view and started writing about Global
Production Networks (GPN’s) in the early 2000’s (Henderson et al. 2002; Coe et al.
2008), while at the same time Ernst (Ernst and Kim 2002) developed a similar model for
technological production. We will take the literature of Henderson, Coe, Dicken and
Hess as a basis for this thesis, because it provides us with a number of advantages over
supply chains or commodity chains.
The first reason to favour GPN is that SCM still has a very linear view, because it focuses
on ‘chains’, the flow of a product from one producer to the next to add value. This
makes it also a very vertical model. A focus down the chain. While in reality such
processes are very multi-dimensional, multi-layered forms of economic activity.
Therefore the term ‘network’ is much more suitable. GPN is a model constructed on a
foundation of actor-network theory (ANT), which puts emphasis on relations in
heterogeneous networks (Henderson et al. 2002). Just like SCM the ANT also rejects
dualisms like global-local (macro-micro) and structure – agency. The people that are
involved are central, people that have their own story; information flows in all direction
in a 'value chain'. It would certainly be more interesting to move to a 'network' view,
which is not fixed, linear or unidirectional. Levy (2008) argues as well that the use of the
term network implies multiple relational forms and directions and avoids a linear
connotation. Furthermore, the term ‘network’ allows for the exploration of political and
social dimensions of market power. Actors are connected "in dense webs of
informational and material interdependence" (Raynolds 2002). Raynolds calls
commodity networks complex, dynamic and fluid. These three elements are important
to keep in mind. They will also come back in McGee's policy framework, where history is
an important context that determines dynamism and fluidity (McGee 2004).
Secondly, SCM (and certainly global commodity chains - GCC) is very much focused on
the ‘commodity’, while the word ‘production’ would be a better choice. Raynolds (2002)
for example introduces the concept 'commodity networks'. She puts emphasis on
commodity relations and the idea of material flows across production and consumption
arenas. In other words, there are material (but also information) flows in all directions
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within the network of a commodity. However, Raynolds’ use of the term ‘commodity’
may result in some confusion according to Levy (2008), because the term is often used
to refer to standardized (undifferentiated and low-margin) products, which are to a
certain degree fixated in time and space. Perhaps this may be true for some forms of
production, but not for all. There is a preference for the term production networks,
because production implies not only economic activity, but also social processes
involved in producing goods and services and the reproduction of knowledge, capital
and labour power: the social processes behind economic activity (Levy 2008; Henderson
et al. 2002). Raynolds’ usage of the term ‘commodity’ still focuses too much attention
on the flow of goods, despite the use of the term ‘network’.
In addition to the SCM model as described in the previous sub-chapter, GPN recognizes
that firms, governments and other economic actors have different priorities and have a
relative autonomy vis-á-vis each other and their networks. Input – output structures are
important, because here value is added. The ‘place’ is an important aspect of a
company, because it constitutes the institutional sphere (Henderson et al. 2002).
The methodology of GPN analysis involves attention to the networks and the
distribution of power within them, the significance of labour and the processes of value
creation and the institutions that influence companies’ strategy.
Six years after letting the theory loose in the academic world, some criticism was
gathered by three of the same authors of the 2002 article (Coe et al. 2008). The GPN
literature that had risen during those years focused (just like GCC literature) too much
on competitiveness and was not enough critical. Coe et al. formulated a number of
additions to the framework. Firstly, the circulation processes are fundamental. They
argue that the nodes of the network are actually connected through these circulation
processes. To illustrate this, they mention the logistics problem as being absolutely
central. Naturally, circulation and logistics are part of the economic activity, however,
fair trade research has focused too much on the circulation of commodities (Moberg
and Lyon 2010; Reed 2009; Murray et al. 2006; Lockie 2008) without paying attention to
commodity processing or production within the network. In other words: the adding of
value is hardly researched. When Henderson et al. (2002) describe ‘value’ as one of
their key concepts, they only describe the creation, enhancement and capturing of
value, not the possibility of adding value on site.
Secondly, they emphasize the importance of the activities inside the firm. Where most
of the inter-firm relationships are researched in the current GPN literature, the intrafirm relationships are neglected, while they are at least as important to understand the
production network. Although the GPN framework has been designed for bigger firms,
even within small organisations there are power differentials.
Thirdly, production is unequivocally connected to the environment. With the exception
of services or virtual products, production is always place-based. Hence, there is always
a relationship between the production of goods and the natural environment. In fact,
not only production is related to the environment, but also consumption, which is a
direct result of production in the first place. One could say that production is not only
directly interlinked with the natural environment, but also indirectly, through
consumption. Coe et al. (2008) argue that production networks are systems of material
flows and balances.
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Although the global production network framework is mostly directed at transnational
corporations (TNC’s), the framework is one of the most complete that currently exist
and can be easily adapted to be used for the cases in this thesis. One point of critique
however is the use of the word ‘global’. Henderson et al. (2002) introduce the word in
the name of their framework as opposed to the terms ‘international’ and
‘transnational’. In principal, the term ‘global’ is more correct, because it is less statecentric, but since there is only one ‘globe’, the addition of the word becomes irrelevant.
Moreover, the production network framework incorporates the idea that each network,
however small, is never entirely a local network and that thus the global-local
dichotomy in this framework is purely conceptual and unrealistic.
According to Raynolds (2002), there are three analytic tools that can contribute to the
analysis. ‘Commodity networks’ is the second analytic tool. The first tool are the actors
and their actions (and experiences), which is incorporated in the production network
(PN) framework in the notion of ‘production’ instead of commodity. Coe et al argue that
“… material economic processes are themselves part of ‘nature’ as well as of the
‘lifeworld’, the identities, discourses, work cultures and the cultural embedding of
economic activity” (Coe et al. 2008:271). The life-worlds theory can indeed be used well
and in combination with the 'following' method (see chapter 2.4).
The third analytic tool is convention theory. The last one, she writes, is important
because with a network analysis, it is easy to lose sight of network politics,
"understating differential power relations between key actors". Without having to rely
on conventions theory, the policy aspect of fair trade and added value production will
be accounted for in this thesis, by using a policy framework by McGee. Of course, the
political factors are built into the PN framework: as Levy argues: “GPN’s are
simultaneously economic and political phenomena.” But also, they “resemble contested
organizational fields in which actors struggle over the construction of economic
relationships, governance structures, institutional rules and norms, and discursive
frames” (Levy 2008:944).
Associative economy
In this sub-chapter I would like to explore the theory on cooperation. Weaving different
theories together in an experimental way. Starting with co-operatives and working
towards associative economy and even ‘new commons’.
Cooperatives are a part of fair trade: in order to gain a fairtrade label, it is necessary to
organise a cooperation of the farmers to enter the fair trade market. These
cooperatives are peasant organisations, some more active than others, that challenge
the status quo. Their role is to make the peasants stronger, to empower them, to fight
poverty and to promote democracy. Cooperatives are an important balance to
corporate power (Burke 2010). However, cooperatives do not always guarantee social
development as we see in some fair trade cases (Burke 2010), but they can provide
significant social and economic benefits. Even more important, they can provide a space
for political and economic actions and thus provide empowerment for the cooperative
group.
Besides in the fair trade movement, cooperatives are becoming more important in the
organic movement as well. The historic origin is, however, different. While cooperation
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in fair trade comes from the need to unite individual small farmers, cooperation in
organic agriculture (and especially bio-dynamic agriculture) comes from the theories of
the social threefold by Rudolf Steiner5. Steiner’s associative economy is based on
cooperation, instead of competition like in concurrent capitalism. The idea is that
valuable time and energy is wasted when trying to thwart your competitor. The
associative economy is based on small business in larger networks (Steiner 1919; Nurse
n.d.). So the associative economy is not only based on cooperation in a vertical
dimension, but on multilateral cooperation. This is also related to what Bäcchi (2010)
says, to promote more cooperation in creating better trust relationships. Indeed,
VanderHoff Boersma (2009) argues that in fair trade, there is a relationship between the
organised producers and the organised consumers. However, the consumers are not so
much organised and the producers only within their own system. Although VanderHoff
Boersma rightly argues that reducing the distance between producers and consumers is
elemental for success of fair trade. This can be seen in Community Supported
Agriculture (CSA) which basically is a synthesis of producer and consumer cooperatives
(Mooney 2004). Also, the fair trade movement needs to make alliances with other
movements to change the current trade system.
In the Dutch economy, cooperatives are nothing new: the rabobank has been a
cooperative bank since the start. However, in the organic sector, cooperation is raised
to a higher level. While a small organic shop in the student city of Wageningen is
bringing producers and consumers closer together through associations, the Estafette
association is doing the same as a wholesaler. The Estafette association is a group of
smaller associations: 12 stores and a wholesaler. The construction is a limited
partnership6, where only the sleeping partner (Sleipnir foundation) is a real owner of
the business. The result of all this is that a company like this can never be sold just like it
often happens in the regular economy. Furthermore, the shops and the wholesaler are
in closer contact to each other. They work together more (Otters 2008). On the other
hand, the organic shop in Wageningen initiated a consumer association in order to
involve the consumers more in company policy. The food network is thus made stronger
and the actors more tied together.
Koos Bakker of the Estafette association places ownership to discussion. He asks himself
whether ownership gives you the right to do with your company as you please, or
whether you have a responsibility also towards the customers who helped build the
company. And should surplus capital, or profit, go to the owner, or should we first make
sure that the employees are paid sufficiently (Otters 2008)?
The ideas of cooperatives and associative economy can be connected to two broader
ideas. The first is that of social economy (Moulaert and Ailenei 2005) and the other to
the new commons (Charlotte Hess 2008).

5

I realise that referencing to Steiner is unconventional. Because of Steiner’s anthroposophic theories, he

is avoided by scientist even in the organic agriculture sector. However, he is at the basis of the organic
movement in the Netherlands and the German speaking countries and I believe the basis of his theory on
associative economy may help the discussion on alternative economy further.
6

In Dutch: Commanditaire Vennootschap (CV)
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Unfortunately, social economy is still a somewhat vague term without a clear definition,
but we are able to say what it is and what it is not. Moulaeart and ailenei argue that a
general definition does not do right to the broad background of the social economy, but
they can offer some guiding principles. The first is to refute the polarising views on
production, distribution and exchange: “social economy develops as a permanent
stream of inventions of various social mechanisms, mixing market exchange, state
intervention, collective civil sector organisation based on social movements driven by
solidarity and reciprocity” (Moulaert and Ailenei 2005:2049). Another aspect of the
social economy is social innovation, which means innovation in social relations and in
ways of satisfying needs.
Current definitions of social economy, as Moulaert and Ailenei (2005) write, have a
couple of things in common: First, they focus mainly on production; second, they focus
on needs which are often neglected by either market or state; third, there is an explicit
link between social economy and local development; fourth, there is an explicit
reference to solidarity and reciprocity; and fifth there is a concern about ‘higher levels
of governance’ (who will guide the social economy?), which can be states, but also
social networks. The social economy is partly based on the French ‘economie sociale’
and ‘mutuelles’, where shared control and ownership relations are important aspects
for reproduction of its institutions. Here is a link to be made with the associative
economy.
Hess (2008) gives an overview on the literature on the ‘new commons’ in her article. In
her closure, she tries to come up with a good definition, which she does, albeit a very
inclusive one.
“A commons is a resource shared by a group where the resource is
vulnerable to enclosure and social dilemmas. Unlike a public good, it
requires management and protection in order to sustain it.” …and…
“also movements aimed at changing the way people think and
behave. The idea of the commons provides an alternative to the
private-public dichotomy.” (Charlotte Hess 2008:37)

According to Hess, the fair trade movement could be a ‘new commons’: It is vulnerable
to enclosure (hijacking by corporations) and is rife with social dilemmas (as we
discussed above). Moreover, fair trade is a movement aimed at changing the way
people think and behave. However, the literature on fair trade as a commons is very
little. In Hess’ bibliography, only 43 articles turn up when searched for ‘fair trade’
(Charlotte Hess 2010) (Bacon et al. 2008; Bryant and Goodman 2004; Murray et al.
2006; Utting-chamorro 2010; Nemarundwe, Ngorima, and Welford 2008); searching for
‘solidarity trade yields even less: only 4 articles (Bryant and Goodman 2004).
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2.3 The political view
A policy framework
Like Fisher (2009) argues, we need an approach to policy that moves away from an
abstract lineal model. McGee (2004) comes up with a model that places much more
emphasis on the dynamic and multi-layered aspects of policy. She defines policy as a
combination of knowledge, actors and spaces. Knowledge is necessary to be able to
base decisions on. However, the concept of knowledge is a broad one. McGee
distinguishes between produced knowledge, which is produced (in the form of surveys,
etc.) for the purpose of policy-making; and constructed knowledge. This last type of
knowledge is constructed by a range of actors and includes experience. This last type of
knowledge is difficult to incorporate, however, because it is less visible or explicit. Only
by asking specific questions in interviews is one able to regenerate these experiences so
they can be narrated in the thesis.
McGee counts as actors all people that have some role in policy processes, within
governments and without. "Actors hold opinions and interests; they are embedded in
institutional and political cultures; they exercise agency." So actors have power in a
larger or lesser degree and with an ever changing composition of actors there are
complex power dynamics.
Spaces are multiple points in time and space where policy-making takes place. "The site
where these things happen, as well as the happenings themselves, is part of what
constitutes the policy space, although policy spaces are not exclusively, nor even mostly,
physical spaces." According to Raynolds (2002), actors are able to extend their reach
over space, making it possible to act at a distance. Just as in commodity production,
large distances are not so problematic anymore in this globalised world. The social
distance between consumers and producers can be 'shortened' as Fair Trade
demonstrates.
Outside these 3 elements of policy-making, McGee places the importance of Power
relations, History, Culture and Political economy. These make up the context in which
policy-making takes place. These elements of the context all shape the elements of
policy-making. Between actors, there are different power relations; these can change
over time, just like networks can. Again, the concepts fluidity and dynamics contribute
to this complex reality.
For the use of this policy framework in studying fair trade and added value production,
we need to include situated practices and commodities to understand everyday politics
and practices (Fisher 2009). With the help of this framework, we can ask questions
about how producers in the fair trade market experience and negotiate policy changes
in a similar way that Arce does in his article (Arce 2009). He shows us, for example, that
producers are not simply dealing with one FLO, but that there are different policy
orientations from different fair trade actors in the region. Arce brings the struggles and
negotiations between these policy orientations to light. Fisher points out further that
Arce shows there is a process through which local power is distributed through fair
trade politics. His study shows the importance of network dynamics and power relations
in a study of fair trade.
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Participation and democracy
The challenge for the market is “the urgent need to introduce
democracy into the current market economy more broadly defined.”
“The basic elements of democracy in the fair trade market […] are
also needed to correct this democratic deficiency in the dominant
world market” (VanderHoff Boersma 2009:59)
VanderHoff Boersma argues that the current neo-liberal trade regime impedes any form
of democracy in trade. Power brokers within market structures are so strong and
influential, that the interest of the powerful counts. Again, he stresses that poverty is
not the problem, but a lack of democratic control is. The economy is in the hands of
mostly undemocratic institutions (like the World Bank, IMF, etc.) and large corporations.
While not perfect, as we have described above (Reed 2009; Lyon 2006; Tallontire 2009),
the fair trade movement must develop its democratic practice further. Fair trade must
involve Southern producers more into decision making.
Linking the concept of democracy to the former discussion sub-chapters, Mooney
(2004) argues that within cooperatives, the democratic structure exists in tension with
the capitalist structure. But perhaps that is where the cooperative becomes a commons,
because “[cooperatives] meet needs that are simply not met by the larger capitalist
sector” (Mooney 2004:82) nor by the state. Nevertheless, cooperatives tend to work
with a democratic policy structure and work within a capitalist system. Active
democratic participation is needed to keep multiple goals on the table within an
enterprise.
In a post-structuralist tradition, Leach and Scoones (2005) contribute a theory of
citizenship, with the assumption of people as having multiple and overlapping subject
positions. One person can be a woman, a farmer and a Muslim, and thus belong to
several sub-groups. They redefine citizenship as “practiced engagement through
emergent social solidarities” (ibid:29). However, these new processes of social and
political interaction are often very messy and unstable. For instance solidarity between
people whose livelihoods are being threatened by the construction of a dam. On the
other hand, people have citizenship on different levels, creating sub-politics on different
levels as well: on a national level, but also on a global level. People come together to
protest against new national policies like cuts on education, but just as well people
come to protest at the G20 top meetings against global issues.
Citizenship is thus associated with people that participate and are able to participate.
The concept has become a very plural concept. Citizens are what they are, through
several groups and sub-politics. Citizenship is no longer a concept that belongs to the
context of the nation-state. One can practice citizenship by forming a sub-group in one’s
company to improve working conditions, but also by joining global citizen actions. Those
who cannot act on a global level are still affected by global processes and may take
different courses of action on a different scale.
Democratic participation is about citizenship and practicing it freely. People have
different ways of forming social solidarities. And the context should be non-restraining.
Political marginalization, lack of resources or a sense of distance or alienation from the
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public debate are all constraints for citizenship (Leach and Scoones 2005). In other
words, to increase democratic participation, fair trade should improve the social
environment as well by decreasing political marginalization (empowerment), increasing
resources (reduce poverty) and actively educate people about the public debate.

2.4 To follow things and experiences
Although perhaps not intentionally, the production network model is utilised quite well
in a case study by Ian Cook (2004). In his study where he studies the supply chain of
papaya, he follows the papaya from the tree to the consumer, all the while providing a
narrative of the people working in the different sectors: of the social context. Although
Cook does not provide us with a clear analysis or a conclusion, his writing style is
appealing and very expressive. Moreover, his writing style invites the reader to form his
/ her own conclusion about the research subject.
What Cook tries to do (2006) is to 're-connect' production and consumption of food.
Though he focuses very much on the commodity, this is 'only' his focus, his form of
organising the events: everything around this commodity, like the people that work
with it, can become part of the story. Cook asks himself whether there should even be
any limitations on what can be part of this food story. Post disciplinary research is what
he argues. Taking a most holistic view as possible.
The experiences of the people involved are the most essential to tell their story. Their
individual knowledge frames or life-worlds need to be mapped out, if we are to
understand them. Life-world is a concept originally coined by Schutz and Luckman
(1973), meaning the reality that is taken largely for granted of a normal adult. The
authors argue that by this taken-for-grantedness, experiences are mostly unquestioned.
A life-world is not a private world, but it is intersubjective: it can be a shared reality.
Furthermore Coe et al. (2008) argue that systems are always culturally embedded in the
life-worlds. The life-worlds, or ‘socio-cultural construction’, have to be taken into
account.
We now have a number of frameworks to use for analysing the results, but additionally
the open and clear form of writing á la Cook will invite the reader to form his / her own
conclusion while being involved in the analysis used in this thesis. In this way, were this
thesis to be made available to the public, other academics would be able to add or
apply criticism to it.
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3 METHODOLOGY
This research is built around the production network theory, a political framework and the
life-world theory. All of these theories are based upon actors: the production network
theory is based partially on Actor Network Theory (ANT), the political theory deals with
power relations between actors and the life-world is almost exclusive to individual actors.
Where the theoretical framework has shown us the (actor-focussed) goggles we may use
when analysing the data, or the theoretical methodology, an elaboration on the practical
methodology will explain how the data was obtained. From the theoretical methods, it
seems only logical to use a variety of qualitative methods.
It was however not possible to follow the commodities entirely, like Cook does in his ‘follow
the thing’ (Cook et al. 2004), due to time restraints as well as a lack of possibility to travel for
example to the USA. Although there has been contact with a distributor in Europe, the focus
is on the processing industry. The reason for this is that this is the most important element in
the production network, because here it is fundamentally different from the dominant
market. In addition, it is the development of the local economy that is important. It is
assumed that at the farm level, there are hardly any significant differences with regular fair
trade, while any differences at the importer/distributor level are unimportant to the local
development. That is not to say these elements of the production network are not
interesting, but because of time restraints, I rather choose for two local processing plants,
than following the product the whole way. The workplace is the central stage in this
research.
During my final weeks of my internship at Amigos International (the importer of EScoffee) I
started out with an explorative literature research. Trying to find out what had been written
on the subject of Fair Trade and the export of finished products already. Part of this
literature study was also done later, in the writing phase. Furthermore, some of this
literature can be used to support or explain the experiences of the informants, see also the
previous chapter.
Not long after finishing the internship and the research proposal, I flew to Ecuador on the
21st of April. After a few weeks of language training and establishing contact in the capital
Quito, the planned chocolate case (Pacari chocolate) was initially postponed and research
began with EScoffee in Guayaquil. I was able to share the apartment of the sales manager,
so participant observation was one of the first methods I could start on. I had already met
the director, Rendón, in Rotterdam before, so he was happy to have me in his office the next
month. Meanwhile I got ample opportunity to observe the workplace at times. These
observations were noted down in moments when there was a chance to do so. Participant
observation is important to gain an empathical understanding of the people that work in the
chocolate and coffee sector (Cook and et al. 2006). Furthermore, I attended some meetings
and had lunch with workers from the office.
When I returned to Quito for the chocolate case, the director with whom I had established
contact directly tried to stall me at first, not returning my calls and refraining from giving a
direct answer. Finally he turned my request down and I spent some time looking for a new
case and establishing contact. The reason that the director gave me was a lack of time, but
from my other cases I learned that perhaps he was also having some trouble in the
company. The recent raise of the minimum wage was not an improvement for everybody.
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My girlfriend told me to perhaps look at Kallari chocolate for a case study. It took some
weeks to get contact with the directive board. They had to decide together, of course, on
what my place would be at the company and on what I could possibly give in return. With
less than a month left in the country I moved to Tena for three weeks to continue my study
there. For a large part I conducted the same strategy: I worked in the office so I was able to
observe well and held interviews when I could. This was often difficult, because many
employees and also the board of directives frequently went outside the office to visit
farmers or the factory in Quito.
In the case of EScoffee I first conducted surveys to get a general view of the workers. On the
basis of these surveys I could make a selection of whom I wished to interview. However, due
to time restraints a preliminary survey round in the case of Kallari was not possible and so a
different strategy was used to select interviewees. Questions that were asked in the surveys
are related to direct welfare effects, such as worker income, total household income, capital
resources and welfare perception (now and future perception). There were questions about
demographics (as well about the whole household), educational background, place of birth
(and where one has grown up) and satisfaction with their job and wages. With the
information I gained with the survey, there could be created a general overview of the
people that work for the company. Who they are, where they come from. A rough sketch
can be made of their history. With this sketch, the differences between the workers were
mapped out, making it possible to select a diverse group of people for the interviews.
Especially demographics (age, gender, income, educational background) gave clear
differences.
Because the research method is a critical case study and comprises for a large part of life
history research (of the companies, as well as of the workers), judgment sampling for the
interviews was the most appropriate sampling method that could be applied for the
interviews (Russell 1995). Besides the directors of the companies, key informants were
chosen among the workers on the basis of an analysis of the preliminary surveys in the case
of EScoffee. The key informants had to be diverse in one or more of the following criteria:
age, gender, educational background and place of origin (rural / urban).
The importance of these indicators is that gender and age differences are fundamental for
the way a person grows up. Women have different roles then men, especially in countries
where feminism has not been so strong. A person that was born 50 years ago has had a
much different upbringing than someone who was born 25 years ago, and there could even
be different views simply because of age and wisdom. The educational background is
important for what one knows and what the future prospects are (if they can have better
jobs or not). And also the place of origin matters to the knowledge (in the form of
experience) that the informants have. A person grown up on a farm has different knowledge
and viewpoints than a person that grew up in the city. I believe these four indicators
together can present a diverse enough group of informants. More indicators would probably
not add anything for the decision making.
In the case of Kallari, time constraints for interviewer as well as interviewees limited the
possibility for judgment sampling, so an anarchistic sampling method was used: to take what
you can get.
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Interviews were held with key-informants in the coffee and chocolate network. I interviewed
the directors of the two companies to get a good overview of the companies and their
histories. I also did a number of interviews with the people that work there to get a good
picture of their experiences. These interviews were semi-structured, leaving enough room
for the informants to express themselves in their own way. For the interviewer this meant
that the interviews are more or less in the same structure, but keeping the possibility to
follow leads that arise during interviews. Also, creating a list of questions in Spanish prior
helped out a lot with any language difficulties. For this last reason, a recorder was also used,
so answers can be written down more easily and better understood at a later time.
Unfortunately, the recorder gave some problems during the research and two interviews
were not recorded well. Interviews usually took between half hour and an hour, although
some people were interviewed a second time, because more questions came up later.
The questions in the interviews with the directors mostly concerned the history of the
company, to build an account of what took place from the beginning. This life history will
prove essential in highlighting the successes or failures of the company. The questions also
dealt with economic variables like production, prices, income, growth of the company,
investments and capital. These variables are important to show what exactly the value
added is in numbers, but also to give a certain indication of the viability of the companies.
These figures however were quite confidential and the few figures that were obtained
cannot all be published in this research. There were questions meant to assess the social role
of the company in the community: how households in the region are affected through i.e.
investments in local facilities like schools. The director’s view of the social role of the
company can later be tested against the accounts of informants in these social projects.
Finally there were questions on their relations with other companies or institutions: the
impact of producing finished products for the export market, like support received or
changes in bargaining power. This last question relates mostly to unforeseen consequences
of adding value in production, positive or negative.
In the questions to the workers there were some about wealth: how wealthy are the
workers, do they make investments (i.e. their house), what is their consumption pattern?
This is important to see any changes in wealth while working for the company. Whether
their earnings are perhaps higher than before. Questions about perception and satisfaction:
how do the informants perceive their life, the wages, the work and the company, do they
identify themselves with the organisation or its products? Are they satisfied with the work
and the wages, satisfied with their lives? Included are also questions about changes in selfesteem. Not only welfare is important, but well-being as well. For this, questions about
satisfaction and perception are necessary to say something about overall changes in
happiness. There are questions that deal with empowerment and gender issues - Women
based decision in the household / Women in high functions in the company. Empowerment
is a mayor issue for Fair Trade, but also a stumbling block. For comparison: how do these
two companies fare in this respect? One will find some questions about education and
investments therein for themselves or their children. Also a question about welfare, but
more directed at the future. Risk acceptance will also be an issue in these questions. Finally
there were questions towards the spill-over effects, like changes in their own way of living,
in their ability to help others out (social spill-over / membership of local organisations) or
perhaps changes in consumption (Ruben 2008). Changes most often have indirect effects on
people that surround the person that changes. These spill-over effects can also have a great
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effect and need to be taken into account. All these questions will be asked in a time
dimension: the past and the present are equally important to draw up a history.
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4 BACKGROUND
In order to gain a better understanding of the separate stories, which play in different
sectors of food processing and in different areas of the country that is Ecuador, it is essential
to know something about the background, about the history of the places and the
commodities. This chapter will set the historical and political context of the two cases.
This chapter is divided into three sections. Section 4.1 will tell the history of Ecuador, with
some special paragraphs about Guayaquil and Tena, as these are the specific places where
our stories are played. Section 4.2 will explain what coffee is all about, where it comes from
and the troubles it has had in the past. And lastly, section 4.3 is concerned about the same
topics, but with cacao.

4.1 Ecuador7
The Latin American country Ecuador is named after its location: the equator, which runs
right through it. The country has a surface area roughly the size of Italy, about 270.000 km 2.
It has 4 main regions, including the Galápagos Islands, the coast (la Costa), the mountains (la
Sierra) and the amazon (el Oriente). The capital, Quito, is located in the north part of the
Sierra. However the largest, is the port city of Guayaquil, with a population of more than 2
million. Every region has its own complex ecosystem and Ecuador holds about 17% of the
world’s number of birds (with a surface of only 1,72% of the earth). Many natural barriers
have made travelling difficult for centuries, not in the least for the Spanish invaders. With
the steep Andean mountains in the middle, with its many volcanoes, and the (until recently)
impenetrable amazon rainforest in the east. Until the middle of the 20 th century, Ecuador
has been quite uninteresting economically, because no significant mineral resources are
present. Save the recently discovered oil cache in the amazon, which is the main export
product. Next to bananas and cacao.
The human contrasts and cultural histories are very rich. Besides the more than 15
indigenous peoples (with their own languages), the country houses many exotic cultures due
to the Spanish invasion and the import of slaves from Africa. Though many of the Spanish
whites have mixed with the indigenous people, the so called ‘mestizos’ are many in the
country. Several organisations make different statements about their number, but about
80% of the population is mestizo or indigenous. About 10% is white and 10% is black. More
than half of the people live in the coastal area, including a large part of the Afro-Ecuadorians
and indigenous people. The Galápagos Islands were uninhabited until the Spaniards
discovered it in 1535.
The amazon covers about half of the country and the indigenous communities have been
largely left alone until long after the Spanish conquest, when oil was discovered in the
1960’s. After that moment, even they could no longer be unaffected by modernity. Although
a few communities deep in the jungle are still without contact with the outside world.
Due to the fact that Ecuador lies on the middle of the earth, there are only two seasons: dry
summer and wet winter. The times, however, differ per main region. In the Oriente it rains
almost year round with June to August being the wettest months.

7

The main source of this chapter has been Gerlach (2003), unless stated otherwise.
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There is not much recorded about the pre-Incan history of Ecuador, although a few
archaeological sites have been found. Ingapirca for example is well known. However there
are very few in comparison with other Latin-American countries like Peru, which is well
known for its ruins. The Incas began their conquest of modern Ecuador around 1463 and

Figure 4.1 Map of Ecuador (EmbassyWorld 2011)

were heavily resisted. By 1500 the highlands were under their control.
The Incan empire stretched along the Andes from central Chile to the south of Colombia. The
emperor was called Sapa Inca (sapa means ‘great’ in Kichwa) and it was a pluralistic empire,
with regions, provinces and districts. The smallest unit was the ‘ayllu’, an agrarian
community (Kichwa for ‘family’, though the concept is taken more broadly). At the core of
the Inca society was religion: the worship of Inti (the sun god). Land was held collectively and
the individual as kept in second place to the collective. Much of the food was brought to
warehouses for storage.
When in 1527 Sapa Inca Huayna Cápac died of an unknown disease that killed thousands of
natives (likely a European disease), his two sons, Huáscar and Atahualpa, fought over the
empire. A five-year civil war broke out. In the end this left the Incan empire weakened and
the Spaniards, who landed in 1526, were aided by many Indians who resented the Inca
domination or recently sided with the losing Huáscar. The conquistadores brought diseases,
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steel weapons and horses. In 1532 Francisco Pizarro started his conquest of Ecuador with 62
horsemen and 106 foot soldiers. A short battle in November that year already ended
Atahualpa’s resistance and he was captured. One of his generals, Rumiñahui remained in
Quito to defend it. However, when he heard another group of Spaniards was coming, led by
Benalcázar, he razed the city and evacuated it. A night attack on the Spanish troops in Quito
was heavily resisted and the Inca resistance was broken, when Rumiñahui fled and many
other generals surrendered.
The indigenous peoples were not much better off under Spanish rule. Besides the diseases
that the Spanish brought (measles and smallpox devastated the native population), they
discriminated much against the locals and forced them to work on their haciendas. Where
the Incas introduced the ‘mita’ (meaning ‘one’s turn’ in Kichwa), which spanned three
months, the Spanish extended the mita to a full year and broadened its use. Whereas the
Incas used it to maintain public goods, like buildings and roads, the Spanish used it to gain
cheap and steady labour.
In the Sierra, the natives were mostly put to work in the textile workshops, which were
booming at the end of the 16th century. However stagnation started by the 1720’s and the
economic decline continued long after independence. At the same time, the coast became
an exporter of cacao of increasing significance. Thus the differences in prosperity between
the two regions stood in sharp contrast. In 1778 Charles III put forth a decree of free trade,
which allowed up to 24 ports (instead of 7) to trade with each other and with Spain. This
specially affected Guayaquil, which commerce was thriving by the end of that century. Most
products went through that port and many ships were being built there. By the 18 th century,
cacao was introduced around the Guayas River basin, making transport to the port quicker
and easier.
By the end of the 18th century, several groups within the country were starting to grow
discontent. Including the Spanish who were born in Ecuador (Criollos), because the imperial
system preferred Spanish born bureaucrats and clergymen. Spanish-born people felt also
superior to the criollos. Even the church, another point of conflict, gave preference to
Spanish-born. When Spain was invaded by Napoleon in 1808, the criollos were the first to
seize the throne in Quito in 1809. When the loyalist troops approached however, they easily
handed back the power. In August 1811 a second uprising took place but was parried again
by forces from Lima. Finally in 1822, Ecuador was one of the last to be liberated from the
Spanish in Latin-America, by forces led by José de San Martin from the south and Simón
Bolívar, who came down from Colombia. Until 1830, Ecuador was now part of Gran
Colombia, including Colombia and Venezuela. A 30% tax on cacao exports and a 21,5%
independence war debt fuelled the discontent, and when Venezuela took their
independence in January 1830, Ecuador followed soon on May 13th.
The republic of Ecuador granted voting rights only to rich men at first and civil wars were
frequent because others wanted to take the power. The chasm between the white elite and
the indigenous people were still enormous and communication and trade between the three
regions were hindered by the Andes. Guayaquil rivalled fiercely with Quito, because most of
the taxes collected in the coast went to Quito. Over the next decades many other reasons
were found to fuel the conflict between the coast and the highlands. The fresh republic had
its hands full. When the head of state wanted to extend a tribute that was originally only
paid by the natives, to all the citizens, a revolt broke out within the Guayaquil elite and he
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was ousted in 1845. In the next 16 years Ecuador had 10 governments and 3 new
constitutions. Even later attempts to tax other people than the indigenous met with
resistance. The tribute was finally abolished in 1857. But by no means were the indigenous
people free: together with the Afro-Ecuadorians (slavery was abolished in 1851), many
remained in a form of debt peonage. Discrimination by white people and mestizos would
continue until late in the 20th century.
During the end of the 20th century, social problems multiplied, while services waned and
prices rose. Poverty rose, depending on the source, from 47 in 1975 to 60 or 65 per cent in
the early 90’s. At the same time, wealth became more concentrated. In ’93 the wealthiest 10
per cent of the people owned 55 per cent. These changes in wealth and poverty were partly
due to IMF and bank imposed measures to obtain loans. As many of the indigenous people
did not have any insurance or salary, these measures led Luis Macas, president of the
Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador (CONAIE), to question “the priorities of
multilateral banks and government.”
The people grew weary of the many governments and learned to organise themselves
better. Many indigenous and labour organisations arose and worked together. National
strikes and protests became common by the end of the century.
Another big influence during these decades was ‘globalisation’. Rapid technology change,
the introduction of new telecommunication tools and the internet created radically new
efficiencies and economies of scale. Distances became smaller and barriers between markets
and countries disappeared. Competition increased with globalisation. Furthermore,
expectations for better standards of living were heightened due to all the information on
cyberspace. People were increasingly better at comparing their own situation with that of
other societies. Meanwhile, ‘free markets’ became the buzz word for international money
lenders. And although Ecuador reacted to globalisation much the same way as other
countries, the change that leaders proposed was met with increasingly hard resistance.
People had become used to stable and low prices. At the same time we saw that indigenous
communities (re)constituted their identities and organisations in the local (Perrault 2003),
strengthening their organisations and protests.
Politics
The banana boom between 1947 and 1957 brought a little more stability in the country, due
to its effect on the economy. However, when the international supply and demand
stabilized, the surge was over and instability re-emerged.
The third economic boom (with cacao being the first) was launched in 1967, when Texaco
Gulf consortium discovered big amounts of oil in the Oriente. The oil first flowed to the coast
on June 26, 1972 through the Trans-Ecuadorean pipe line (SOTE). In 1973 Ecuador joined the
Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), which was called to life to
manipulate supply, to expand revenue in producing countries. From 1972 to 1980, the oil
price climbed from $ 2,50 per barrel, to $ 35,26. In contrast to the cacao and bananas, the oil
came from the Oriente, meaning all of the oil money was used by the government, and
Ecuador changed rapidly. For the third time however, the government depended on a single
export product for its revenues. Ecuadorians grew used to low taxes, prosperity and
development. The oil revenues were so high, that domestic oil products were heavily
subsidized. When oil prices dropped much later, changing taxes and subsidies proved very
difficult.
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When in 1972 the army removed head of state Ibarra (who assumed dictatorial powers after
being elected five times), General Guillermo Rodríguez Lara increased control over state
economy. He transferred the power from foreign companies back to the public sector. One
of those was the oil sector. Moreover, the military created new companies, like the air
company TAME. Despite all this effort, the public believed the oil wealth was not trickling
down enough and Lara was removed from office in 1976. Military rule continued another 3
years, until a new constitution was written, giving voting power to illiterates, and new
elections were called. The military left the new president with many debts, loans and
deficits, because they spent more than the oil boom actually brought in. The foreign debt
had increased twentyfold. To make matters worse, the oil prices only went down after its
peak in 1980. OPEC reacted to this development by reducing production, whilst Ecuador
reacted by increasing it. They tried to maintain government revenues by selling more for
less, even though many new explorations for oil were unsuccessful. In ’92 a conflict with
OPEC led Ecuador to leave the organisation and benefited from the halt on production by
OPEC members.
In the past decades, the oil revenues allowed the government to keep prices stable by
subsidizing certain necessities, like staple food and cooking gas. With the oil prices down, the
system of subsidies could not hold, the economy slowed and Ecuador entered a vicious cycle
of inflation and recession. The International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank and other
lenders were willing to help the country, but demanded that governments cut spending. This
in turn led to heavy resistance from the public.
From 1979 to 1984 the government followed a reformist middle course. First with Jaime
Roldós until 1981, who tripled gasoline prices due to expensive conflicts with Peru, doubled
the minimum wage, reduced the work week to 40 hours and allowed retirement for women
after 25 years of work. His successor, Osvaldo Hurtado, encountered a continent wide
economic crisis and also increased prices of gasoline and other necessities; enforced taxes
and higher rates for the rich; devalued the national currency, the Sucre, three times; and
placed restrictions on imports. Meanwhile he had to deal with five nationwide strikes.
The next decade and a half was governed in more neoliberal manner with a focus on free
markets, starting with León Febres Cordero (until 1988), followed by Rodrigo Borja (until
1992) and Sixto Durán Ballén (until 1996). Their presidency terms were characterized by tax
increase, higher prices for basic services and lower subsidies, and devaluation of the Sucre. A
major social achievement was a massive literacy campaign. During this time, oil prices kept
disappointing, which led to failure to meet the IMF’s condition to reduce the deficit.
Abdalá Bucaram followed in 1996 and was mostly conservative: focussing on balancing the
budget and fixing the exchange rate to the US dollar. His promise to help the less fortunate
was put on hold, because he felt he had to improve the economy first. This was met with
critique already early in his presidency. In the end increased corruption and a war with Peru
became his downfall. After a nationwide strike on February 5th, 1997, Bucaram’s government
was almost overthrown. However, the constitution would not allow it this way, so on
February 6th, congress voted the president out on the basis of mental incapacity. While vicepresident Arteaga did not succeed him, the power was handed over by congress to Alarcón.
His time was short, because new elections would be in May 1998. Bucaram’s successor
revised most of the taxes downwards and laid a foundation for peace with Peru.
But a foundation for peace was the only aid Jamil Mahuad got from his predecessors.
Mahuad was made president on August 10, 1998, despite the fact he clearly stated
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beforehand he would raise taxes and cut subsidies. That was exactly what he did first and
like with Bucaram, this was met with more protests in the street. But the new president had
little choice. The former presidents had left him with only debts. Next to that there was the
border dispute with Peru. It started in the 1940’s, which ended with president Arroyo del Río
‘giving away’ a considerable amount of land for a peace treaty. However, in 1960, president
Ibarra declared this treaty null and void and the tension between the two countries rose
again. While Ecuador was able to defend itself well, it could not afford an arms race, so it
was clear that Mahuad had to finally end the conflict. A treaty was set up, where Ecuador
lost a piece of the Tiwintza canton. Not all Ecuadoreans embraced the accord, but tensions
were released. As a result of the peace, military spending was reduced. The army felt
frustrated.
Ecuador’s economic crisis in 1998 was Mahuad’s second big problem. Problems in the
banking system were met with financial help from the government, but many bankers took
the money and fled the country when things got worse. To prevent a collapse of the banking
system, he ordered a large number of deposits to be frozen. When the president also
wanted to convert the Sucre to the US dollar, protests and strikes increased, leading up to
the great ‘levamiento indigena’ uprising.
On January 21, 2000 the massive protests of indigenous people in the capital culminated in
the capture of Congress with the help of the military. A junta was formed with Carlos
Solórzano, Vargas from CONAIE and Colonel Lucio Gutiérrez, but this was soon dissolved by
the military and the vice president Gustavo Noboa was inaugurated on January 22.
Noboa took a stance against corruption immediately to strengthen his reputation.
Furthermore, he released the bank accounts that Mahuad had frozen on February 7, but
embraced the dollarization all the same. To make up for lost purchasing power, he raised
minimum wage. Like his predecessors, Noboa had no choice but to raise prices and taxes and
cut subsidies to stabilize the economy. As a result of this money was promised by the IMF.
Noboa was successful, the economy improved.
Noboa lost the 2002 elections to Lucio Gutiérrez, the man who helped topple Mahuad in
2000. Gutiérrez was inaugurated in January 2003. Gutiérrez was known for supporting the
Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) and by keeping the status-quo on economic issues.
His alliance with the USA cost him many of his indigenous supporters. In November 2004
Gutiérrez was accused by congress parties of embezzlement for using funds, and other
things. On April 20, 2005, following a week of massive demonstrations, the Congress of
Ecuador, on the grounds that Gutiérrez had abandoned his constitutional duties, voted 60-2
(38 members, including the great majority of PRE/PRIAN/PSP deputies, did not vote) to
remove Gutiérrez from office and appointed Vice President Alfredo Palacio to serve as
President. Palacio served from April 2005 to January 2007. One of his first proposals made
was to hold a constitutional assembly to amend Ecuador's 1998 Constitution, but he did not
live up to that. Nor was he able to change the course of the diminished role of the
government and to repair the economy.
The current president of Ecuador, Rafael Correa, was inaugurated in January 2007. His first
term in office was due to end on January 15, 2011, but the new approved constitution
written by the new National Assembly mandated general elections for April 26, 2009. In that
election, Rafael Correa won in the first round with 51.9% of votes counted, enabled for the
first time since 1979, a representative to be elected without having to face a second round.
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Correa began a new term in office due to end on August 10, 2013, which could be extended
by re-election until 2017 (Conaghan and de la Torre 2008).
In December 2008, he declared Ecuador's national debt illegitimate because it was
contracted by corrupt or despotic prior regimes, he pledged to fight creditors in
international courts, and succeeded in reducing the price of the debt letters and continued
paying all the debt. He brought Ecuador into the Bolivarian Alliance for the Americas in June
2009. On April 26, 2007, he ordered the expulsion from Ecuador of the World Bank's country
manager (Jameson 2008).
Socialism will continue. The Ecuadorian people voted for that. We are
going to emphasize this fight for social justice, for regional justice. We are
going to continue the fight to eliminate all forms of workplace
exploitation within our socialist conviction: the supremacy of human work
over capital. Nobody is in any doubt that our preferential option is for the
poorest people, we are here because of them. Hasta la victoria siempre!
Rafael Correa, April 30, 2009 (Tortolano 2009)
President Rafael Correa's PAIS Alliance won a landslide victory, winning 74 of the 130 seats,
giving the party the power to make the substantial constitutional reforms for which Correa
had been calling. The 2008 Constitution of Ecuador was approved by the registered voters of
Ecuador in the Ecuadorian constitutional referendum in September 2008
Concerning oil production, Correa increased state control of the petroleum industry,
threatening oil companies that if they do not abide by the state's policies, they will have
their fields nationalized and will be forced from the country. However, he also proposed to
maintain as much crude oil in the subsoil (especially in the Yasuní park) to protect the
natural resources. Oil revenues need to be replaced (Jameson 2008).
Indigenous peoples
In 1922, Pío Jaramillo Alvarado was one of the first to write about social justice and said that
Ecuador's most serious problem was the miserable subjugation of the natives (El indio
ecuatoriano (Allen Gerlach 2003)). A hacienda strike by the workers in 1923 led to one of the
worst of Ecuador’s peasant massacres. The first indigenous union arose in 1927: El Inca
demanded land and labour reform. An attempt to unite with other rural organizations in
1931 was met with government repression.
The first intrusion into the amazon was for the search of rubber in 1875, but this did not
cause the big changes that came from the petroleum exploration that started in the 1940’s.
The first finds near Lago Agrio were in 1967. The contact with the outside world which was
new to the indigenous people posed several risks to their cultures and their health. Due to
the oil discovery, a Christian organisation got foot in Huaorani territory, which was deemed
too dangerous for outsiders before.
By the beginning of the 1980’s, the indigenous peoples began to organise themselves. In
1980, the Ecuadorian Federation of Evangelical Indians (FEINE) was formed, which later
became a part of the national organisation: Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of
Ecuador (CONAIE). The national organisation was an alliance which was formed in 1986
between several Indigenous organisations from all over the country.
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Meanwhile modernization was not just a threat to the cultures of the indigenous peoples
anymore, but to their environment as well. Not just because of the oil: new settlers began
searching for land and deforestation was widespread (Wasserstrom 2010).
Until halfway the 20th century, indigenous uprising against injustice was common, but
heavily repressed by authorities. Now, however, with the foundation of CONAIE, their voices
were recognized by authorities and things are about to change. Under leadership people like
Luis Macas and Antonio Vargas, CONAIE achieved ever greater strikes and protests until the
great ‘levantamiento indigena’ early 2000. Though the primary goals of the indigenous
organisations has historically been about land reform, equal rights and protection from oil
exploitation, CONAIE proved itself a political organisation strong enough to overthrow a
president.
Guayaquil
Guayaquil lies in the southwest of Ecuador at the Guayas river delta. It is the biggest city in
the country, with almost 2.5 million inhabitants. Its main sources of income are transport,
because it is the biggest port city in the country; fisheries; and industry, as it is the most
industrialised city. However, despite its beautiful malecón 2000 riverside project, the city is
known as the most dangerous and filthy city of the country (Pineo 2008).
The city was founded in 1537, supposedly named after a Huancavilca chieftain called Guayas
and his wife Quil. Over the centuries it grew into an important port city and it was the first
Ecuadorian city to declare independence from the Spanish in 1820. Over the next century its
economic life was dominated by cacao exports: “Everywhere along the river front, the
pleasant aroma of cocoa perfumed the streets” (Pineo 2008:137). Brought down from the
amazon, cacao grew well in the fertile soil of the Guayas region. Even though food
production was low and import was needed.
Even from the mid-1800’s the urban centre was known as dangerous, as one of the most
disease infected cities of the world. The amount of births rarely outnumbered the amount of
deaths. Historically it seems strange that the population continued to grow. Yellow fever and
bubonic plague raged the city. But the city also had its charm: the beautiful wooden houses,
the view on the sea and the guayas river delta and a lot of money was to be made, not only
in cacao, but also in importing goods.
The fact that most houses were made of wood posed a threat however, and indeed in1896
the worst fire in its history (13 great fires are documented) destroyed nearly 70 per cent of
the city. Continuing income from cacao exports made it possible to rebuild the city quickly
and the city rose greater than ever.
The second economic surge into the Guayaquil economy was created by the banana boom
from 1947 onward. The city increased its important role as the centre for international
trade. However, these economic booms also provided the country with a division through
cultural differences. Cacao and banana export were the most important cash producing
activities in Ecuador and the import and export taxes provided almost all of the government
revenue, until the discovery of petroleum. So the Guaquileños felt that the government took
their revenues for the good of the whole country, while in some years, Guayaquil received
nothing. Dissatisfaction in the governance from Quito remains today: the name of the
airport was changed from Simon Bolivar (the liberator of Quito) to José Joaquín de Olmedo
(the first president of Guayaquil).
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Figure 4.2 Map of the South of Ecuador with Guayaquil, Chaguarpamba and Olmedo (the latter two were added to the map) (EmbassyWorld 2011)
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In the late 1900’s many people migrated into the city, looking for jobs. And many of them
settled on the city’s periphery. A lack of jobs resulted in soaring crime levels, leading up to
the calling of a state emergency in 1998. The situation has improved now and there is a
stronger police force, but the streets can still be dangerous.
Tena
Tena is the capital of the Napo Province and an attractive and quiet city in the Amazon
rainforest. It is known as the “cinnamon capital" of Ecuador, and originally formed by
Indigenous people as a refuge from the Spanish. The rulers in this area, according to
archives, were cruel, even for Spanish standards. Later the city itself was founded officially in
1560 by Jesuit missionary explorers. The city houses a little over 50 thousand inhabitants
and has a major regional hospital and many tourist related businesses (Tena is a popular
launching point for eco-tourism), including a small airport and a vital bus terminal. For a
rainforest city, Tena's climate is surprisingly comfortable and cooler than the jungle to the
east, due to its elevation at 500m above sea level (Tena 2010).
The population of Tena and the province of Napo are called the lowland Kichwa or Napo
Runa (runa means ‘the people’ in Kichwa). They are a different indigenous people than the
highland Kichwa (in the Andes), but also from Kichwa groups in the south and east: the
Canelos Runa and Loreto Runa respectively. This is the general consensus. However,
originally the Napo Runa consisted of many different peoples, with their own languages.
Forced to live together in mission villages, they spoke Kichwa to one-another. Only around
the 1800’s the original languages were lost and a new Runa identity was formed
(Wasserstrom 2010; Whitten, Jr. 1976).
After the foundation of Tena, the city was left alone by white and mestizo settlers for
centuries until the discovery of oil and the agrarian reform in the 1960’s and 70’s. The
discovery of oil meant mostly the creation of roads and infrastructure, making it easier for
settlers as well to enter the amazon. And many did enter the amazon. Especially after the
agrarian reform laws of 1964 abolished the feudal huasipungo system (a type of serfdom on
large estates). The state promised to redistribute the land, but instead of expropriating land
from the large hacendados (hacienda or estate owners), they chose to redistribute land in
the amazon, because little of it was titled.
However, even though the indigenous people often did not have land titles, they did claim
about seventy per cent of the amazon rainforest. Of course, not only settlers could earn
titles, also the indigenous population could get land titles, but they had to show they owned
the land by bringing half of it in cultivation. And while another policy provided loans for
cattle raising, large parts of the amazon were cut down to make room for pastures. While it
were perhaps mostly settlers who did this, also indigenous people used this system to hold
onto their lands. Not until 1994 this law was abolished, but in 30 years nearly one-third of
the Ecuadorian amazon (almost 4 million hectares) was entitled for settlement. Half of this
land was cleared for agricultural production. The old reform law did not only cause the
destruction of a large part of the amazon, but also forced indigenous people to take up
different methods of farming. However these new methods produced only more pastures,
while agricultural production as a whole went down in these years (Wasserstrom 2010;
Irvine 2000; Perrault 2003).
Even when the indigenous people struggled with the Spanish, they organised resistance and
now with the land struggle again, the people organised themselves. However, in this new
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globalised world they had more tools to do so and large federations, based on Western
democratic models sprang up during the 1980’s. Now, Tena houses two major indigenous
confederations, Fonakin (Federacion de Organisaciones de la Nacionalidades Kichwa de
Napo) and Ashin (Association de Shamanes Indigenas de Napo); one of the major stand-offs
during the 2001 indigenous uprising in Ecuador, took place here (Uzendoski 2006).
Oil prospecting is to become a point of contention here, as there is proposed drilling of the
large Pungarayacu oil field lying under Tena. However, the city and its surrounding
indigenous communities are also bases for many volunteers working for reforestation
projects, with community support in development initiatives. Eco-tourism is also becoming
important business in the province.
This is not in the least, because the Kallari association finds itself around the Jatun Sacha
(large jungle) reserve. The farmers live in the buffer zone of the forest reserve, a protected
area of 2,500 hectares in the Amazon, as well as three national parks: Galeras, Gran Sumaco
and Llanganates (Kappen and Logback 2009).
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Figure 4.3 Map of the Tena region with some of the Kallari communities. This is a wall painting in the Kallari café in Quito
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4.2 Ecuador export products
To understand the two cases, we not only have to understand the country they are located
in, but also the products they are dealing with. Cacao has been a major export product in
Ecuador for decades and has helped construct Ecuadorian economy. Coffee is an important
export product in Latin America, but less so in Ecuador. This is partly due to the coffee crisis
(more on this below). A new trend is rising in the country, which is to finish products to the
phase where it is ready to be consumed. Instead of exporting cacao, more companies are
exporting chocolate bars. Coffee and chocolate are the most readily available examples of
tropical products that are being produced in Ecuador. To understand our cases better, we
need to look at the history of these products (where they come from) and within the context
of Ecuador (the importance to the economy) compared to the global context.
The coffee
Coffee is a brewed drink prepared from roasted seeds, commonly called coffee beans, of the
coffee plant. They are seeds of coffee cherries that grow on trees in over 70 countries,
cultivated primarily in Latin America, Southeast Asia, and Africa. The coffee plant needs a
warm climate without sudden temperature shifts and plenty of rain. Green unroasted coffee
is one of the most traded agricultural commodities in the world. Due to its caffeine content,
coffee often has a stimulating effect on humans. Today, coffee is the third most popular
drink in the world, behind water and tea.
There are more than 80 coffee species worldwide, but two species of coffee are most widely
used: Coffea arabica and Coffea canephora (known as Robusta). While Arabica coffee is
preferred for its taste, the plants are more susceptible to disease than the Robusta species.
Usually, Robusta is added to Arabica to make a cheaper blend. The widely acknowledged
centre of origin of Arabica coffee are the mountains south-west of Ethiopia, the highlands of
Sudan and the north of Kenya, where it is part of the natural vegetation, at 1,300 to 2,000
meters altitude (Kruft 2005; Daviron and Ponte 2005).
After centuries of cultivation in Africa, the Arabs had a strict policy to export only dry
infertile beans, so that coffee could not be cultivated anywhere else. But the rising
popularity of coffee in Europe in the 16th century caused a need to produce more. The Dutch
were the first ones in 1616 to bring some live beans back to their country, where the plants
were grown in greenhouses. The Dutch also started growing coffee at Malabar in India,
Batavia in Java, in what is now Indonesia. Within a few years the Dutch colonies had become
the main suppliers of coffee to Europe. Today, Indonesia is still the fourth largest exporter of
coffee in the world.
Coffee was first introduced to Latin America in 1714 by the Dutch in Guyana. However, the
1720 introduction by the French to Martinique had a much greater impact; from where it
was distributed to other Latin American countries in the 18th century. In Ecuador, coffee was
introduced in 1830, cultivation started in the coastal province of Manabí. From there it was
distributed progressively through the rest of the country’s regions. Manabí, however,
remained the prime producer of Ecuador’s coffee, and has exported it to Peru since the
1870s and to Europe since 1905.
In 2009 world coffee production was almost 120 million bags (a bag is 60kg). Ecuador’s share
in this was less than 1% with a little over 800.000 bags. The major producers worldwide are
Brazil, Vietnam, Colombia, and Indonesia; together they produce almost two-thirds of the
coffee worldwide.
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At least 70 % of the global coffee is produced on small farms, more specifically on farms of
less than 5 hectares of land. In contrast, more than half of the coffee trade is controlled by 5
multinational companies (Kraft, Nestlé, Sara Lee, P&G and Tchibo). Nevertheless, coffee is
one of the most important export products for developing countries. Only crude oil
generates more income than coffee. Moreover, more than 20 million people (but probably
double or triple that number) depend on coffee for their livelihood (Pendergrast 2009).
The 1990’s was the stage for a large coffee crisis. Several factors were at play here, but it
started with the fall of the International Coffee Agreement (ICA) in 1989. Increased
production in mainly Vietnam and speculation on international coffee markets did the rest.
Coffee prices received dived under the cost of harvesting and many farmers neglected or
abandoned their coffee plants. But not only farmers were hit: national coffee processing
industries had to downsize as well. By the end of the 1990’s prices rose again for a while,
went down to the original price and have eventually been climbing again for the last half
decade. Meanwhile most of the coffee plantations (in Ecuador) have been neglected and for
the past decade production has been growing slowly again (Kruft 2005; Daviron and Ponte
2005).
EScoffee’s coffee
“Carefully cultivated at more than 1,200 meters of altitude, our coffee is
produced in our steep mountains, under the gentle shadow of our native
trees, in which thousands of bird species inhabit. Our methods of post
cultivation preserve the natural habitat, and the diversity of our flora and
fauna.”8

It makes Rendón proud that EScoffee has won a lot of prizes over the past years, like the
national barrista championship (2nd) in 2007, the Taza Dorada cupping contest (3rd) 2007;
(5th) 2008; (1st) 2009, and in 2008 the chocolate covered coffee bean was awarded product
of the year. There is quite a high standard for the coffee, so the company is doing its best to
maintain this standard. Berries need to be picked ripe (dark red) and only the so-called
‘washed’ coffee is bought. This coffee is a bit milder and of better quality. In the case of
‘washed’ coffee, the berries are processed through what is known as the ‘wet method’:
Beans are processed by means of a pulping machine (‘despulpadora’) within 24 hours of
picking them. They have to be ripe berries, as unripe berries will not shed their skin easily in
the pulping machines. These pulping machines have been largely provided to the farmers by
EScoffee.
The cacao
Theobroma cacao L., or the cacao tree, is a small (4–8 m tall) evergreen tree in the family
Sterculiaceae. It is native to the deep tropical region of Latin America. The seeds are
important for making cacao powder and chocolate. There are two prominent competing
hypotheses about the origins of the domestication of the originally wild Theobroma cacao
tree. One is that wild examples were originally distributed from south-eastern Mexico to the
Amazon basin, with domestication taking place both in the Lacandon area of Mexico and in
8

Quoted from one of EScoffee’s flyers
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lowland South America. But recent studies of Theobroma cacao genetics seem to show that
the plant originated in the Amazon and was distributed by humans throughout Central
America and Mesoamerica (Alvarado, Jiménez, and Ramírez).
The scientific name Theobroma was given to the tree in 1737 By Lineaus and means "food of
the gods". The word cacao itself derives from the Nahuatl (Aztec language) word ‘cacahuatl’,
learned at the time of the conquest when it was first encountered by the Spanish. Cacao was
introduced to Europe (first in Spain) in 1528, but it was not until sugar was added that it
became a popular drink in the Spanish courts.
Cacao is divided into two types: bulk cacao and fine cacao. Around 95 per cent of cacao is
bulk cacao, usually of forastero variety. Basic cacao in general has a less fine taste which is
more nutty and fruity, while fine cacao, of which the best variety is Nacional, but also Criollo
and trinitario (a crossing of forastero and criollo), has fine taste which is more fruity or floral
(Alvarado et al.).
Starting in the 16th century, the cultivation of cacao became of meaning to what is now
Ecuador, but only in 1789 the Ecuadorians received a real licence to produce and export
cacao by themselves. And, while the trees were present in the amazon, cacao was first
mostly produced around Guayaquil, because it was easier to transport to the port city.
Globally, cacao producers are mostly found in the African continent. It was introduced first
to Nigeria in 1874. Now, the Ivory Coast, Ghana and Nigeria are the largest producers in the
continent. However, this cacao is almost without exception of the forastero or trinitario
variety. Fine cacao remains quite exclusively produced in the Latin American continent. Plans
to introduce for example cacao Nacional to other continents have so far all failed. The three
largest producers worldwide: Ivory Coast, Ghana and Indonesia, produce more than 70 per
cent of the global cacao. Ecuador is in 7th place, producing 130 thousand metric tons in 2008:
less than 4 per cent of world production. Furthermore, fair trade cacao production is less
than 0.1% globally (ICCO 2010b).
In contrast to the locality of production, the processing industries are located mostly in
Northern countries. Mars, Cadbury and Nestlé are the three largest players in the industry
with shared sales in 2005 of 25,5 billion USD (ICCO 2010b).
Kallari’s cacao
The single source organic chocolate produced by Kallari has a distinctive, floral taste.
Primarily, the chocolate is given its taste by the cacao being used. More than 90% of the
cacao is their heirloom bean varietal, Cacao Nacional, which merited the prestigious
Presidium recognition on the Ark of Taste, by Slow Food International in Italy. The arriba
cacao, which is used more in the coast, is the offspring of this Cacao Nacional. The other 10%
are made up of some Criollo, Trinitario and mixtures.
The second reason for the exquisite taste of Kallari chocolate is because the cacao beans
used by Kallari are fresh, compared to the beans used to make industrial grade chocolate (in
western countries) which are usually treated with methyl bromide and stored for months at
a time,
The Kallari chocolate has also received accolades from food critics including those of the
New York Times, the Today Show, and NPR, and has been called the “best chocolate in the
world”. At the café in Quito they like to advertise their chocolate with these accolades.
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5 ESCOFFEE
5.1 How it all started
Miguel Rendón inherited his passion for coffee from his father in law, Adolfo Boppel. Boppel
is a farmer in Guatemala and his family has worked for 5 generations in coffee. Boppel is a
CEO of the farm ‘las nubes’ and he managed to receive $ 110 / qq coffee, while the national
price in Ecuador was only $25 at the time. The reason that this was possible was because
Boppel was not just producing coffee, he was producing specialty coffee.
Rendón earned his undergraduate degree in agronomical engineering at EARTH University in
Costa Rica and finished an MBA in Guatemala. After that, Rendón had been working for
Monsanto for quite some years and even made it to general manager of coffee for the entire
Central America. Then he was convinced by Steve Aronson of Britt coffee to go into the
coffee business in 1998, when he presented his company and motivateed Rendón to do the
same in Ecuador. Actually, he had a choice to follow his mother into photography or to go
into coffee. He chose the career where he expected to make the most money. Together with
Boppel, he travelled through Ecuador with a GPS for a year in 2002, in search of quality
coffee. In Chaguarpamba they picked some coffee berries, sent them to the cupping rooms
of Boppel in Guatemala and discovered the first coffee with high potential. The other region
they chose was Olmedo.
When Rendón started, the specialty coffee sector was almost non-existent. That was also
one of the reasons that Aronson urged Rendón to start working in this branch. “The
advantage of dealing with specialty coffee is that the margins are better; you build a name
and image for yourself and help producers and the natural environment.” (Kruft 2005)
To be able to buy the coffee, Rendón had to sell his house, his and his wife’s car. He had no
money to start with, and neither did his family. He sold his first coffee to a Dutch trader
called George Willeknes of the Holland Coffee Company. This buyer appeared to be a
untrustworthy character and did not pay for the coffee. When his patience ran out, Rendón
could not accept it and flew to the United States, where his brother Francisco was studying
at the time. They rented two pick-up trucks and stole back the coffee bag by bag. They
decided to take it to some other place and sold the bags to small specialty coffee roasters at
a high price ($120 - $130). This was one of the first bad experiences in the coffee business,
but also a very important learning experience. They learned the importance of roasting
coffee before selling and about selling coffee machines. After that Rendón started adding
value to the coffee by roasting it himself in 2003/2004 and EScoffee was officially started.
They hired labour (called ‘maquilar’ in Spanish) in the toaster Conquistador, so they would
not have to invest in any factories. The money they earned with the first coffee was mostly
put in inventory.
Prior to this, EScoffee had an exporting line to the USA through Rendón’s brother Francisco.
In 2004/2005 Rendón met with Jeroen Kruft from the Netherlands, who was doing his thesis
in Ecuador, and established a trade route to the European continent. Kruft’s company,
Amigos International, is now distributing to several countries in Europe. Since then, EScoffee
has grown considerably and has suffered from cash flow crashes due to growth figures
exceeding 35% annually.
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5.2 The farmer
Winning the trust of the farmers has not been easy for EScoffee. When the company just
started, the farmers were suspicious of it, because it is a national company, which led some
farmers to believe that it pocketed big profits, while paying a relatively low price ($35 / qq)
at the time. The farmers were not in any association back then, in part because the company
just started and in part because they lacked the funds. Furthermore, Kruft (2005) notes:
“[Rendón’s] fast-paced, metropolitan business-like style is a stark difference with that of the
more tranquil, reserved and pensive farmers.” 7 Years later, things have greatly improved. An
association has been set up some time ago (to qualify for a Fairtrade label), although this
seems mostly because the company notices that it is important for market driven quality
control and global recognition of fair practices. Furthermore, the increase of the coffee price
is necessary every year. This is because the competition tries to outbid EScoffee: this year a
raise from $145 to $155 / qq is needed to keep the farmers from selling to competitors (the
mean international coffee price of 2010 is around $147 / qq (ICO 2010)).
Rendón says that the farmers are not loyal to the buyers and are easy to switch. But this is
the way he wants it: the mission of the company is to pay more to the farmers. This way the
national coffee price in Ecuador has risen considerably over the years, says Rendón.
However, Kruft points out that the farmers are looking for short term benefits, regardless of
how much EScoffee has invested in them (2005). “Who can blame them?” Rendón says, the
farmers want the best price they can get for their coffee, “Historically, [they have] always
been exploited by the traders from the city, even by their own cooperative managers.” Even
the yearly prize of $500 (1st prize) or less (2nd prize, etc.) that the farmers can get for
producing the best quality, does not keep them loyal to the company. At the moment, the
farmers are producing such good quality, that they could easily find buyers. Perhaps they do
not need EScoffee anymore, but EScoffee needs them.
Last year it was necessary to raise the price of EScoffee by 20%. Nevertheless, Rendón says,
the sales still went 30% up, because the people pay for quality and service. The human
capital (the employees) makes the difference. They are well trained and know how to sell
well. It does not matter much that the company lost money with the coffee from the
Galapagos, where the prices were more than $300 / qq due to high transportation costs: the
exporter ís in it for long term profits. However, “Escoffee is [...] relegated to allotting part of
its revenues to technical and socio-organizational support and the question arises what
priority this has in comparison to the personal necessities of the company’s staff and
shareholders” (Kruft 2005)
Using the pulping machines the farmers got from EScoffee through USAID, they have been
able to process their coffee to produce parchment coffee. After pulping, the coffee needs to
be fermented and washed and is then left to dry, out in the sun. This produces the so called
‘parchment’ coffee. When the coffee is completely dry, it is put in bags and transported to
the roasting factory in Guayaquil.
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5.3 At the roaster
“…pero lo que es materia prima de aquí, de café, viene y nos traigan
nosotros todo. ¿Entonces qué hacemos nosotros? Procesar. Ese café que
entra temporalmente, ese producto que entra temporalmente este país,
para poderles convertir en productos terminados, lo uso como productos
terminado. A eso se llama maquila.”
EScoffee hires the roaster to process the coffee that they buy from their farmers. This is
termed ‘maquilar’ in Spanish. It means hiring everything, from the machinery to labour,
without needing the roaster to buy the coffee, add value, and sell it back again. It’s a
common practice for producers with over capacitation.
The coffee comes in, in a small truck, in bags. Employees of EScoffee are awaiting the coffee
at the roaster, as if they work there. Together with the truck driver, they unload the 50kg
heavy bags with pergamino coffee off the truck onto the dock. The bags are carefully
weighed and then brought up to the hulling area, where the skin of the coffee beans is
removed, producing green coffee. The green coffee is then put again into bags, with the
name of EScoffee and details about the type of coffee and the origin. Batches of coffee can
be traced back right to the farmer. Although the factory looks old and brown from the
coffee, modern processing rules are followed here.
Because the coffee is sold freshly roasted, the green coffee goes from the hulling area into
storage until it is needed. From there, it will pass the ‘maestro tostador’ who roasts the
coffee to the desired degree. The coffee is left to cool off for a minute and proceeds to the
grinding machines or directly to the packing area. In the case of coffee it is important to pack
directly after roasting in order to preserve the aroma. The grinding happens in small noisy
machines. There are two: one for a fine ground coffee and one for a courser grind.
Packing is done by hand. The ground coffee is brought in, in a barrel, and a machine sucks it
up and gives a portion of coffee in the bag on the push of a button. More often than not, this
amount of coffee needs to be corrected by the filler. Constantly adding or removing a small
amount of coffee. The full bags are placed on the table and on the other side an employee
seals the coffee bags by hand, by placing the end between two hot irons. He cuts the edges
off with scissors and a clip is attached for reclosing the bags. Then the coffee is placed in
boxes or in big plastic bags, depending on their destination. Someone from operations or
production from EScoffee then comes by the factory to pick the coffee up in a car. At the end
of the day, at around 5pm, the maestros take a shower and go home.
Apart from the local manager and the small administrative staff present in the factory, there
are three people working 8 hours per day, from Monday until Friday; roasting, grinding and
packing the coffee. Extra labour is hired on temporary basis when there is more coffee that
needs processing. This practice is however rare, because there is hardly any work nowadays.
The three maestros have their own specialities: the ‘maestro tostador’, the ‘maestro
envasador’ (packing) and the third maestro who knows how to do everything, but deals
mostly with hulling the coffee.
Among each other, there is not much friendship. They work together and they used to play
volleyball together sometimes, but that is all. They spend 40 hours per week doing the same
thing and go to their families afterwards. They are not doing these jobs for the salary,
because they just earn the minimum $240 per month. “You know that’s a low salary here in
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Ecuador and that’s what companies can pay, depending on the profitability. If we sell at a
higher price, we can pay more, but we do not.” Rendón says: “It is better they have a job then
to do stalling in the streets.” If they could find a better paid job, they would probably take it,
but all three of them have worked at the roaster for 18 years or more and they did not study
beyond secondary school. All they know is what they do now. And although they are very
skilled at what they do now and could probably demand more pay together, they have not
done this until now.
Even though EScoffee is not able to pay more for the roasting of their coffee, they try to
maintain a very good relationship with the roaster and its employees. “Yeah they really like
us. We feel like we own the place and we do not own the place. We work like we own the
place.” The employees are invited to the Christmas parties of EScoffee and to other events.
And Rendón, although he does not come to the roasting facility very much these days (not
like he used to in the beginning), tries to make it feel like they are part of the same company.
The roaster is owned by four associates, who almost never pass by the complex. Neither
does the general manager, and that is for the best, says Lucia Palacios, because they always
want to change a lot. Palacios has been working for 10 years at the roaster as a personnel
manager. She makes sure everything goes smoothly in the plant. If a client needs coffee
roasted today, they call her. She is the one that is responsible for the quality of the coffee.
Palacios confirms that the relationship with EScoffee is very good. If either of them needs
anything, they are very open towards each other, and there have never been any problems
between them. “With us, Escoffee was born, Rendón started from zero”, she says, and she
tells how Rendón came with more coffee every time.
These are hard economic times in Ecuador. Palacios says they are processing around 800 to
1000 quintals of coffee per month and this is only 40% of their capacity. She says it is a
problem of low sales, which also results in insufficient funds to invest in the business.
Palacios thinks that it would be good to invest more in the business, perhaps to start
producing under their own brand again, because in the past they produced good quality
coffee. Exported to China even. However, due to the coffee crisis that started in the 1990’s,
many parts of the company have had to be shut down. They were lucky they did not shut
down totally. Re-introducing their own brand will be hard, however, there is much more
competition nowadays and specialty coffee companies are much more competent.
Things may look brighter in the future, if the associates are willing to invest more; if they
could approach a bank for a loan. Besides that, EScoffee continues to grow and the roaster is
negotiating with an old client to get them back.

5.4 Shared leadership
“El día que yo manejo bien eso, él me va a confiar y me va a dejar en eso.
Hay place por un año para establecer bien la funciona regable. Y, tiene
que hacer buena voluntario en nuestras partes, porque somos muy
distintos. Entonces, hay que tener mucha paciencia. Humildad para saber
eso. Si somos capaces de hacer eso, pienso que lo puede hacer una
reunión muy provechosa, muy fructífera, con mucha sinergia. Pero bueno,
no sé todavía, yo sigo adelante, yo me doy place de un año y analizar si
vale la pena o no vale la pena.”
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Due to on-going problems with cash flow crashes9 each year, Ricardo Gonzalez was hired in
December 2009 as a general manager to fix the problem. Before this, Rendón was the CEO
and the general manager at the same time, but this took a lot of time out of him. Since
Gonzalez was hired, the organisation and the management within the company have
improved. Gonzalez and Rendón have become good friends, while working together. They
have their differences of opinion, but that is the case with every partnership. As they both
say: they are different people, distinctive people. As Gonzalez puts it: “what is most
important is respect”. Everyone has his or her points of high sensitivity. A good leader should
know what these points are for everyone and he should respect these points. “If you throw
with the drawer of your desk, I say: throw it. For some people that’s a point of high
sensitivity.”
Gonzalez is originally from Chile, but came to Ecuador in 2001 for work related reasons.
Before his arrival he had had many kinds of work, and even travelled a lot for his different
jobs. In addition, he has been involved in Opus Dei (Latin: ‘God’s work’) since he graduated
as an engineer in electronics. Opus Dei is a catholic organisation, consisting mostly of
laymen, spreading the word of God. Gonzalez is one of the few celibate people within this
organisation and for him, doing the work of God is his calling. Being a good catholic, a good
Christian is very important. His real job is to educate the people (“formar gente”). When he
leaves the office at 6pm, he goes to do the work for the church. And often, Gonzalez spends
his weekends praying.
Gonzalez himself is very modest when asked what kind of things changed since he started six
months ago. He says that changes are in transition and that not much has changed. Rendón
responds much more enthusiastic, saying that Gonzalez is helping him to order the company.
He admits that, the company was too much for him to handle alone and now with Gonzalez,
they have formed a good leadership team. “[Gonzalez] has a lot of strengths that I do not
have and I have some strengths that he does not have. So we do good business as a team.
[…] I am much more emotional, he is much more…” (Half joking, because Gonzalez is in the
room) “He is not emotional at all. He’s like a number guy. He does not have feelings, he does
not care about the environment, he does not care about the people, he does not care about
the hurt of nobody. I love people, I love community, I love environment. So it’s good to have
two of those people in an organisation.”
The people in the company are now creating more time for themselves. They say they are
more focused and more organised, because before Rendón was doing everything and at the
same time doing everything in his other business as well. Rendón thinks the company has
developed much more because it now has much more time of the people working, especially
the leaders. It is very important to have a leadership in a company and time of the leader. He
does have the leadership, but his time was very split because of his other responsibilities.
“Now we have more time to go together and put the company where we have to put it.”
The employees also notice the differences. One of the first changes was the change in office,
two months ago. They moved to their own building, two blocks from where they used to sit.
Now there are more rooms for the departments and there is more control over what enters
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Because of extremely fast growth and late payments from buyers, EScoffee had to buy more parchment coffee

than they could actually afford. They ran out of liquidity.
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and what leaves the building. There is more order. In the structure nothing much changed,
except the role of general manager. There are changes in the administrative area, where
cashing long overdue debts result in a better cash flow. There is more order in the work, less
urgent cheques to be cashed, etc. There are changes in the sales area as well, but the focus
has shifted a little; before it was more on sales, but now Gonzalez helps the administration
area more than Rendón did before. A concrete example of this support is the extra
employee (for a limited time) that Gonzalez promised to the administration department, to
help out with the work.
Gonzalez is well respected by the employees, but the people from the office – even the ones
from his own company – do not consider there is as much friendship as with Rendón.
Gonzalez keeps more distance to them, a more professional relationship. However, he feels
that the employees are still testing him a little. He likes a very natural relationship, very
honest. “They hit their fist on the table and at the end, everything clear.” But in general,
there is no such culture in this company, says Gonzalez: “The people do not know very well
how to say ‘no’.”
As you can see in the company structure of EScoffee, there is a board of directors on top,
with Rendón as one of them. These four people, of which all are successful businessmen,
come together once or twice per year to make large decisions about the direction of the
company. The administrative manager is also present as a voice for the employees.
For every division of the company, there are managers appointed. There are four managers,
who, together with the GM and the CEO, have a meeting every Monday morning to discuss
the previous and the coming week. They discuss issues in their departments.

5.5 A difficult life in Ecuador
[Estoy] traumado, porque no le puede dar todo a mi hija. Desearía darla
todo. Una buena educación que es estudiando en un colegio: un colegio
en que puede adquirir más conocimientos, pero no puedo, porque es más
cara la pensión. En lo que concierne en llevarla al parque, todos los
domingos no puedo, porque a veces no da el sueldo para llevarla a
pasear, para un McDonalds, no se puede. Complicado. Por eso estoy
traumado. Quisiera darle todo.
Every year, the Ecuadorian government is raising the minimum wage. For 2010 it has been
set at $240,- for a working week of 40 hours. However, most of the citizens will agree that
this is hardly enough to survive. The situation is even more dire for those with families to
support. Take Pedro10 for example: a 25 year old man, married and has a daughter. He works
in the office. His average monthly wage is $320,-, his wife is a teacher with the minimum
wage. And yet, their combined income does not suffice for anything: they live in a separate
part of the house of Pedro’s parents, they do not pay for food, water or electricity; and still
they are unable to save money for later. The only way to send their child to a good school is
with the help of his parents.
Pedro would like to go back to studying, to get higher up. However, with his type of salary
and the almost 60 hour work week he makes, he has neither time, nor money to start a
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study. “To earn more, one needs to be more professional; to be more professional, one needs
to study; and to study, one needs to earn more; it’s complicated”.
If Pedro got the chance to move to a bigger company and earn a much higher salary, he
would take this chance. But he is realistic; he knows that the wages at other companies are
very similar. There would only be two ways to get higher up; that is to study, which is
impossible right now; or to sell more. That is also why he works so much. His wages are
partly based on how much he sells.
The normal payment in EScoffee comprises of the minimum wage $240 (2010) plus a
variable. This variable is one part a quantitative indicator (individual indicator of gesture:
IIG), which in turn is built up by the budget use, the margin that sellers can get on the
products and the collection of the money. The other part is a qualitative variable (Balance
Scorecard: BSc), where a number of 20 competences are tested monthly by the general
manager. The higher the competences, the higher the payment. The BSc is set to a certain
amount of money, and the score (a percentage) defines how much of this amount of money
is awarded to the employee.
This adds up to a salary that is about 5-10% higher than the average market salary according
to Rendón. Added to this, the employees receive a bonus for exceptional results. Take for
example, when a big deal is closed. Or when an employee works more than 5 years in the
company, they are offered a bonus of $500-5000 or half cash and half in shares. This is called
‘shared success’ and is something extra to the normal payments.
Not all the employees in EScoffee are like Pedro, however. Quite a few of them are able to
study at night, due to either a higher salary, or because they do not have a family to take
care of. All the same, it is a busy life: “I leave at 7 in the morning and have to work 8 hours,
then I leave at 6:30pm [to the university] and arrive back home at 11. Only Sundays I have
time.” “You cannot go out until the 5th or 6th hour, because it lowers your production level.”
Ecuador does not have a good social security net like in Europe. You have the IESS (Instituto
Ecuatoriano de Seguridad Social or Ecuadorian Institute of Social Security) that works like an
insurance of national health care, but it does not offer very much. Within the company, the
employees have access to a doctor that is a familiar to Rendón. In case they fall ill, they can
go to him without paying charges. But if things get really bad and an operation is needed or
expensive medication, it would be difficult. Even a private insurance company would only
pay a certain percentage, and just a few people at EScoffee have such a private insurance.
Medical insurance is a necessity, if not for the heavy work that some of the employees do,
then for the danger that awaits them in the streets of Guayaquil, one of the most dangerous
cities in the country. Within 4 weeks, two of the employees were robbed. One of them lost
his cell phone under threat of a gun; the second one was physically attacked at his car, in the
parking lot near his university. “The situation is difficult, children of 13 – 14 years already
robbing, because there is no work. In 2 weeks they robbed two persons. Imagine, next week it
could be [him.]”

5.6 Atmosphere at work
In any company in the world, there is always – if there are people, there
exists conflict. That is normal. Always is a natural way of the human
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source, of the human being, always you will have a fight between
operations, between production, between administration and between
commercial, because always, the important thing is that you have to
manage the fight.
Escoffee has a good team of employees, says Rendón, the relationships between the people
are good. If he had to give it a mark, he’d give 8 out of 10. “The year before it was 6, because
there were more fights and problems within the company.” Gonzalez improved this a lot by
his management and by spending more time with the people.
Still a better environment is necessary, he says: people work too many hours and are less
effective than they should be. Rendón says that each area wants to do more, but they are
not organised well enough. The level of education is not high enough and there are frequent
mistakes being made. His solution is a better training for the people. He sets himself a goal
of offering one training per month per person. According to Rendón, some people are too
stressed and work too much. He would like to have a room in the office with games and a
sofa, where they can relax once a while during work. Or to have more parties at the pool
outside the office, with barbeques.
In the past, there have not been many parties in the company, but recently there was a
‘pizza meeting’ where each office in the country11 presented itself and their progress,
meanwhile having fun, eating pizza. Each 4/5 months, they do something, and there is cake
at birthdays. Yearly in December, there is a dinner or a trip (to the beach in 2009). This year
Rendón wants to go rafting with the company. But this also depends on the results of the
team. If they are too low, there’s no money to go rafting and they should go to a beach
nearby instead. Rendón thinks he associates well with the employees. Sometimes even a bit
too much and he should be a bit more formal. The other night, he was messaging with an
employee at 1am. Most of the employees confirm this, there is a certain friendship between
Rendón and his employees. Some of them value this friendship highly, others try to maintain
a certain distance to keep a business relationship. “It’s not a weighted, a very generous
relationship, but a little limited.”
Like Rendón says, the relationships between the people on the work floor are good.
Everyone has at least a few friends working with them and a few of them just like all their
co-workers: “I make people laugh, and I like to enjoy life […] I get along very well with
everybody.” There have been problems in the past. Jesus for example had problems with a
few co-workers in the past: “Perhaps they had a certain – they saw me as a threat in the
sense that I came to take over their jobs”, but luckily for him that has cleared up now and he
is well liked and respected.
Other conflicts or problems on the work floor usually occur due to communication problems
between the different departments. “Sometimes they do not send an e-mail on time.” “They
are not conflicts, but misinterpretations. But these misinterpretations are solved”

11

There are two other (but much smaller) offices in the country for domestic sales: in Quito and in Cuenca.
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Rendón believes that the employees are overall satisfied with the job, but less with the
salary. This is natural, he says, employees always want a higher payment. Again, the
employees confirm this. Though the salaries range from $240 to $630, most of them would
change to another job if a better salary was offered. But they also understand that this is the
way things are in Ecuador. There are no high salaries. “The sales are not rising and therefore I
can understand that he cannot pay a higher salary.”
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5.7 The REDEVAHU foundation
Eso es su filosofía y la trata de desarrollar, trata de poner en práctica su
filosofía por medio de servicios a la comunidad. Por el momento,
REDEVAHU es quien patrocina el desarrollo de instituciones educativas
como Tecnologico Lexa. REDEVAHU está fomentando para que el
Tecnológico Lexa pueda tener el servicio a jóvenes que quieren aprender
arte, de fotografía, afirmación. Pero más que eso hace un servicio
complementario cuando llega a personas con bajos recursos

10 years ago, the NGO ReDeVaHu (Rescate y Desarrollo de Valores Humanos: Rescue and
Development of Human Values) was founded to raise money and independently assist
farmers and execute other projects. Its main focus is on human values and principles. The
foundation has as a goal to help people while conserving values and principles. Because,
Correa says, these are disintegrating. According to Rendón, no projects have been executed
yet, except a few scholarships for a photography study by Rendón’s mother; however,
Correa does have a few examples, though none of them involve the farmers.
ReDeVaHu has tried to set up some programs for youth delinquents. In the city of Guayaquil,
these programmes may help a lot, because youth delinquency is on the rise, as can be seen
with what happened to the two employees of EScoffee. Youth delinquency is a problem
caused by street children, or hard-working parents, or poor parents. These kids have few
chances and turn to criminality. In December of 2009, the foundation had a few thousand
CD’s printed and had then let the youth sell them on the street, wearing T-shirts with the
foundation’s logo on it. They took some kids who were cleaning cars or begging, off the
street and gave them these CD’s and a T-shirt. But only some of them liked the work and
wanted to continue with it, the majority did not. Some of these kids even started to rob the
teams that were distributing the CD’s.
Another project that is still in development is to create facilities were the street youth can
pass the time, where they can be educated, where they can eat and where they can have
fun. They are not going to actively search for these children, but they are planning to tell
them, to come to these facilities. Rendón mentions that the foundation is also used for
scholarships to send kids to photography or art schools.
The foundation is independent of EScoffee and Fontaine S.A., says Correa, but both of the
companies are helping the foundation out: they offer products and the use of their facilities,
because ReDeVaHu does not have them. The support is a 100% logistical and
communitarian. But later Correa says that both companies (and Rendón’s mother) support
the foundation with donations as well. In fact, for the moment, they are the only donators
that the foundation has.
The board of the foundation consists of, among others, Rendón, Correa (who is a lawyer,
working for Fontaine and EScoffee) and an employee of EScoffee. Correa started as a subdirector 2 years ago. The foundation was set up in December of 2000.

5.8 Beans vs. bags
Besides paying a high price for the coffee, EScoffee provides trainings to the farmers (More
than 40 per year) to increase the quality of the coffee. One course was even about tree
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planting. Another project initiated when EScoffee received a sum of $120.000 from USAID to
buy equipment (to process coffee, drying, pulping) for the farmers. Victor Alvarez
(operations manager) was set in charge of the project and was given leave of his
responsibilities within the company to focus entirely on this project for a year. Now,
EScoffee is getting ready for a fairtrade certification by FLO. Farmers’ associations have been
set up in the past years and they are now filling in requests for an audit. An intern provided
by Amigos International has helped them with this during a couple of months.
In the table below we can see the price breakdown of the coffee in 2008. What stands out is
the higher price for the farmers, but also the fact that nearly 50% of the price of a pack of
coffee remains in the country of origin, next to 33% and 28% for fair trade and conventional
respectively. The margin and distribution costs in Europe are much higher, because the
market is small: the sales are not yet very efficient. It costs a lot of money to distribute small
quantities and a relatively large share of the cost price is spent on promotion.
Table 5.1 Price breakdown of EScoffee, compared to fair trade (Max Havelaar) and conventional in 2008 (Sources:
Interviews Rendón and Kruft). With percentage of consumer price.

€ per pack (250gr)

Escoffee

Max Havelaar

Conventional

19%

0,47

25%

0,41

21%

0,11

6%

0,11

6%

0,03

2%

0,03

2%

Income Farmer

0,65

Processing and transport

0,10

3%

Roasting and packing

0,51

15%

Margin

0,40

11%

Export levies
FOB

1,66

47%

0,61

33%

0,55

28%

1,35

39%

1,08

58%

1,29

66%

VAT

0,21

6%

0,11

6%

0,12

6%

Consumer price

3,50

100%

1,85

100%

1,95

100%

Margin distribution, transport,
Roasting

12

5.9 Big plans
EScoffee started in a time when the coffee crisis was still making it very difficult for coffee
producers and growing coffee in Ecuador was problematic. There was no specialty coffee
being grown in the country. In the last decade however, the coffee business has been
growing in Ecuador and worldwide with great significance. There is much more competition
nowadays and the competition is much more skilled as well. Both Rendón and Palacios
acknowledge this. Because of this increasing competition (27 companies in Ecuador trying to
do the same type of specialty coffee), the need to increase the price of coffee every year
(because of competition) and the rapid growth problem (causing cash flow crashes), Rendón
needs to change the mission and vision of the company. He does not see a future solely in
coffee. The new vision is to connect producers and consumers, but he’s still perfecting this. A
new concept is being launched called C.A.F.E. (Conectividad, Artisanía, Felicidad y
Experiencia). He has a vision of an online game much like ‘farmville’13, but with real farmers
12

Roasting not applicable to EScoffee.

13

A game that people play on the internet, on Facebook, where they manage a digital farm.
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of EScoffee, where players can have access to the situation of the farmers, plant trees, buy
equipment, etc. Some possible names that have been coined: ESville and ESlive. The general
manager of EScoffee is also the owner of SOMAX (SOluciones integrales MAXims), a
computer company, and this company may help with the production of such an online game.
The game would be initiated by the consumer, where they find a code on the package of the
coffee which they can insert on the internet. Here they get access to the information of the
farmer(s) that produced the coffee in that particular package. To finance this, EScoffee is
searching for subsidies from the government. The national export promoting agency CORPEI
is helping them to subscribe for a number of subsidy programmes. The relationship between
coffee exporter EScoffee and CORPEI is good, they have meetings quite often.
Other projects include web shops and a worldwide franchise of coffee shops. The mission is
to become the largest retailer and shops chain with products from developing countries.
Rendón has a long term vision for the company by 2015 – 2020. Basic values and quality
standards (high service) are important. He mentions that he wants to sell the company’s
shares when it is big, he wants the company to grow with many investors
Future problems include, with the heavier competitors each year; collection problems
(selling the coffee, but having a large delay in collecting payment) and in expanding the
business to coffee shops. Already, competitors are working on coffee shops in the country
and EScoffee needs to be fast in order to get the upper hand. Besides that, Rendón wants to
slow down the growing of the company, of the coffee part, to prevent further cash
problems. This is also necessary in order to make time to organise everything well for the
other future plans.

5.10 Situation: Barbeque at the pool
After I had asked Rendón whether there were any parties at the company, he (and I do not
know if I had influenced this in any way) asked me to organise a barbeque by the pool. They
had just moved to this new office two months ago and they had just filled up the pool, so it
seemed to him a good idea to give a party and to make use of this space behind the office.
At once he gave me all the responsibility to organise this. This included logistics as organising
a date that was feasible for all the employees as well. But I had no idea how to organise a
barbeque, or where to buy meat in Ecuador. I did manage to invite most of the people.
On the day of the party, Rendón told me he had asked his wife Ana Luz to take care of
things, to buy the things that were needed and to bring their barbeque equipment, though
he had forgotten to tell her I do not eat meat. Ricardo and Miguel laughed about it, but
when I called her, she was sympathetic and told me she would arrange something for me. In
the end, she brought some sort of vegetarian meat, the kind they also served in the
company cafeteria.
I started out with cleaning the tables a little, putting the stereo and some chairs down.
Stalyn and Victor helped me with cleaning the floor, because that week it had been raining
ashes from Tungurahua. Juan cleaned out the pool. At around 13:30 hrs, there was a
barbeque and meat, the place looked alright for a party. But we missed some important
things like gas and a wine opener. Ana Luz was still getting this with Angel. Ricardo came
downstairs from his office a couple of times commenting on the fact that the cooking had
not started yet and saying that he was hungry. While Juan was still cleaning the pool,
Rendón set the tone by pushing him into the pool, getting himself in there as well. Juan just
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laughed at this and started swimming a bit in the pool. However, the cell phone in his pocket
was not going to survive.
People started opening the crisps bags and ate those. Especially the children were happy
with it. Rendón told me to call everyone down. Some people were still working in the office
and he said that could not be, because it was not time for working, but for having fun. I did
so and it still took a while for everyone to come down. They told me they were coming, but
kept sitting behind their computers and work. So after a while, after Rendón was teaching
his son how to swim, he went up himself to order everyone to come by the pool.
Then slowly everything else arrived. Though some things were still missing, but that is the
result of asking a vegetarian to organise a barbeque and then tell your wife to buy the food.
Though I had invited most people, (some did not show up) the organisation was not very
good: most of the things were arranged last minute. The meat was put on the barbeque, the
wine was poured in plastic cups and the music was playing. Rendón made a game, doing a
really absurd laugh and saying that the one to guess who it belonged to would get a bonus.
Nobody guessed who it was, but they all laughed while he did this.
A while later, when everyone had finally arrived, Rendón did a toast. After thanking me for
inviting the people, he said this was the first party of many more to come, as a way of
strengthening the ES family. Then the party continued.
There were some groups forming around the pool. After eating a bit the younger guys were
starting to push each other into the pool, after Rendón had also thrown Paolo into it. Javier,
Luis and Walter were the first to go in. Lenin and Stalyn went in voluntarily later. The girls
from administration were sitting near the drinks table, just chatting. They did not want to go
into the pool. Fatima spent her time with the kids at and in the pool. And Rendón was
walking around, while his wife took pictures. Gonzalez and Victor were cooking the entire
time (the administration girls had helped with preparing the meat at the start).
Later at the party, even Victor, Nicolás and David were pushed into the pool, but not after
their consent and the opportunity to empty their pockets off cell phones and other
valuables. The younger guys were not really fond of the wine, and gathered money to get
some beer as well. Rendón just sat and watched with a smile on his face how everyone
seemed to have fun at the pool. The gestures of throwing Angel, Ingrid or me in the pool
were responded to with a “no” and this discouraged the rest of further attempts. Even
though probably none of us would’ve been angry about this. I understand they did not dare
throw me in the pool, since they did not know me well enough to know whether it would
make me angry.
When later the guys urged Paolo into pushing Gonzalez into the water while he was taking a
picture with his blackberry, things take a different turn. When they help him out again, he
definitely did not look pleased. Later Rendón tells me Gonzalez was very angry and left after
he fell into the pool. He blamed the beers for this, making the young guys more drunk and
this made them spur on Paolo into doing what he did. And that this destroyed the party.
Indeed the pool was getting empty, we cut the cake and ate it and people were slowly
leaving.
The boys cleaned up the place, I helped a little, and we took a company car to drive home
and drink some more at our house. Now this is not clear to me, but supposedly Rendón
called and said this was not allowed. I am not sure why, though at the moment of writing I
recall the amount of alcohol involved. We drove the car back and each of us took a taxi or a
bus to our own homes, and that was the end of the party.
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A few days later I asked Gonzalez what happened on Saturday with the barbeque, He
responded that the barbeque was fine, but not the end. He was a little bit mad about the
incident, because he was not in the game and did not want to be in it either. But the main
reason he left right after the incident, he said is because he gets ill really easy, especially
when he is totally wet. And he was with his briefcase full of papers and business documents.
His blackberry phone was broken too. It was not a good ending for him.

5.11 The Dutch importer
Jeroen Kruft had visited Ecuador several times before his decision to conduct his MSc thesis
on the subject. During his visits he met with Rendón and saw his coffee project and this
impacted his thesis choice. In June 2004, Amigos International imported the first coffee from
EScoffee. They started with 250kg and this had grown 20 times by the following year (Kruft
2005). In 2005 they arranged an organic certification with the help of Hivos. Amigos is well
known with the farmers of EScoffee. Jeroen did his thesis project with them and continues to
help them out where he can. Kruft and Bais first started to distribute the coffee themselves
in their hometown Wageningen. They did this just by knocking on the doors of health food
shops and restaurants. Later the distribution grew to the whole of the Netherlands and
Belgium. Finland and Ireland are also big customers now. Amigos sells the coffee to
wholesalers, but also to retailers and consumers through their web shop.
However, Amigos International is turning into a more regular trader, says Rendón: because
Amigos wants to pay the full price of the coffee and sees only the short term benefit of
making profit. Making profit with the high prices of the coffee in Europe is however difficult
and while Rendón has offered to share the profits, because the margin in Europe is thin,
Amigos International does not want to. Amigos earns a margin of just 10 per cent. They do
not want to get a higher margin, because then EScoffee’s margin would get lower. The real
problem is that the consumer price is too low.
Another problem they run into is that the cultures are totally different. In the Netherlands
planning and precision are important values, but in Ecuador life is more chaotic in this way.
That’s how it happens more than often that deliveries of coffee or chocolate are late. This is
a problem for Amigos when they cannot sell to their wholesalers
Lately also, other conflicts have arisen, damaging the trust between the two companies.
Rendón tells of a grant that Amigos had received in 2007 – 2008. “They get a grant of €1
million or something like that because of the [NGO]. They used it for working capital, they
used it for their investment in Latin America and they did not tell us about the grant,”
Rendón says: “They used us to apply for the grant, they used all the EScoffee information as
the platform.” They gave some of the money back to the producers and they gave some of
the money to the PICO label, but it still upsets Rendón that Amigos International used his
company to get a grant, without telling him about it. He does not want the money, but just
that his importer is transparent in this. The fact however is that, the specific donor wants to
remain anonymous. A certain amount of this money was used to improve the distribution of
EScoffee as well. Amigos used the ‘100% produced in country of origin’ concept to get this
grant, to make the concept more sustainable.
Also with the new chocolate of Amigos: Ananda chocolate, Rendón says there was a big fight
over this. EScoffee was working on ESchocolate 2 years before, but was too slow in
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developing it. Rendón says Amigos was not willing to help developing it further and designed
their own chocolate brand instead. But, he mentions, it is less PICO, because many
promotional material, the website, packaging etc. is designed in the Netherlands and not in
Ecuador. Rendón feels cheated because of this, because they already had a chocolate
product and now they are competing in the same market. Rendón feels that Amigos
International is not helping his company and that they are actually fighting against them with
their own new chocolate brand. On the other hand, Kruft explains that they tried to improve
the ESchocolate brand but it went too slow. It was totally different from what the European
market wanted. When the brand proved too difficult to improve, they just decided to go for
something completely different.
A third point of conflict was over the brand or label 100% Produced in Country of Origin
(100% PICO). The conept was developed in 2001. Rendón’s wife developed the logo. The
problems started in December 2009, when Amigos International hired an intern to work on
the concept. Without asking Rendón whether it was okay to work on it, or whether the
concept had not perhaps been registered, they started sending e-mails, and created an
internet address. Some miscommunication about what Amigos International was planning to
do with the label and about who owned the label eventually resulted in a big fight that
lasted until the start of 2011. They almost ended their business relations, Rendón
threatened to search for a new distributor, or even do it himself. A serious dent was created
in the trust between the two companies. In an interview in January 2011, Kruft says that
things have gotten a lot better since then. Rendón apologized for the incident and realizes
this is not a way to treat one of his biggest clients.
Produced in Country of Origin, is a concept that has become part of Amigos International.
They choose to import their products on this concept and make sustainability in general an
important part of their business. However, margins are low on food products and consumers
often do not understand why sustainable products of high quality need to be so expensive.
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6 KALLARI
6.1 How it all got started
The Kallari project started in 1997, when the local Kichwa people from the Upper Napo River
region of the Amazon began looking for ways to get a better income and to avoid cutting
down the rainforest or drilling for oil. The local people knew these types of activities would
affect their surroundings, but they needed some kind of work that involved the rainforest
without having to cut it down. “In exchange of what do we stop cutting down trees?” they
asked Judy Logback, an American woman who was working on promoting the protection and
sustainable management of the region’s vast biodiversity. She heard their questions and
realized that the problem of cutting down rainforests was mostly due to a lack of
alternatives. She then brought a group of about 50 families together on the basis of their
knowledge of the forest and of handicrafts. This new cooperative was named ‘Kallari’, the
Kichwa word for ‘to begin’ with a basis in the past. (Kappen and Logback 2009)

Figure 6.1. Location of Kallari association (Kappen and
Logback 2009)

The first job that the families worked on together was to collect seeds from fruit and
hardwood trees, because Logback was working on a project of re-forestation. The cash
proceeds of this endeavour were split between them and the first cooperative project was a
success.
Around the same time, the families asked Logback to start selling their handicrafts outside
the amazon. These handicrafts consist of different types of jewellery, belts, bags and
ornamentals: all made from materials that the locals find in the amazon rainforest. Threads
made from the pita plant and many types of seeds are most commonly used. By 1999, this
group consisted of 200 families and the year after that, they began exporting their products.
Kallari bought these artisan products at a higher price than the market salesmen in Tena,
assuring a little extra income for the Kichwa farmers (Fernandes, L.M. 2004). Today, the
production of artisan products remains a source of extra income next to the cacao trade.
This project was supported by funds from the Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA) designed to empower the local Kichwa. However, these funds required that Kallari
became an official legal entity and that they started to do workshops on leadership, gender
issues and more complete views on the rewards and risks of petroleum exploration in the
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Jatun Sacha reserve, where the farmers hold more than 40.000 hectares together. The legal
organisation originates in 2003, when they had around 390 member families.
Their very first agricultural project was to sell the coffee that most farmers have on their
land, around 2000. However, with the coffee crisis the young association quickly diverted to
cacao. Despite the fact that most of these local farmers had some of the worlds’ finest cacao
in their farms and that they were well aware of the value of cacao, they did not yet prune
trees, ferment beans or separate beans with fungal damage from the good ones. They dried
the beans with ineffective techniques in the sun and sold them for low prices to middlemen,
for an average of $ 0,25 per pound. These cacao beans would usually end up in Guayaquil for
further processing and export. Between the farmer and the consumer country, the chain of
middle men could reach up to seven levels, with each level taking a profit so that the beans
would reach Europe or North America at a price of no less than $1 per pound. Community
leaders were eager to cut out these middle men and to gain a larger profit for themselves.
Although they did not know where to begin, the next step in the cooperative was starting.
With this new cooperative model, Kallari association started buying the beans from its
members directly at higher prices. Also recognizing that the individual farmers were less
effective at the drying, fermentation and sorting processes, the Association raised further
funds through various local, regional and international subsidies, awards and loans to build a
main cooperative centre and three satellite centres. This brought further control over quality
to the cooperative. The first container of high quality cacao beans was shipped to
Switzerland in 2005.
The latest step of the cacao cooperative was to start making their own chocolate, using the
highest quality beans through an agreement with a community owned factory in Salinas
(Bolívar). They received aid from a German food technician, a Canadian chocolatier and the
late entrepreneur Robert Steinberg. From 2005 to 2008, the cooperative staff trained over
80 community members in the practice of chocolate production: meaning the making of
artisanal handmade bars. Meanwhile, markets were being sought and found nationally and
internationally. However, due to the contract they have with the Swiss importer of their
cacao beans, there has been a limit to the amount of chocolate they could sell.
In 2007, successful entrepreneur Stephen McDonnell14 and his wife visited Kallari and
committed to help them reach a level of chocolate production that could accommodate
nationwide distribution across the U.S. McDonnell loaned the cooperative $400,000 of nointerest funds and helped coordinate an agreement with a chocolate factory in Quito. Tomas
Keme, renowned Swiss confectionary technician, was asked to coordinate the switch to the
modern factory without losing the flavour distinction of the Kallari heirloom cacao beans
with the goal of creating a world-class single origin chocolate bar. Now with a nationwide
distribution contract with Whole Foods which started in 2008 there is a welcome increase in
both revenues and awareness of the Association’s products and projects (Kappen and
Logback 2009).
Kallari is now one of only four grower associations which also manufacture their own
chocolate, the others being in Grenada, Bolivia and Ghana. A fifth association in Madagascar
quit producing their own chocolate earlier this year (Lee 2010).

14

Of Applegate Farms: organic and natural meat
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Other ventures of the association next to chocolate and artisan products are tourism and
volunteering. Some communities have special huts built in their communities for the
reception of tourist groups.

6.2 The farmer
Kallari association buys the beans from its members at a price of $0,55 per pound for wet
beans. Because the beans are nearly two thirds water, this equals a price of $1,65 per
pound: more than six fold the price that the middle men were paying. For comparison: the
international cacao price was $1,33 on the 8th of October 2010 (with an average of about
$1,45 per pound for the past 2 years). For fair trade cacao, the premium would be about 7
cents per pound. (ICCO 2010a)
In Kallari, the farmers are in charge of the operations. Big decisions are made in large
assemblies and a board is chosen to lead the association on a directional level. The
directional board reports to the members. They are really in charge of this operation. Some
are perhaps more involved than others, but a sense of pride to make their own chocolate
can be felt.
Besides for the much higher prices that the farmers get for their cacao, they are also happy
with the cooperative because, from September through December, cooperative staff (called
‘tecnicos’ or experts) coordinate community visits to train cooperative members how to
maintain healthy trees, reduce pests and plagues in an organic way, and to recognize and
rescue the most flavourful heirloom varietals of cacao. Due to these trainings, a better
management of the cacao trees has been adopted and the cacao harvest per hectare has
nearly doubled in 8 years’ time.
The wet beans go from the farmers directly to one of the cooperative centres. For them, it
saves some work, since they do not have to dry or ferment the beans themselves. All four
cooperative centres that Kallari built have a ladder system of wooden fermentation boxes
and one or more solar greenhouse drying facilities. There are now nine full time employees
from January through July who manage the three-week-long process: from bean purchase,
regional transport, fermentation, drying, sifting, and marketing, to factory delivery.
Centralization of the processing allows for greater consistency in production and a higher
quality control and has permitted the cooperative to overcome trade barriers requiring large
volume (12.5 metric tons is a standard small container for cacao export). But most of the
cacao (especially the best quality) goes directly to the chocolate factory.

6.3 The chocolate factory
“A parte de eso Ecuatorianas inicia en la producción de chocolate
gourmet, de chocolate amargo, semi-amargo o chocolate puro.
Trabajando con asociaciones productores de cacao. Se les ayudó. Se les
dio capacitación a través de organismos internacionales que ayudaron
con fondos para enseñar al campesino a producir cacao, a fermentarlo
correctamente, y a secarlo correctamente. Y ahí se inicia Ecuatorianas de
Chocolate con 4 tipos de chocolate de origen.”
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There are two factories being operated at the moment. There is a small and artisanal factory
in Salinas (Bolívar), where they mostly make chilli flavoured chocolate and do testing with
new flavours. This is where they started to make the chocolate, but in 2008 they switched
production to Quito, because there is a higher capacity there. The other factory can be
found in the north-side of Quito in an industrial area with a nice view on the snowy peaks of
the Cayambe volcano.
Cacao is transported from Tena to Quito by truck. In the factory the cacao is first roasted for
a duration of 45 to 50 minutes, although Pozo knows exactly what the best time and
temperature are to assure quality cacao. The roasted beans are then ground into nibs
(smaller pieces of millimetre size) and separated from the hull. Nibs can be used to put into
the chocolate to give the appearance of nuts, but Kallari only makes 3 normal dark chocolate
bars.
So the nibs are ground even finer and eventually made into cacao liquor. This liquor can be
stored for quite some time. It is then mixed with the sugar and vanilla and walsed to get a
fine structure. This mixture goes into a big tank, cacao butter is added and depending on the
amount of cacao, the mixture is conched15 for 24 to 48 hours. To get the aromas perfect.
From here, it is molten chocolate and only needs to be placed in moulds, through the cooling
tunnel they go and then the bars are packed by hand. While 2 people are making the bars, a
group of 5 employees stand around a table, checking the bars for weight and consistency,
packing it in its plastic back (sealing it with a hot iron) and putting them in cartons.
This factory in Quito has been renting out the making of chocolate (maquila) to Kallari since
august 2008, although they started testing in April already to keep the taste they had in the
small factory in Salinas. Like the coffee factory in Guayaquil, this chocolate factory has its
own brand of chocolate, which is mostly sold in Ecuador and Germany. They started
producing in 2006. In cooperation with a group of people, the ‘barn’ was built and the
machinery (partly second hand but also new and from Ecuador) was bought. However, some
differences arose and there was only one owner left. He soon took the factory in production
and produced four kinds of chocolate, with cacao from four different regions in Ecuador: The
Amazon, Esmeraldas, Las Naves and Puerto Quito.
The company itself also works with associations of producers. They help them, give them
capacity to improve the quality of the cacao, like better production methods, they teach
them how to ferment and dry the cacao well, etc. Most of this was done with the help of
USAID on the condition that they could invest a little money in their machines as well. They
did not receive any funding on a personal note, but some in this construction.
So when in 2008 they started with Kallari, this was mainly possible because they already had
the organic license. Since then, things have gone smooth for the two business partners.
Although the factory has its own brand which sells quite well in Ecuador and Germany, this
deal is very important to them. They are happy that Kallari signed another contract for 2011
and 2012 (with the promise of increased production). There is also a great deal of trust and
openness between Kallari and the factory. When I ask at the factory whether I could make
pictures of the chocolate making process, they tell me I cannot, because they want to
protect Kallari’s formula. On the other hand, Kallari has been very open with their plans to
15

A conche is a surface scraping mixer and agitator that evenly distributes cocoa butter within chocolate, and

may act as a 'polisher' of the particles.
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get their own factory. The owner of this factory tries to dissuade them, telling them how
hard it is to manage a factory, but it is what Kallari wants: to have the production completely
in their own hands. Besides, they feel that the factory is still too much of a corporation. It
does not fit their own style of business very well.
Just like the coffee roaster in Guayaquil, this chocolate factory is not running on full capacity.
There are currently no other chocolate producers that want to rent the factory, but there
have been negotiations and things still look positive. Both partners recognize that the
factory needs Kallari more than the other way around and when Kallari starts using its own
factory in 2012, things could get difficult if no other contracts are being made.
Another thing that both partners have in common is that they are still very young. And both
recognize that they need to be more sustainable. At the factory, they would like to provide
better care for the employees and pay more, but it is hard in the national economic climate.
This is something of the future, when profits are better, when more chocolate is being made
perhaps.
At the moment the employees make between the minimum $ 240 and $390, depending on
their rank and work. The uneducated manual labour gets just the minimum wage. The
production manager himself makes around $ 750 per month. Other than that, the
employees get everything according to law: insurance from the IESS, social security etc. Still
they may not be satisfied, because their pay is minimal. “To give you a comparison, for
example in Peru, there are like 50 – 60 companies that are qualified like the best places to
work. Here in Ecuador we arrive at 16. So there are very few companies that already have the
conscience to make themselves… to help the employee a lot.”

6.4 Associative leadership
“Si, había muchos conflictos. El dinero. No le manejaba muy bien. El
director anterior no firmó el informe económico cuando salió. Hasta
ahorita está ahí. Cuando viene, solo viene a insultar. […] él gestionó para
que venga dineros, quiere saber dónde esta este dinero. Lo que pasa que
es … esa persona se creía un dios. Entonces teníamos que hacer lo que él
dice.”

The first thing that is different about Kallari is that there is no director. It is a cooperative, an
association. This means that Kallari has a board which is chosen by all the members. There
are always four people in the board and together they manage the cooperative actions,
which basically is the whole process from purchasing the cacao beans to selling the
chocolate. Besides that, they manage several projects, like the training of the farmers and
the building of their own chocolate factory. These are many tasks to be fulfilled and one
must take into account that until now, being a board member is an unpaid job and because
you have to be a member to put yourself forward for board member, you have to have a
farm as well. It is thus no wonder that the office is only open from 9 to 5 from Monday to
Friday: most of the people working there need the rest of the time to work on their farms.
There are several people that may advise the board in their decision making. But usually
they will have to ask for this advice.
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The four board members have their tasks divided into a chairman, or a general coordinator;
a production and natural resource director; a marketing and sales director and a financial
director. The general coordinator, Carlos Pozo, leads the meetings and is seen as the leader
in the board. He also has the most experience in the factory with the chocolate. The
production director, Elias Alvarado, works closely with the farmers and leads the experts in
the field. The sales director is Edison Mamallacta. And Leonor Cayapa takes care of the
finances with her staff in administration.
Pozo, who has been in the board a while longer, is just starting with a cacao tree nursery
near his home. Though his wife works as an expert at Kallari, they can use the extra income
from this endeavour. But other than this, the current board has no job outside of Kallari.
Unlike board members before them. 5 Days a week at least, they can spend time on Kallari.
The fact that the directive board does not get paid for their work has been called a failure by
one of the employees. “The same members that are at the front and do not have time to
produce cacao, to work on the farm, have many expenses: go to Quito, live, they have
children. That they do not have wages is not responsible.” It is expected to change in the
future, perhaps not for the current board, but for later. But this also will have its problems:
every member can be a board member, no matter whether they have experience in
directing a company like Kallari. They will have to trust in it that the members will be able to
make the right choices. Or perhaps a paid manager would be needed.
There have been some other difficulties with the way the company is structured. Many
people at Kallari would agree that the current leaders are the best they have had for some
years. Pozo for example has much knowledge on the roasting of cacao and chocolate quality.
He has also started a project with introducing vanilla in the region. Alvarado has an
agronomy background. He says that in the beginning there were mostly teachers in the
board and they did not understand everything. In general, past board members did not
always have much experience in running the chocolate business. It was a very slow process.
Alvarado and Pozo changed much. As newly graduates. Now they are more professional.
They take decisions much faster.
However, a few years back, there was a board director that thought himself to be the big
boss, insulting people, ordering them around. Other past board members were never
around; perhaps they spent most time on their own farm or at other jobs. They were hardly
ever in the office, did not work together that much and were not available when farmers
came to see them at the office.
Also until now, they never cared much about the café in Quito. They took the profits from
the café and put it in the chocolate production, never investing in the café. Now there is no
money to invest in it, but now it is needed the most. The coffee machine breaks down nearly
every two months and there is no money to buy a new one.
The four directives work well together. Although they do not have much contact outside of
their work, mostly because of other responsibilities, says Alvarado. They work in a good
team. They make decisions together, because otherwise they cannot carry the association
further. The employees notice it as well, that the directives work well, reach their goals,
while being fully involved in the cooperative.
The board of Kallari is also fully aware that the current way of management will not suffice
forever. The association continues to grow, which means more members, more cacao and
more chocolate. Bigger markets, more importers in the USA and in Europe. In short, more
than the current leaders believe they can handle. A new way of management is being
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thought about, but nothing is concrete yet. Perhaps when the new factory is finished, the
need will be there more than ever (more work, more professionalization) and organisational
changes will take form.

6.5 Atmosphere at work
“Saludamos, conversamos, cuando hay un partido o evento, lo hacemos.
[Hay alguna amistad si], pero afuera del trabajo no. No sé a qué se
dediquen. Ni lo que hagan.”

In the south of Tena, there is a large red brick building, standing on the border between the
city and secondary rainforest. It was only recently built and the construction of the toilet
cabins is still not entirely finished. There is still some unused space inside. Above the door, a
sign betrays the building belongs to “Asociación Kallari”. The personal contact at the office is
mostly professional. There is not much going on outside of work. At work, everybody is
friendly, they talk, they make jokes. And the people work well together, they say. But usually
it is just the board members and the people from accounting who are in the office. The
experts are usually in the field with the farmers.
There have not been many problems with the employees, but if there were in the past, they
would probably blame it on the bad management at the time. One employee for example
was not paid for the first 3 months and he did not have a contract yet either. “It’s something
uncomfortable.” But in the end it was alright, things worked out for him.
There are no parties organised by Kallari, there are birthdays or sometimes a meeting. After
an election of new directives, there is often some celebrating. While I was there, two
volunteers organised a barbeque and invited everyone at the office to come. Despite the
fact that they say they do not do much together outside of work, they were having a lot of
fun together. Everybody came with their family and brought some food or drink. And
everybody was helping with some part of the process. When the food was finished, we all
sat together at the table and ate and drank. People were talking to each other, making jokes;
it felt like a group of friends.
Another employee observes that at times plans are made, but they fail. For instance when
there is supposed to be a meeting, but it is cancelled. “Sometimes I do not like it, sometimes I
do. Because sometimes I think ‘chuta the next three days is full work. I go to Quito, after that
to Guayaquil and from Guayaquil back to Quito and after that to Tena. In the end I stay in
Tena and work in the office. Because something did not function and so we do not go.’”
Although this is recognized as something general in Ecuador, perhaps it could change, he
says. At least in the office, so he can plan better for himself.
Many of the people that work for Kallari do so for other organisations. One advisor is hired
by the German GTZ and many experts are being paid by others as well. This makes them
rather well paid, because as experts they receive about $600,- per month. The normal staff
receives from $240 to $400.
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6.6 Beans vs. bars
Becoming an organised exporter of beans yields a lot of extra profit. This additional profit is
used to pay for the processing staff, transportation costs, infrastructure maintenance and
utilities. Additionally, it is needed to pay for the crop of next year. The proceeds that result
from selling finished chocolate now will be handled by the non-profit Kallari Foundation. The
foundation mission is to use all the chocolate profits to provide healthcare, life insurance
and retirement support to the members. Instead of sharing the profit at the end of a year,
the Association decided to pay for the wet beans up front, so the families do not have to
wait for the money. As soon as the chocolate business pays off its start-up loans and turns a
profit (projected for 2011) Kallari will apply the profits from the sale of chocolate to pay for
these additional community services which were absent before the establishment of the
cooperative.
Kallari has made use of the services of many interns and volunteers during the years. They
helped out a lot in development of foreign markets and product evolution. The volunteers
and interns advise members of the Kallari directive board, assist staff and visit the rural
villages with the extension team. This also means a constant arrival of new ideas,
enthusiasm and free advertising. Volunteers often remain in touch and promote the
cooperative upon their return to their home country in Europe or North America. This has
presented Kallari with a direct line of communication with new foreign markets over the
years.
In the table below we can see the price breakdown of the chocolate. Unfortunately it is in
comparison with data from 2005. What stands out is the higher price for the farmers, but
also the fact that nearly 40% of the price of a bar of chocolate remains in the country of
origin, next to 10% and 9% for fair trade and conventional respectively. The margin and
distribution costs in Europe are much higher, because the market is small: the sales are not
yet very efficient. This partly explains the high price in the USA (consumer price is in the USA,
because there is no market data from Europe available yet), however the quality of the
chocolate explains the pricing as well. 38% that stays in the country of origin is not yet very
much. One might wonder if Kallari could not ask for a higher price, especially concerning the
high price that consumers pay in the USA. On the other hand, Pozo and Logback say they are
proud that consumers are willing to pay this price for such a high quality chocolate. In
Europe, the estimated price is €3,50 compared to an average of €2,20 for a (slightly larger)
organic fair trade bar.
Table 6.1 Price breakdown of Kallari (70%), compared to fair trade (Max Havelaar) and conventional 2005 (Sources:
Interviews Kallari). With percentage of consumer price.

$ per bar (70gr)

Kallari

Max Havelaar
0,08

Conventional

Income Farmer

0,38

6%

9%

0,07

8%

Processing and transport

?

0%

0%

0%

Chocolate making and packing

1,20

20%

0%

0%

Margin

?

0%

0%

0%

Export levies

0,05

1%

0,01

1%

0,01

1%

FOB

2,25

38%

0,09

10%

0,08

9%

0%

0,71

79%

0,66

82%

Margin distribution, transport,
chocolate making

?
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Other ingredients

0%

0%

0%

VAT

0,36

6%

0,05

6%

0,05

6%

Consumer price

6,00

100%

0,90

100%

0,81

100%

In comparison: the ICCO reports an average price (taking low quality and high quality cacao
together) of $2.900 per metric tonne (ICCO 2010a), or 20 cents for one 70gram chocolate
bar. Prices have increased in the past years it seems.

6.7 Social projects
Kallari is a young organisation and in that light does not receive much profit yet on their
chocolate. Especially with the coming investments they will make in a new factory in Tena.
Up until now what they have done in the communities is to improve the production of
cacao. To give the farmers techniques to take good care of the trees, to separate the bad
beans from the good ones. In summary, the farmers have gotten techniques to improve
production and improve quality, allowing them to receive more money for their cacao.
At the same time, Kallari has been paying more money anyway for the cacao. And paying it
up front. In an economical way, the people in the communities have been helped very much.
As is also described in sub chapter 5.1.7, the chocolate profits are to be used for healthcare,
life insurance and retirement support to the members. But these are future plans, for when
the chocolate really hits off.
Education is not mentioned here. They feel it is a task for the municipality to provide
education. The communities have primary schools already and for secondary schools
(colegio) the kids can go to Tena for example. The only thing that the board members are
thinking about is to give scholarships to kids to go to university, but their study should come
to the benefit of the entire Kallari community.
At the same time, we should keep in mind that the history of Kallari was not based on social
projects per sé, but more on nature projects. It initiated as a project to keep people from
cutting down trees and now they are involved with MIES (Ministerio de Inclusión Económica
y Social), to make a sustainable factory. In that light it is not strange that they are
commencing a project on wildlife preservation in the communities. A volunteer has been
working on a short report on animal breeding for this project. In it is explained how the
communities are growing and how this results in a larger pressure on the local wildlife, since
they still live very much on wild meat and fish.
The chocolate has the Rainforest Alliance (RA) seal on its package, but Kallari is also applying
for a fairtrade certification and is organic as well. The RA certification does not add much to
this and they are thinking about discontinuing this certificate. It costs them money as well.

6.8 Big plans
The future is bright for Kallari. More and more families want to become member, the cacao
production is growing, and so is the chocolate production. Kallari is exploring new markets.
Where the chocolate was primarily sold in the USA, new importers have been found in
Germany and Sweden.
One of their biggest projects is the building of a chocolate factory at the moment. They have
received land from the government, just outside of Tena. The architectural plans for the
factory are there, and soon they can start with clearing the land and building on it. They
expect to be finished in 2012. But the factory will not just be a factory. It is expected to be a
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light and natural building, with a visitor’s centre and a museum. If this turns out to be a
realistic planning, things will have gone fast for Kallari. Only in 2005 they started making
chocolate, with a full production in 2008. And 4 years after that their own factory.
But the future plans will bring a lot of turbulence, they expect. With only four board
members, things are still manageable at the moment, but when there is a factory, and the
number of members has risen considerably, it will be a whole different job. Perhaps Kallari
needs to look for other forms of managing the cooperation. With a fixed managing staff or
with a full time, paid board.

6.9 Situation: the Kallari café
My Spanish training and my personal life in the capital city Quito gave me plenty of time to
observe the things going on in the Kallari café. The café originated as an idea from miss
Logback a long time ago and is used as a platform to sell organic coffee (not from their own
region, from Ibarra), chocolate and chocolate products, and handicrafts. The original idea
was to reach the many tourists that pass through the capital (the café is located in the
Mariscal area, one of the most touristic neighbourhoods of Quito) and in such a way get a
promotion of the chocolate by mouth. And to get people to become volunteers for Kallari for
a couple of weeks. That’s how I rolled into this project myself. This used to work very well,
but the number of customers has gone down lately. This has at least partly to do with the
lack of investments in the past years.
A friend and study mate at the Spanish institute told me about Kallari café
just around the corner, when I told him I was working with chocolate. I
had heard about it before, but I never noticed it, even though I walked
past it almost daily. So one day I decided to have lunch there. When I
walked in, there were just three girls sitting in the right corner, doing their
homework. I was not sure what to do, did not know who was attending
the shop. Until after a short and indecisive while, one of the girls asks me
what I want. I tell her I want lunch. So she brings me the menu, a selfmade folder of natural materials, and sits down again at her table.
Among the farmers and members of Kallari, there is little understanding for the reason to
have a café in Quito. It is something far away from their homes and is not directly related to
the production of cacao. Neither the past directives were enthusiastic about it. Many of the
past directive boards wanted to close down the café, but refrained from doing so only
because of respect for Miss Logback, who did see the use of it. However, the café has always
made a profit until recently. But again, because the past boards did not have any affinity
with the café, the profits did not come back to it. They were used to improve the cacao and
chocolate sector of the association. The result is that the café has been ignored for the past
years. No investments have been done and the café has worn down. Tables are cracked,
chairs are unstable. The coffee machine breaks down every two months. At times there is no
water, because the pipes are shared with the neighbour. But maybe worst of all is that there
has been done little about promotion or making the café distinguished. While the neighbour
has extended his diner towards the sidewalk, the Kallari café stays back and loses part of its
frontal view. This way the accidental passer-by is likely to miss the café. Small things like this
may account for the loss of customers.
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There are not just these physical problems that trouble the Kallari café. The management is
not superb either. The café is basically run by one woman, who has a contract and has been
working for about four years there already. Elsy seems to have become bored with the job,
but she needs it to sustain her studies. Without any replacement standing by, she was
suddenly laid off. Then again taken back until her contract runs out, because there was no
replacement. Meanwhile, the board of directives does not take any initiatives to train the
personnel or to motivate them. Because that is another problem in the café. Perhaps they
teach each other the basics of cooking and making coffee, but not how to deal with
customers. At times they do not help the customer fast enough, or they are sitting in the
back having lunch, or they are playing cards.
But neither is there any steering from the directive board. They come by once a while,
though it is often just to eat when they are in Quito anyway, and they do the administration.
Elsy is the real manager here, but the board seems unsatisfied with her.
The desire to only hire indigenous personnel from the Tena region poses more difficulties.
The choices are very limited. Only few people leave to Quito for studies. And while some of
them do not want to work in the café, others are not to be trusted. There have been
problems with employees before, who took money from the café. And because these people
are often friends, these problems stay in the café. The police, and often even the board of
directors, are not involved in such matters.
The current staff is often not very satisfied with the job. Especially when the pay is late, or
too low. Officially, the salary is $240 for a full time employee, but when an employee does
not work full time, the salary can be almost anything.
The work and organisation at the office and cooperative centres may look very good, but the
café stays an ‘ugly’ and unwanted duckling.

6.10 Sales and exports
Besides selling the chocolate to the local supermarket chain Supermaxi, Kallari sells mostly
to the US organic food chain Whole Foods, the leader in organic in the US. There are two
main distributors in the US, one on each coast and they supply the whole country with
Kallari chocolate. These importers are close to the association. Kallari prefers to have close
relationships that last long. That is why they do not want to have multiple importers in one
country.
In Europe, sales are just starting. The chilli taste of Kallari is already being sold in Sweden and
another importer in Germany/Switserland, Original Foods, is about to receive their first
shipment at the time of writing this thesis. They are being helped by a Dutch Kallari
volunteer who is trying to hook them up with a Dutch wholesaler. This is the way new
markets have presented themselves many times in the past: volunteers brought home
chocolate from Kallari and looked for markets.
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7 ANALYSIS
Every Thursday in our newspaper there is a column by Hans Aarsman called ‘Uitgelicht’
(featured), in which he takes a picture from the news and analyses it to the detail (Aarsman
2010). I am often stunned at the amount of detail he can find in a picture which I had not
noticed before. And with his analysis, Aarsman tries to make small conclusions about the
actions in the picture. I do not always agree with him, but that could be due to the pictures
being without history or context. Analysing the data of this research is a lot like this: looking
at a picture and noticing things that stand out. Out of these notations conclusions can be
made. We might say that we created the background of the picture, or the context in
chapter 4, while the interesting action is formed by the case descriptions. Now it’s time to
put our goggles on and search for interesting viewpoints.

7.1 EScoffee
Policy making within
EScoffee has a pretty clear-cut business structure: there is a CEO, a general manager (GM)
and there are employees. This would be an oversimplified presentation of the actors.
However, if you look at the interactions between the CEO and the employees for example,
there is a lot of informality, which some of the employees consider friendship. The GM on
the other hand seems rather colder and much more formal to the employees. Although he
says he urges them to be honest and straightforward with him, and say ‘no’ at times, he
keeps the relationships strictly formal. Also from the pool situation it is clear he does not like
to be treated informally. He said he was not angry for being pushed into the pool but almost
everyone interpreted his reaction as such. While he keeps relations more formal, also the
employees keep a little distance. They are testing him a little, since he is relatively new to
the company.
Neither are the employees always just employees to Rendón. Certainly there are some that
have a much friendlier relationship with Rendón and potentially have a bigger influence on
his decision-making. Those are not only the section-managers. The fact that Rendón dared to
push Juan into the pool first, an employee who started at the bottom of the enterprise,
could be interpreted as the existence of a great deal of respect for each other. And then
there are those ‘employees’ that move more or less freely in the enterprise, like Paulo, the
coffee machine repairman. He is his own boss within EScoffee. Nevertheless, the employees
who are no manager do not have much participation opportunities in the policy process.
Historically, Rendón, and in a minor sense perhaps also the GM, can be seen as a powerful
man. He worked before for Monsanto and was GM for coffee of Central America for a couple
of years. He owns and co-owns three companies and when I asked him whether he usually
gets what he wants, he says yes. Kruft mentions that he has a “fast-paced, metropolitan
business-like style” of negotiating (Kruft 2005:97). While at the same time he manages to be
on very friendly terms with his employees.
Knowledge exchange happens on Monday mornings, when the management team comes
together to discuss what happens on the work floor, among other things. They talk about
their experiences and look at the coming week. And although the CEO shares his time for
EScoffee with his other businesses, he and the GM are able to gather what is going on in
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EScoffee through their section-managers. Besides that a personnel representative has been
appointed to bring forward issues on the work floor. She is also invited to board meetings.
Three main places of power may be identified. Quite straightforward is the CEO and GM
office, where the two leaders discuss their company policy, but also where employees can
go to discuss any issues they have. The second place is the team meeting that is held every
week, where section-managers have the possibility to influence the leaders any way they
can. And the third is the board meeting, which is only held about twice per year.
Shareholders influence company policy, but through the personnel representative, the
employees also have (in theory at least) a voice. However, while the employees have a voice,
they do not have direct access to places of power.
Contextually, this policy process finds itself in a (business) culture where it is hard to step up
to your superior. Where it is expected of you to work hard in order to make better wages.
Historically, power relations between Rendón and the employees do not seem to have
changed very much. Sure, the company has grown and more employees have joined the
company. Perhaps what has changed over time is that the power relations have changed
between the employees with a multi-levelled decision structure. Where Rendón used to be
the person with complete control over the company in its beginnings, now there are
managers and a GM to take over partial tasks. Representation and accountability have been
shifted by bits to other people within the company and the policy process has gained levels
over time. Ultimately however, Rendón remains the owner of the company and can do with
it as he pleases.
McGee (2004) argues that the dynamics of policy processes are very important and that
some of the policy norms can be challenged through a critical awareness of these dynamics.
While not much evidence could be found of challenged or overturned norms, small changes
in power relations made it possible for the accountancy manager to ask for an extra
employee from the GM, while the CEO did not grant this favour much earlier. In general, the
appointment of the GM has led to a series of changes within the company, a better
organisation of the taskforce. This has to be taken into account when viewing the dynamics
of policy within EScoffee.
According to Henderson et al. (2002) there is a certain form of path dependency in the
trajectory and evolution of a firm. Or, in other words, they carry a certain amount of
institutional baggage with them. In the Ecuadorian context, national politics went from a
protectionist / subsidizing strategy to a neo-liberal strategy, following the USA and later the
world. On the other hand, associations and cooperation have been very important in
indigenous circles. EScoffee fits mostly in the neo-liberal context and this has perhaps
something to do with Rendón’s history at Monsanto, a multinational corporation of US
origin, as well. This is not to say that at least part of the neo-liberal structure is not of
Ecuadorian origin, but Monsanto is well known for its contested strategies and loose
handling of farmers.
Policy making in the network
The actors involved in the inter-firm policy process are multiple. The most obvious actors are
the farmers, the roaster and the importers in the Netherlands and other countries (though in
this research we only focus on the Dutch importer). Other actors can be NGO’s like
REDEVAHU and USAID and institutions like the Guayaquil municipality, CORPEI and the
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Ecuadorian state. Although the latter may be (at the same time) part of the context of the
policy process in the form of laws that regulate the coffee business.
The farmers sell their coffee to EScoffee for a good price and gain more knowledge on
producing quality coffee as well. Their specific space of power is not a physical one: by
simply moving to a different buyer, or threatening to do so, they can exert their power over
the company and put their demands on the table. The farmers have full autonomy in the
production network, they have no obligation to EScoffee whatsoever. This may change in the
future, when they receive a fairtrade certification. This may lead them to be more tied to the
company than before. This could also create a whole new space for power however, because
the farmers will be combining their efforts in improving their situation, but also they will
have a long term contract. While the farmers have most of the knowledge about growing
coffee the right way, much of this has been taught by EScoffee as well, because they needed
a high quality coffee. Both parties know a great deal now on how to grow coffee right.
Significantly less power is attributed to the roaster. Although they have the knowledge of
roasting the coffee perfectly, and despite the fact that they are the one to add value to the
coffee, they are not the only roasting company in Guayaquil. If they would ever try to force
demands (although evidence does not show they have done so yet), EScoffee could quite
easily move to another roaster. The roaster’s specific space for power is the market as well,
but here it is the company that has more power. The famers and the roaster are all part of
the same culture, provided there is such a thing as one Ecuadorian culture of course.
Because as we have seen, the negotiating culture of Rendón is much different than that of
the farmers. However the roaster and the coffee company are both situated in Guayaquil
and their culture is the same. Like perhaps the employees within EScoffee, neither does the
roaster stand up to the leaders of EScoffee. Of course this could be the good nature of their
relationship. Rendón says that it sometimes feels like they own the roaster and EScoffee
employees are free to walk around the facility. They work there sometimes like employees.
Entirely different is the relationship between EScoffee and Amigos International. Here the
dependency is mutual. Amigos has the knowledge and has the network in Europe to be able
to distribute the coffee in the continent, while they also depend to a certain degree on the
coffee sales. The distribution in Europe and the existence of Amigos is inextricably linked.
When Rendón threatened to break ties with Amigos in December 2009, it would have been
very hard for him to keep up European sales if he had followed through. And although
Amigos is expanding their product range, it would have been a hard blow for them as well.
The market and the mutual dependency are spaces of power. These spaces have a history in
which the two companies intertwined more and more. The conflict of 2009 was not the first
in their history. This may have root in the different cultures of the leading men: Rendón and
Kruft, but the distance may be of influence as well (Joshi, Labianca, and Caligiuri 2002). The
distance creates a great need of transparency and communication. With a lack thereof,
conflicts may arise and it may be difficult without personal contact to solve them quickly and
to keep mutual trust high.
NGO’s and institutions have a different way of influencing the policy process. Their power
manifests itself mostly in their willingness to donate or subsidise depending on certain
changes in the company. For instance, the fairtrade label will have certain effects on the
relationship between EScoffee and the farmer groups. One of those conditions is a long term
contract. This will not only change the relationship between the two, but also the power
dynamics. Here you may also see that the influence of one actor in the network may change
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other parts of the network as well. The influence of the national and local state is not very
clear from the evidence. Through the export promoting agency CORPEI and subsidies for
local businesses, the government tries to encourage Ecuadorian companies. Of influence
through constraints we know a lot less.
Within the company and in the network, conflicts have arisen in the past, and probably will
in the future. However, this is normal: Levy (2008) argues that Production networks are not
only economic but also political phenomena in which there is cooperation and conflict.
Actors struggle over the construction of economic relationships, governance structures,
rules and norms. In other words, there is friction between cooperating on the one hand and
conflict on the other (McGee 2004). Farmers have been mostly struggling each year over the
economic relationship, but now the company itself is bringing in new governance structures
(fairtrade certification), which may put the economic struggle to the background. The
roaster is not governed by EScoffee and economic struggle seems to be absent. Cooperation
is exceptionally good here. Conflict between the company and its importer are mostly
concerning rules and norms (transparency, ownership), but both companies also try to seek
the boundaries of how much they can set policy for the other. However this mostly happens
around the negotiations table, concerning things like package design and pricing.
Value
First and foremost, value is created by the farmers, they put their labour into the land and
grow the coffee beans. They are the people that possess the skill. Although skill is also
improved a little by EScoffee in order to improve quality. The value is thus enhanced by
producing higher quality. The farmers are thus essential in producing the prime material, or
the input, for EScoffee. Their situation, as we have seen, is that they have considerable
power over the price they receive.
Partly due to quality improvement, the EScoffee brand itself enhances the value of the
coffee as well. This is done by the employees that work in the office, by designing the
package, by making advertisements and by selling. The labour force in the company is not in
any way part of an organisation, but the working conditions are good. Payment is above the
minimum wage for most and according to Rendón about 5-10% higher than in the market.
Additionally employees get to share in the success if they work for five years at the
company. A work week is 40 hours and payment is above the minimum for most of them.
However, quite a few employees work more than 40 hours, up to 60 hours per week. For
some it is because they want to earn more by selling more (sales department), for others
because they are severely behind schedule (administration dept.). Rendón says people
should be more relaxed, stop working too many hours, but his company is built on these
hard working people. This is how they enhance the value of the coffee. Even at the pool
party, people kept on working behind their desks until Rendón came to get them himself.
Besides the workweek and payment, not much else is provided for the employees. They can
see a doctor for free, but insurance is only provided by the national IESS.
Rendón says in the interview that the human capital make all the difference in the company,
they provide the quality and service that the customer is looking for and are well trained in
selling the products. In another moment however, he argues that the people are not
organised well enough, education is not high enough and frequent mistakes are being made.
For this reason they do not get their work done in time, he says. But the company gives
opportunity for training and the goal is to have one training each month. These are trainings
in sales or the latest rules in administration.
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The added value, however, is created by the roaster and, as described above, the roaster
contains the skill and expertise that is his alone. The three men that work in the roasting
facility are even called ‘maestro’, which indicates they are masters at what they do. Indeed,
roasting coffee comes very precise and the way of roasting may even vary per batch of
beans. In this light, it is strange that these maestros do not receive more than just minimum
wage. Partly this is because the roasting facility does not run on full power (only 40%), but
one could ask the question what the role of EScoffee is in this respect. Concerning the
working conditions, the maestros work from 9 until 5, five days per week. Just like the
employees at EScoffee, they do not get much extra. Only the IESS insurance, nothing more.
Neither is there anything like a labour organisation for them. EScoffee had specifically
chosen not to own a roasting facility in the past, partly because maquilaje is cheaper and
they would not have to invest any money. However, the way it is now, the value of the
coffee is not evenly distributed over the contributors to the value. Kruft also noted in 2005
that EScoffee allotted part of its revenues to technical and socio-organizational support for
the farmers to improve quality. He asked himself the question what priority this has “in
comparison to the personal necessities of the company’s staff and shareholders.” (Kruft
2005:97) We could add to that sentence the roaster.
The captured value would theoretically go to the owner of the company, which is Rendón.
The research does not prove the opposite; however, Rendón mentions that there is barely
left anything for him at the end of the year. In another part of the interview, he says that he
chose for a career in which he could make the most money. With EScoffee he is building a
name and an image, which gives him the opportunity to sell the company (in shares or
otherwise) for a lot of money. In other words, for the moment, the value is captured within
the company, but could be released to the owner when (part of) the company is sold.
Rendón has offered the importer, Amigos, to share in the profits, because the sales in
Europe have cost a lot in promotion and profit is low. Kruft has however decided against
this, because he believes the profits should go where they belong. Besides, other products
may gain him profits. For example the Ananda chocolate was introduced as an alternative to
the ESchocolate, which developed too slowly. For Amigos International, this means they now
have material resources as well instead of only alliances with foreign companies.
The production network’s circulation processes are very simple. The lines are very short.
EScoffee buys directly from the farmers without middlemen in between and passes the
coffee through the roaster by hiring the labour. Not by selling the coffee and buying it back.
This is an important strategy, because otherwise the network would have looked very
differently. Coffee is a relatively simple product, so every form of processing can happen at
the roaster’s facility. Levy (2008) says that the distribution of income along the chain is a
function of the struggles over the structure of the chain and the policy process. However,
the roaster is not fully part of the chain or network; they are not an intermediary that buys
and sells, but rather a hired labour force. They are best compared to an employee than to a
separate part of the production process within this structure. We will come back to this in
the conclusion.
From EScoffee the products go directly to their importers (of which we only know Amigos
International in Europe) by boat, which is very easy since Guayaquil is the biggest port in
Ecuador. They sell to wholesalers or directly to retail or consumers through their web shop.
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Embeddedness
Territorially, EScoffee is not particularly well embedded. They are not very committed to
their particular location. While they do not have long term contracts with the farmers yet,
and they do not have their own roasting facility, it does not matter very much what the
location of EScoffee as a business is. Historically, however, they have always been in
Guayaquil and they recently started in their own office building. EScoffee has a commitment
to its employees, who live in Guayaquil and perhaps through them it is embedded in its
location. Would they own a roasting facility, they would be much more place bound: an
office is much easier to move, than a whole factory. Perhaps partly for this reason, EScoffee
chooses not to have its own facility.
Socially, the company is not well embedded either. When it comes to the farmers, until now
they have stayed with the coffee company, but it is unsure what they will do in the future.
The (formal) durability of the two groups is uncertain. Trust was hard to establish with the
farmers and even now they are more focused on short term benefits. Things are changing
now: a fair trade association has been set up. This also means long term sales contracts need
to be set up. The roaster on the other hand has a contract that is renewed every few years.
Durability is higher, but also the relationship is much more stable: there is a lot of
transparency and trust. The relationship between EScoffee and Amigos already nearly ended
in the past. It is perhaps the most unstable relationship in the production network. They
have been together since the past, but lately mostly out of mutual dependency than out of
trust.
When it comes to their own employees, loyalty seems to be limited. Most employees would
leave for a higher salary. However, this can be seen as national business culture: salaries are
generally low in the country and everyone is dissatisfied with it. In contrast, the employees
are happy with the job itself. The working atmosphere is good.
EScoffee has a good relationship with the export promoting agency CORPEI and the latter
helps them out with applications for national subsidies and such. Evidence is too weak to say
anything about stability or durability of this relationship, but it seems like a very beneficial
relationship for EScoffee.
Social projects / spill-over effects
EScoffee helps the famers by providing training to improve quality. With this quality
improvement, the coffee becomes more valuable and farmers earn more per quintal. To
improve quality even further, EScoffee has distributed small pulping machines among the
farmers with the help of money from USAID. These machines are essential to increase
quality even further by giving the farmers the opportunity to process the coffee into
parchment coffee. Parchment Arabica coffee catches the best market price. Additionally,
EScoffee pays the farmers more each year for their quality coffee, creating a very beneficial
relationship with the farmers. The upcoming fairtrade certification will change this to a
certain degree, although we cannot tell what with certainty.
In their own surroundings Rendón and his mother try to use money and facilities from their
companies to improve life in the city for young people. They do this through creating jobs
and study opportunities and they have created a foundation called ReDeVaHu for this.
Although this is also a very young foundation that still has to prove what it can do. Correa
says that the foundation is independent of the companies that founded it, but the ties with
the companies are still very strong. The foundation depends on EScoffee and Fontaine
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through money, facilities and it has ties through the directive board. Independence can thus
not be claimed, but the question is really whether this is problematic for its functioning.
Ethical perspectives
As we have seen above, there are several ethical perspectives within the company. Most
notably is the investment in the farmers and their coffee quality without expecting any
loyalty in return. Now fairtrade certification is in progress to prove to their consumers they
are doing a good job here. Additionally a large part of the coffee is organically produced.
Only for the domestic market they have some non-certified coffee, but this is often also
produced without pesticides. Within the company social responsibility is high when it comes
to their employees: payment and working conditions are a little above average in Ecuador
according to Rendón.
However, EScoffee remains a corporation that does not distribute its wealth to the most
value-adding agent in the network: the roaster. While they did offer some kind of support to
Amigos International to share in the profits, perhaps the maestros that add the value could
use this money much better.
Rendón says he feels for his fellow human beings and wants to help the people around him.
From his willingness stems the corporate responsibility of his enterprise. Not from social
pressure from NGO’s or other civil society agents.
EScoffee’s plans
In the past decade, since the beginning of EScoffee the coffee business has been growing
significantly again. For EScoffee this means that there is much more competition nowadays
and the competition is much more skilled as well. Both Rendón and Palacios acknowledge
this. However, EScoffee seems to stay ahead of the competition by providing the best quality
coffee in the country. Another strategy is to stop betting solely on coffee production and
look for other markets.
Rendón’s plans for the future of EScoffee entail the expansion of the brand with a coffee
shop formula and to become one of the biggest in Ecuador and perhaps even on
international level. His ambition is high, but just as his coffee is the best of Ecuador, he may
even succeed. Another plan is to bring producers and consumers closer together through
some kind of internet game. While producing a kind of marketing strategy, the transparency
of the company is increased if consumers can learn to know the farmers behind their coffee.
Additionally, long term contracts with farmers will become even more important for such a
project to work. Otherwise it would cost too much to keep such a system up to date.
In his plans we see no deviation from the path we described earlier. EScoffee’s path has
been to grow bigger and earn more money, while being a responsible company for
environment and people. Both history and future show a business culture corporation.

7.2 Kallari
Policy making within
Kallari is formally an association. Decisions are made by a directive board that is elected by
the cacao farmer members. Farmers are thus the highest authority within Kallari. The four
board members operate on an equal basis, have their own portfolios and make decisions
together. Staff and experts are tasked with their own specific projects. Often they are paid
by NGO’s (training experts) and work mostly independently. In the office in Tena we mostly
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find the administrative staff: experts and board directives often travel to communities or
Salinas and Quito respectively. At the moment of research a communication and marketing
expert from GTZ was working in the office as well. In Quito you have the Kallari café with
three employees working.
The actors within Kallari represent a dynamic aspect of the company. Because the board
directives are chosen by the members and staff members also often change (through
different training programmes), the actors within the company are never at one moment the
same. Even in the café in Quito, the staff often changes because these are just on-the-side
jobs for students. This dynamic gives fresh insights every time actors change, but it
represents a threat to continuity as well. Skills among board members may differ greatly for
example.
The current board is one of the best they have had for some time. This is the common
consensus among staff in Kallari. They are much more social and are more present in the
office. Although they say they do not associate much with the staff and each other, when
they have the opportunity, like with the barbeque organised by two volunteers, they have a
lot of fun together and are very informal.
Notable is also the role of Judy Logback. She started the project with the first group of
farmers in 1997 and through her US contacts and business attitude, her influence in Kallari
seems not to have waned. She frequently travels to Ecuador to oversee processes in the
association and discuss business options with the board members. Her role is mostly of an
advisory nature, but her influence weighs heavily, probably because her long history with
Kallari, but also because she has many contacts in the US business world. The English
language skills are often low or even lacking with Kallari board and staff members, so
Logback has a certain mediating role between Kallari and the importers
On Mondays, the board gets together for meetings. Here they discuss the issues in the
company and vote on decisions that have to be made. This is the normal place where policy
is being made, but perhaps the most important place of power is the General Assembly (GA)
that is held each year, where among other things board members are chosen. Unfortunately
it was not possible to witness this event, so analysis falls short on this account. The weekly
board meetings are often visited by experts as well. The GTZ expert gives advice for example.
However, anyone may advise board members at any time. Volunteers do so from their own
expertise whenever they can.
On the same Mondays knowledge exchange takes place in an organised way. Every staff
member and expert has their own project and thus knowledge and understanding of their
own task. They need to inform the directive board whenever they can. The current board
has a lot of knowledge on the technical aspects of creating chocolate from bean to bar.
Alvarado is agronomist and Pozo knows a lot about the chocolate making process. Business
and marketing remains mostly with Logback and the US importers at the moment. Other
staff members know much more about the construction of the new factory or about the
nursing of cacao trees. Knowledge is thus very much spread over the board and staff
members. This means that with the change in actors within the association, knowledge gaps
may arise in the future. They are thinking about putting a manager in place, but at the
moment no safety net for such knowledge gaps exists.
The association finds itself in a context of the indigenous population of Napo province. For
the indigenous people, associations and cooperatives have been an important organisational
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form for the past few decades. Uzendoski (2005) writes about the importance of living
together and working together, the notions of gifts and voluntarism, for the people of Napo.
The form of Kallari Association is not a coincidence in this context, where the board
members themselves are even unpaid. They provide their input and expertise for the good
of the whole community. Working for the community, or Ayllu, is an important virtue in
Napo Kichwa culture.
Power relations have shifted mostly through a shift in actors. In other words, people were
replaced, not the power relations. That power relations thus changed over time was only
natural, since people use power in different ways. However, of the history of past
generations not much research has been done, so specific analysis is not possible.
The institutional baggage of Kallari is mostly visible from its history as an alternative to
cutting down the rainforest. The ecological focus is still visible in the organic production
processes and the new project for conserving wildlife. The business model is that of an
association and trust is something important in their way of doing business as we will see in
the policy process within the network.
Kallari, as an organisation, buys the cacao from the farmers at high prices. The latter are
trained by experts to tend to their trees well and produce high quality cacao, but also to
distinguish the highest quality themselves and to distinguish one variety from the other. The
farmers are the main driving force behind the association. Without their support, it would
not work, but they come together specifically to make it work.
The café in Quito still poses a dilemma for the Kallari directive board. For years, past boards
have neglected the café and invested the profits in other ventures. Now it is in need of
investment and there is no money. But the problem is still that the members of Kallari do
not understand the importance of having a shop in the capital. Quito is far away for them
and it is not unlikely that the distance feeds the conflict. This is the most clear location
where friction within the association is visible. If it was not for Judy Logback, the café would
probably have been closed already in the past. The association does not see the need for (or
perhaps does not need) the café to run their chocolate business. It does not really matter
what knowledge the actors in the café have and what little power they have, when the need
for the café is not understood. Originally it was meant for attracting tourists and volunteers
that pass through Quito. Perhaps Kallari has outgrown this ‘embassy’ in Quito now.
Policy making in the network
Kallari controls almost all the production processes from bean to bar. The farmers are in
control of the largest part of the production chain. Only the chocolate factory is hired
(maquilaje), but it is already known that Kallari will build their own factory, taking control of
the entire process. Other important actors are the importers in the US and Europe and a
number of NGO’s that have involved themselves over time, like CIDA and GTZ.
Although the people at the chocolate factory have the knowledge of making top quality
chocolate, the people of Kallari have the knowledge as well. The chocolate maker’s specific
space for power is the market, but power differentials make it that Kallari has more power.
Kallari is not dependent on the factory at all, since they have all the knowledge and the
means of producing elsewhere if this was necessary. The chocolate maker comes from a
different culture than the association: it is much more business oriented. Although they do a
lot for their farmers as well and try to be a responsible corporation, Kallari thinks this is not
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enough. Their business styles are not compatible and this is one of the reasons to build their
own factory. Kallari staff does not come to the factory in Quito. Only board members and
Judy Logback go there sometimes for meetings, but the work is strictly done by the factory’s
employees.
Like in their own organisation, Kallari aims for an equal relationship with their importers.
They are mutually dependent on each other and need each other for their business to work.
Trust and transparency are important with Kallari and their importers. For this reason they
select only a few importers in a country, they have only two in the US (on each coast) and
two in Europe (Germany and Sweden). Distributors spread the chocolate across the
countries. Power space is the market and the difference in knowledge. Kallari is a very local
organisation and has no knowledge of how to sell and distribute their products. They are
more focused on production than doing business.
For Kallari as well, the fairtrade label will have certain effects on the relationship within
Kallari on the farmer group, although associations have already been created. Changes will
most likely be in the nature of community investments. The influence of the national and
local state is not very clear from the evidence in this case either. Kallari is influenced through
several international, national and regional subsidies, like it has been in the past. The
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) wanted to help empower the Kichwa
people, but demanded a formal structure that organised workshops. This empowerment
helped them to cut out middlemen and search for their own buyers.
Additionally, contacts in the USA and in the chocolate world in general got them help from
several chocolate experts from all over the world.
Value
Like in every food production process, value is created by the farmers. However, since the
organisation envelopes nearly the entire process of production, Kallari itself is creating the
value, enhancing the value and capturing the value. The value is enhanced by the creation of
a high quality brand by selling the chocolate. At the end, the value is captured by the farmers
again. If there is any profit, this will flow back to the farmers eventually. While the experts
are usually well paid, they are often paid by organisations that support Kallari. Their own
staff earns roughly the minimum and the directive board even works voluntarily. It seems
crude that the farmers share in the profits, while the others who work as hard to sell the
chocolate do not.
For the time being, the added value still comes from the chocolate factory. The employees
earn from the minimum to USD 390, depending on their skill level. Payment is thus not
exceptional, not in a positive, nor in a negative sense. And these payments seem to be more
in line with the salaries in the Kallari office. In both cases, the employee services are just
what the law provides: IESS insurance and social security. In this respect, one should keep a
critical view on the moment Kallari opens their own factory: what will happen for its future
employees? How will Kallari share profits when they control the entire production chain of
their chocolate? Returning to Levy’s distribution of income as a function of the struggles
over structure of the chain and the policy process (2008), the farmers seem to get a larger
piece of the pie. They ‘own’ the association and are more numerous than any employee in
the office or the factory in construction. This means that a struggle for a better distribution is
almost impossible to win. An honest distribution of the profits thus needs to come from
within the association as a whole.
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Once again, because Kallari owns and manages almost the complete production chain from
bean to bar, the production lines are very short. Cacao beans travel quickly and short
distances and this is used as an advertisement, that is to say: Kallari chocolate is very fresh
chocolate, from fresh cacao beans. This is in contrast to chocolate made in Switzerland or
Belgium; it is one of the facets of producing a gourmet high quality chocolate. This also
means no middlemen are being used; Kallari is in direct contact with the farmer and in direct
contact with their importers. More value is captured by the importers, wholesale and retail
in the respective countries. Although the export to Europe is just starting, the chocolate
catches a high price in the USA, making for good profits for wholesale and retail there.
Embeddedness
Because Kallari is a farmers’ organisation, the territorial and cultural embeddedness is high.
The farmers are very place-bound through their lands, which makes the location of the
organisation very fixed. Most of the employees also come from the Napo region, so also
culturally they belong in this region. It is no surprise then that the factory will be built just
outside of Tena. Through building their own factory, Kallari also shows a commitment to the
region and the people in it.
Socially as well, Kallari is well embedded. Although the durability of the relationship with the
chocolate factory is low, because of the construction of their own factory, it is a stable
relationship. The virtues of trust and transparency are important to Kallari; that is why they
are honest to the factory. The people from the factory are happy to have a new production
contract for 2011 and 2012 with Kallari. After that, however, Kallari will produce themselves.
For doing business with the importers as well Kallari thinks a sustainable and stable
relationship is important. They try to have as few importers per country as possible.
Even in their own office, the employees seem loyal. The salaries are as low as in the rest of
Ecuador, but the work that Kallari does for the region is well appreciated. There is a sense of
pride to make their own gourmet chocolate. Furthermore, as Uzendoski (2005) showed:
voluntarism is a part of life in the Napo Kichwa culture.
The embeddedness can also be a constraint, as we see in the café in Quito, where on the
one hand the city culture and the use of a café in the capital is not well understood, and on
the other hand on a social level, there is a demand for Napo Kichwa employees in the café.
Social projects / spill-over effects
Social projects are few at the moment. Kallari wants to do more, but profits are still low,
because they are a starting company and still have debts. When they do turn profits,
projects will be started up for its members, including healthcare, insurance and retirement
support. However, Kallari could also be seen as a social project itself. It was started, not as a
business, but as a way of providing income for the communities without having to cut down
the forest. Even now, the organisation is looking for ways to protect the forest and preserve
its wildlife. Additionally, the region is protected from oil exploitation as well.
Making use of volunteers also has its advantages. Volunteers come from all over the world
and often bring in their own views. Not only that of course: they also take chocolate back
home and sometimes create a possible market in their home countries. This is how sales in
the USA started and how sales in the Netherlands and possibly France are starting now.
Foreigners come to Kallari as tourists as well. Like one community has a cabin for groups and
they like to cook local foods for visitors. This brings in extra income for these communities.
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Ethical perspectives
The Kallari association is built on many ethical norms. They started from the viewpoint of
saving the rainforest with keeping a human perspective. Now the farmers produce organic
cacao. The new factory will be constructed with natural materials and with a lot of natural
light coming in. Following popular consumer trends, they are carefully looking for
environmental friendly packaging as well. On the social sustainability, Kallari is in the process
of certifying fairtrade, but has had a Rainforest Alliance seal for some time now. The latter
may be replaced in the near future by the first, because it does not add anything to the
chocolate. It seems, therefore, that Kallari has been following certain ethical norms and rules
before even choosing a label to convey their principles to the Western consumer. Kallari has
for instance been an association since the start and has paid high prices for the cacao in
advance for years already. Few things need to be changed to attain a fairtrade label. Even
investing in community services has been on the agenda for a longer time, they have only
been lacking the funding. In, for example, gender equality, Kallari does not take a public
stance, but through practice (having a woman on the directive board), they do show a
certain openness to the matter.
Kallari’s plans
Besides building their own factory, which gives Kallari full control over the production
process from bean to bar, they expect that they will grow further. More families will join the
association; more cacao will be grown, because new trees will be planted; and when the
contract with the Swiss importer of cacao beans ends, more chocolate will be produced. This
also means that there will be enough chocolate to export to other countries then the USA.
Hence the careful approach to the European market.
The fact that more chocolate producers are exporting their chocolate is not considered a
problem by Kallari. Their own chocolate is of such high quality that it is in a different price
and quality range. However, this puts them in a somewhat vulnerable position as well,
because they need to maintain the high quality as well. Moving production to the new
factory will need to be coordinated to the detail.
Kallari will continue the path they have chosen: provide care for their surrounding
environment, the forest and the animals, while providing a good and healthy living for the
farmers that constitute the organisation. The question remains whether they will adopt
another business model or not, since the board functions demand more and more time as
these functions grow along with the association.

7.3 Two cases compared
To compare the two cases, we must first establish that the contexts for both of them are
very different. As we have seen in chapter 4, the locations and their cultures are different.
EScoffee is situated in a large city, while Kallari finds itself in a more rural setting, with an
indigenous culture. But also the two products are different. Coffee as a commodity has had
global problems due to the crisis, but the processing is simpler than that of chocolate
production. The cultural contexts are largely the cause of the different business styles, with
EScoffee as a corporation, with a history of making business and making money; and Kallari
as an association, with an origin of environmental protection and Kichwa empowerment.
Nevertheless, both companies try to work with sustainability the best way they can. Both
their products are (partially) certified organic and both are applying for a fairtrade
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certificate. Although the latter is mostly done for marketing reasons. It is what western
consumers demand, because Kallari already meets most of the fairtrade standards, while
EScoffee has been paying the farmers high prices for years as well. Furthermore, both
companies are doing or planning social projects in their own region. EScoffee in Guayaquil
with problematic youth, Kallari in the communities with health care.
Another difference that stems from the cultural difference is the way of doing business.
Again in EScoffee it is mostly the business culture that is visible: a culture of negotiation,
where employees work for the cash and are likely to leave if they got a job with a better pay.
Kallari in contrast works with voluntary workers, not only in the board, but also volunteers
from abroad. The money is not the only important thing, working for the community and the
pride of making their own chocolate is also very important.
The two different business structures have their advantages and disadvantages as well. For
example in leadership, EScoffee can make quick decisions, because it is Rendón who makes
them, sometimes in cooperation with the general manager. In Kallari, decisions go slower,
because there are four directives that need to discuss almost every decision they make.
However, the second structure is much more open to influence from others on the policy
process. In EScoffee, there is a stronger entrepreneurial strategy, while Kallari is much more
focused on producing. You see this also in their views on cafés as outlets for their products.
While Kallari does not really know what to do with their only outlet in Quito, EScoffee is
starting to focus on coffee shops and even plans to make a franchise out of them.
Both companies represent spaces created by Ecuadorians themselves. They produce high
quality products (both of them have been awarded prizes or a certain amount of attention),
and they are young but fast growing companies. In that sense they can be called successful.
Although what becomes clear from the stories is that Kallari had a lot more help than
EScoffee in getting where they are. First it was helped very much in the start by Miss
Logback and then NGO’s, experts and businessmen came along to help Kallari on its way.
EScoffee on the other hand had basically only Rendón as its driving force. He had to sell a
house and a car to buy his first coffee, but eventually he started building his enterprise. In
other (more neutral perhaps) words: Kallari was created by a multitude of people, while
EScoffee mostly by one man.
In the network structure one could distinguish EScoffee and Kallari as being farmer-‘fed’ and
farmer-led respectively. To EScoffee, the farmers provide the primary material, but they are
loose from the company. They can make their own choices and can thus choose another
buyer if they wish to do so. Farmers are ‘feeding’ the company with coffee beans. Of course
EScoffee does some things to train the farmers, like we said in the beginning, the relations
are not uni-directional or linear, but the main point is that the farmers are independent.
Within Kallari, however, the farmers are starring in the lead role, they are the members and
bosses of the association, without them, Kallari would not exist. The farmers are
independent as well, but in a different way: they are the company.
Related to this is perhaps the role of the importer. In the coffee network the relationships
are more dominated by (although mutual) dependency. EScoffee and Amigos International
cannot do very well without each other. Within Kallari, importers are chosen on the basis of
trust and transparency. They stay loyal to each other, because that is their view on
cooperation. There may be tensions, even within the chocolate network, but the question
rises whether perhaps this is natural, because of the distance and the wish of the importer
to also sell other products.
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In both cases, the added value is being done by separate companies, in a form of ‘maquilaje’
or renting of labour. The difference is that EScoffee chooses for this form deliberately,
because it is very difficult to own a factory, while Kallari needed the time for gaining money
to build their own. EScoffee makes no indication that they want to own a factory in the near
future.
Both companies are also lacking a fair profit distribution along the networks. While the
distribution within the EScoffee office is perhaps a little better, in both cases the farmers
seem to get the larger share of the profit, while the (skilled) people who work to add the
value to the products get the minimum share (or just a little above).

7.4 A broader economic perspective on added value
In tables 5.1 and 6.1 the economic perspective of added value comes to light. In both cases,
the percentage of the retail price that returns to the country of manufacture is higher.
Another point of notice is that in both cases, the price paid to farmers is significantly higher.
EScoffee pays more than 50 per cent higher than conventional and Kallari pays 200 to 500
per cent of the conventional price.
Although the real costs are not visible in the table, the profit distribution does become a
little clearer. In both cases, farmers receive a very large share, but in the EScoffee case, you
see low margins on the end of EScoffee and the importer. The roaster receives a large share,
but it is not unlikely that the costs of roasting are high, because of energy use, but also
because there is loss of weight from the coffee due to the roasting process (the calculation is
per weight). In Kallari the consumer price in the USA is extremely high. Especially if you
compare this to the fair trade and conventional chocolate bars and if compared with the
European price of €3,50 (about USD 4,51), which is much lower. On the whole, it looks like
the farmers are the best off in this equation, followed by the US import and retail (it is not
sure which from the table).
Rendón already mentioned that one of the main advantages of adding value to their
products is not that the people are paid well, but that they have a job to begin with. Adding
value to coffee and cacao creates jobs and income within the developing country itself. If
you compare the tables 5.1 and 6.1 on the value that stays in the country of production,
then for coffee it is three times as high (conventional 55 cents, fair trade 61 cents, EScoffee
$1,66) and for chocolate even 25 to 28 times higher (conventional 8 cents, fair trade 9 cents,
Kallari $2,25). Would you extrapolate this to a larger percentage of total coffee or chocolate
production, this could turn into a large source of income for any developing country. We will
continue on this in the conclusion.
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8 CONCLUSION
Added value of products fully processed in country of origin
The added value of the products in monetary terms is easy to express. In the previous
chapter we demonstrated great differences between conventional, fair trade and local
processing. Prices paid to farmers reach from 1,5 to 5 times higher, while the value that
stays behind in the country goes from 3 to 28 times higher. The differences are among
others caused by the differences in organisation structure, farmers in Kallari have a much
different relation with the organisation than in EScoffee; and the differences in products:
processing and pricing are not the same. However, comparing only two cases does not
provide possibilities for concluding anything on the differences: the cases are very different
by themselves. To conclude anything on differences between cases, one needs to research a
number of companies to reach a level of significance. What is clear, however, is that the
added value is there. People are earning money, because they are processing towards a
higher export value.
Unfortunately, we see in both cases that this added value is not evenly distributed among
the people involved. This has nothing to do with age or sex, but everything with their
position in the production process. In both cases, farmers are the main beneficiaries.
EScoffee and their importer have low margins and the roaster and chocolate maker - the
people who add the value - earn the minimum wage. This focus on the farmers, you also see
in the fair trade movement. Kallari is able to earn more due to their high quality chocolate,
but favours the farmers more than anyone and seems to be selling the chocolate at too low
prices to the US importer.
The economic impact of added value
The first thing to understand is that the location comprises of a difficult working
environment in Ecuador. Minimum wages are relatively low, which makes saving very
difficult; and it is hard for employers to increase wages without increasing the prices of their
products. Both companies are starting companies and it is difficult to enter the market with
a new coffee or chocolate. The success of EScoffee for instance is mostly to thank to
inspiringly hard work from the distributors, without asking for a high margin at first.
Although Rendón says that the wages he pays are above the market by 5 or 10 per cent, the
employees in both cases see their wages as something in line with the rest of the country. It
is not much higher or lower. But they understand. It is difficult to come by, especially with a
family, but they do, because it is the way things go in Ecuador right now. They are not
demanding higher wages, because the economy is difficult, they just hope that things will go
better in the future. They have a job, and that is the most important thing.
In fact, EScoffee creates about 20 jobs by processing the coffee further. With some more
economic data, one could calculate what the eco-social impact could be if more companies
like EScoffee would exist, or whether the concept of processing to consumer product could
be used as a development tool in other countries. Whether it would be effective in creating
jobs and income.
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The Sociological / cultural impact of added value?
When it comes to empowerment, the two cases show different things. In the case of
EScoffee, there is a strict business structure within the company. Decisions are taken topdown by the CEO, the general manager and then by the managers. Low level employees are
barely empowered as such. Of course, they have their ways of influencing managers, but
there is no specific strategy for empowerment within the company. However, in the
network, EScoffee has been empowering the farmers very much. First by improving their
skills and quality, so they could ask for higher prices. EScoffee has a dependency relation
with the farmers, where the latter are able to ask for higher prices every year. As Levy (2008)
said, that the distribution of income along the chain is a function of the struggles over the
structure of the chain and the policy process, it seems that the farmers have won this
struggle. Now, by setting up (fairtrade) associations in the farmer communities, they are
trying to empower them even further. However, the empowerment of the farmers is not
necessarily a result of the added value concept. An intermediary could pay a higher price as
well, but export the beans without roasting them first.
Also in Kallari, the farmers have been empowered over time. The difference is that they own
the company. By being members of the association, the farmers are owners of Kallari. An
elected directive board makes the important decisions, but the board members are often as
well part of the farmer community. While the Kichwa people have been oppressed by the
Spanish and by Ecuadorian governments in the past, they have now learned to organise
themselves and make demands from their government. This is a part of the national history
and the national struggle, but the Kallari farmers as well had to stand up to poverty and low
prices from middlemen. By taking matters into their own hands, they show they are well
capable of developing their region, while producing a high quality product.
On the streets, Ecuador, as well as many other Latin-American countries, is well known for
its ‘machista’ male culture. Machismo ranges from a personal sense of virility to a more
extreme male chauvinism, and often results in a more male dominated culture (Torre 1997).
On the work floor of both our cases, however, there seems to be no trace of this. EScoffee
has two women in high positions, who claim they have always been treated fairly. Also
Kallari has women working in the board as well as in the expert group. There is not a trace of
gender inequality in both cases.
Loyalty among employees in a company could be seen as a sign of satisfaction in their work.
In EScoffee, the employees can be persuaded with higher payments to change jobs, but
other than that they stay with EScoffee, because the work and the atmosphere are good.
Even better in Kallari, where the employees have a sense of pride for their chocolate and a
sense of duty for their community. Kallari is well embedded in their region. With the
exception of the café in Quito, of course, where employees are at a distance from the
leaders. This distance creates a difficulty to understand the importance of having an outlet in
the capital, but also a difficulty in giving leadership to the people that work there. Years of
neglect have caused the number of customers to decline and with that employee
enthusiasm.
Empowerment of the people in production
McGee (2004) argues that the dynamics of policy processes are very important and that
some of the policy norms can be challenged through a critical awareness of these dynamics.
Through the introduction of new actors or new knowledge, these dynamics may change. In
EScoffee new actors have been introduced in the past, the company has been growing
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significantly. New knowledge has been mostly introduced to the farmers, as we have seen in
the previous paragraph, in the form of new skills and quality improvement. For them, this
definitely meant empowerment, because with their enhanced skills they can ask for higher
payments for their coffee.
In Kallari, actors are constantly renewed, but this happens so often that instead of creating
empowerment of certain people within the association, dynamics are totally changed,
because the actors all change. For power relations, this is not necessarily a bad thing.
Nobody can really ‘seize’ power within the organisation. As a whole, the association has
been empowered, by increasing their knowledge on the production of cacao and chocolate.
Participation and involvement in EScoffee is neither high, nor low. There are positions that
allow some of them to act in policy making (the managers), but the employees still do not
really dare to stand up to the general manager. They find it hard to say ‘no’ to him.
Participation and involvement seem higher in Kallari, where most of the people have their
own project, but have the possibility to advise the board members.
It’s important to recognise that these two cases are spaces created by Ecuadorians in
Ecuador. Especially in the case of EScoffee, Rendón put a lot of effort and money into his
company without real help from outside. His only foreign donation (from USAID) was meant
for the farmers and was thus spent to help the farmers. Kallari on the other hand had
relatively much more help from outside the country. First Miss Logback helped unite the
farmers in an association and gave them alternatives to cutting down the forest. Later in
making chocolate they received knowledge from experts. And they have received loans and
donation during the years. But it shows that no network is fully national, even EScoffee was
helped a lot by Amigos International, even though the help focused more on the farmers.
Now, Kallari is paying their debts and working with the local people. Kallari is a space created
by the Napo Kichwa in Napo, just with a little help.
Improving the lives of the people living in the regions
Both companies try to mean something to the inhabitants of their regions. Kallari is an
association of the farmers and for the farmer community. The members are the beneficiaries
of the association. Lives are improved by the money that is paid for the high quality cacao.
Cacao of ever higher quality, because the farmers learn more skills. People are empowered,
because they take their own future into their hands. They own the production process.
However, the company is young and does not have all the money to invest in the basic social
services yet. Communities have school and small services near, but things can still be
improved. These are plans for the future.
Next to improving farmers’ skill as well, EScoffee tries to improve chances for the youth of
Guayaquil, by providing alternatives to robbing and stealing. Their projects are very young as
well and they hope to set up a place for the youth in the future where they can learn and
work. Concluding, we might say that both companies are very young and have not
established a large income to provide extra services yet. However they are full of plans.
The social responsibility and sustainability of the companies
Within the EScoffee social responsibility is high when it comes to their employees: payment
and working conditions are a little above average in Ecuador. However, social security and
insurance are only according to national standards.
EScoffee remains a corporation that does not distribute its wealth to the most value-adding
agent in the network: the roaster. While they did offer some kind of support to Amigos
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International to share in the profits, perhaps the maestros that add the value could use this
money much better. In any case, the profits are not well distributed. Rendón says he feels
for his fellow human beings and wants to help the people around him. From his willingness
stems the corporate responsibility of his enterprise. Unfortunately, his coffee is sold too
cheap or the consumer is just not willing to pay more.
The Kallari association is built on many ethical norms. They started from the viewpoint of
saving the rainforest by providing alternatives to cutting it down. Now the farmers produce
organic cacao. The new factory will be constructed with natural materials and with a lot of
natural light coming in. Following popular consumer trends, they are carefully looking for
environmental friendly packaging as well. On the social sustainability, Kallari is in the process
of certifying fairtrade, but has a Rainforest Alliance seal as well. It seems that Kallari has
been following certain ethical norms and rules before even choosing a label to convey their
principles to the Western consumer. Kallari has been an association since the start and has
paid high prices for the cacao in advance for years already. Even investing in community
services has been on the agenda for a longer time, they have only been lacking the funding.
We also see that importing remains a difficult job. This becomes especially clear in the
relationship between Rendón and Kruft and their businesses. Their relationship is a central
point in this case; the two men work together, but seem to be ‘forced’ to share the
responsibility in marketing the coffee. Kruft is the only European customer that EScoffee has,
so Rendón is unable to go on without him. On the other hand, Amigos International has put
so much effort in simulating the market for EScoffee; they have not had time to pick the
fruits of this hard work yet. To stop the cooperation with EScoffee for them would not mean
anything in an economic sense, but in an emotional sense, they would see all their hard work
go to waste. Or to benefit another importer. However, the distance between the two
companies makes it hard to oversee each other’s work and to resolve conflict quickly.
Processing in country of origin does not solve conflict with the international trade partner.
There are still tensions. But perhaps this is normal.
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9 DISCUSSION
In this chapter we go beyond the concluding remarks. We already took a small leap towards
the discussion topics in the extra chapters in chapter 2 the Analytic framework, in which we
tried to deepen our understanding of the two cases. However, during research and during
discussions with Alberto Arce, some other interesting theories turned up. This chapter is
meant to give voice to these ideas and to the deepening topics of chapter 2, however
philosophical they might get. Proving these ideas and theories could be subject for future
research.

9.1 Solidarity trade
IFAT’s statement that fair trade organisations maintain “long-term relationships based on
solidarity, trust and mutual respect” would fit very well to the Kallari association as well. Of
the two cases discussed, Kallari is the best example of solidarity trade principles. We
discussed trust and mutual respect in Kallari’s dealings with their trade partners in the
analysis and conclusion. Solidarity is the basic foundation for Kallari. Whereas, fairtrade
downplays the notion of a fair trading system to paying a higher price, this was not the
original reason for founding Kallari. The association was founded to protect the rainforest, to
give the people an alternative way of making a living and to empower the Kichwa people (a
demand by CIDA). Solidarity was thus an explicit motivation to found the Kallari association.
Like many solidarity trade initiatives, Kallari is alternative trade. They started out by sending
shipments with volunteers in their luggage. There was no official distribution channel yet.
Production was also still small in the beginning. Only when they were discovered by
Wholefoods in the USA, they started exporting on a larger scale. One could argue that this is
also the point where they are penetrating the mainstream market. While retaining an
alternative production, of course, they see their chocolate sold in the biggest organic
supermarket in the United States for the high price of $6.
For the future, Kallari expects to grow considerably, not only in production quantity, but also
in the global distribution. So, to answer Arce’s question (see page 13): Penetrating the
mainstream market and recovering the value of human value, such as to reduce poverty,
promote human rights, and promote sustainable crop production is not mutually exclusive.
However, we can definitely see a tension between mainstream trade and solidarity. The
main concern here is how to organise a capacity to generate a flexible and sustainable form
of struggle between the two (Mooney 2004).
As to fair trade’s dilemma of broadening the movement and/or deepening it. Kallari does not
provide many answers yet, as the association is itself still a maturing organisation just like
the fair trade movement. What we do see in this case, is that core values are maintained,
while sales are expanding. Adding value within the developing world may be one of the most
important ways for the fair trade movement to broaden their scope. FLO and other smaller
labelling initiatives (ecocert and IMO) already recognize the need to certify larger parts of
the production network.

9.2 Associative network
Many aspects of the associative and social economy are visible in Kallari as well. First of all, it
is a cooperation and ownership is divided among the member farmers. Trust relationships
are very important with them and for this reason they try to keep short links to the actors in
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their network. Their way of running things is innovative from a social economy point of view,
while they focus mainly on production as well; they focus on needs which are often
neglected by either market or state (i.e. plans to make a social security fund for the farmers);
there is an explicit link between social economy and local development (increasing farmer
knowledge, empowering Kichwa people); and there is an explicit reference to solidarity and
reciprocity. However, this would be a social economy in miniature. It is just one company,
therefore it is perhaps more correct to speak of an associative network, than of a social
economy.
On page 14 we made a connection with the new commons by Hess (2008). She argues that a
commons is a resource shared by a group where the resource is vulnerable to enclosure and
social dilemmas. The resource in the case of Kallari could be their association, but also their
forest, or their culture. Which are all vulnerable to enclosure, destruction or social
dilemmas. But also their cacao nacional is a commons; all these things require protection
and management. However, most importantly, and in line with the associative network is
the idea of the commons as an alternative to the private-public dichotomy. As Koos Bakker
shows, ownership is drawn into question, while at the same time Kallari is built on principles
of solidarity, with a focus on needs that are neglected by either market or state.
Voluntariado
One of the strongest contrasts between the case of Kallari and the case of EScoffee is the
loyalty and the pride of the people that work there. Kallari bases a large part of its success
on voluntary workers, not in the least on the unpaid board directives. This is an important
aspect of the work of Kallari. The idea of voluntariado (Spanish for voluntary work) is partly
explained by the sense of duty for their community in Kichwa culture, but why is this so
significant? Although not pretending to fully answer this question, the significance lies
(among other things) in the fact that everybody is able to participate in one way or the other
in Kallari and that a lot of people want to participate. It could be seen as a form of
reciprocity, where the association does something for the people and the people do
something in return. In this way, both the needs of the association and the needs of the
people are met. As we will see in chapter 9.4, this is a form of social justice and were it not
that now the workload for voluntary board members becomes larger, it might have been a
sustainable business form.
Management and leadership within Kallari is very much a learning process. Every member of
Kallari has, in theory at least, the same chance of getting into the directive board. And thus
the same chance of learning and empowering themselves.
Like Uzendoski (2006) also says: decision making is a social process in Kichwa culture. And so
it is in Kallari, where decisions are not made by one owner of a company, but by four board
members or by all the members together. This social nature of decision making is significant
in the sense that all the needs and wishes are taken into account. Decision making takes
place bottom up, instead of top down.

9.3 Neo-liberal outcomes
As we discussed earlier in chapter 2, a number of authors see fair trade as neo-liberal
solutions to an unfair trading system (Moberg and Lyon 2010; Dolan 2010) (see also: Fisher
2009). Fair trade is not only premised on the logics of neoliberalism, but depends itself on
the mobility of capital, private property and consumption is what Dolan says. We’ve already
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seen that most of these characteristics are inevitable when dealing with trade, but one can
still ask the question in what ways the two cases are outcomes of neo-liberalism thought. Of
course, they both deal with global trade, but where lies the focus? Are these companies
mostly based on trade, or is trade seen as a means to achieve solidarity and development?
As we have discussed above, Kallari is much more the outcome of principles of solidarity,
nature protection and peoples’ empowerment then of a desire to create business. That they
are now more dependent on the mobility of capital and consumption (the association has
ownership, so it’s not private) is because they deal with trade. If the concept can be seen as
a developmental tool, it is based on reciprocity, not on the principle of giving. Kallari’s
background however suggests they are not the outcome of neo-liberalism, but rather the
outcome of solidarity principles. However, I do not pretend to prove this with this thesis
research. More research would be necessary to present definite proof.
EScoffee on the other hand originally sprouted from the idea of Rendón to make a business
out of coffee. As was noted before, Rendón’s whole appearance is that of a fast-paced
business man. EScoffee is a good example of a neo-liberal company. However, the intense
focus of the company on sustainability invites us to look closer.
Rendón as a middleman?
The heading of this paragraph contains a question mark. That is because we are only
exploring the possibility of this hypothesis. The idea behind it resulted from discussions with
Alberto Arce. The way Rendón buys and sells coffee reminds of the practices of a
middleman. I am using this as a neutral term. The middleman is often portrayed as an actor
in the ‘chain’ that needs to be cut out. However, Ofstehage (2010) recently showed that this
is not always the case. Nevertheless, I would like to express firmly that the question whether
Rendón is a middleman is a neutral one.
When you look closely at EScoffee, you see a company that buys and sells coffee. The adding
of value (at the roaster) is not done by themselves, but is outsourced by way of maquilaje. In
a way, Rendón has created a company to link 2 different sides: the farmers and the importer
or the producer and the consumer side, without really adding value himself. He has created
space and relationships - because he does not roast the coffee himself - and is a kind of
virtual entrepreneur in that sense. His main business is coordinating the flow of coffee.
Interestingly however, Rendón does not make much money out of the company, at least on
the short term, he does not. In this way, it appears he is giving a lot, to his employees, to the
farmers, etc. But he betrays himself in the interview: he is building a company which he will
be able to sell later. And he is doing this by making a name: EScoffee, which stands for
quality, sustainability etc. In this way, his generosity turns into reciprocity. Rendón’s gains
are only accumulated within his company and will be released if he ever sells the company.
In our discussion, Arce proposed that this creates a kind of new, post-modernist
entrepreneur. New, in the sense that Rendón acts on principles of indirect reciprocity, but at
the same time recognizing problems in the world, the problems of pollution and waste. So
he makes sustainability one of the ‘symbols’ that he accumulates into the brand ‘EScoffee’.
He is creating something very abstract in that sense. The way EScoffee adds value to the
product, by not really adding value, is almost paradoxical.
At a wider angle, Moberg and Lyon (2010) argue that fair trade offers a new kind of
middleman as well. Alternative trade networks and certifiers are like middlemen to them.
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They exert power on the farmers and they need to be paid to operate for the farmers (they
cost money within the network).
All in all, this paragraph raises more questions than it answers. What exactly is this new
entrepreneur? Is it a transitional stage towards a more conscious type of entrepreneur? If
EScoffee is a middleman, does the network favour middlemen to exist? But in that case a
new type of middlemen?

9.4 Sustainable development
What does fair trade, organic agriculture and the two case studies have to do with
sustainability? Because eventually, that is the topic we want to discuss. Langhelle (2000)
makes a clear distinction between sustainable development and ecological modernization.
Just like we could make a clear distinction between sustainable development and fair trade,
organic agriculture and the two case studies. Langhelle gives us two definitions of
sustainable development that are quite useful.
“The twin issues around which the world’s future resolves are justice and
ecology. ‘Justice’ points to the necessity of correcting maldistribution of
the products of the Earth and of bridging the gap between the rich and
poor countries. ‘Ecology’ points to humanity’s dependence upon the
Earth. Society must be so organized as to sustain the Earth so that a
sufficient quality of material and cultural life for humanity may itself be
sustained indefinitely. A sustainable society which is unjust can hardly be
worth sustaining. A just society that is unsustainable is self defeating.
Humanity now has the responsibility to make a deliberate transition to a
just and sustainable global society.” (World Council of Churches, 1976 in
Langhelle 2000:306)
“…development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”
(WCED, 1987 in Langhelle 2000:307)
From these definitions, Langhelle derives two key concepts: Needs (or justice), in particular
the essential needs of the world’s poor; and the idea of limitations (referring to ecology),
ecological or physical limitations of the Earth. The distinction he makes with ecological
modernization (organic agriculture could be a form of this) is that ecological modernization
is much more of a tool or technology that focuses on the limitations of the Earth, however
not necessarily sustaining future generations.
In the same way, fair trade is not sustainable development. It is a movement that tries to
make a more just world, where the needs of the very poor are met. Combining fair trade
with organic agriculture would improve development, but still would not make sustainable
development. These certification movements hardly take into account transportation,
packaging and consumption for example. And as discussed above, neither do they always
take all social issues (i.e. gender issues) into account. Furthermore, fair trade is often a
‘technological solution’ – the problem is made technical in an economic sense – which is
exactly what ecological modernisation is about. We could argue that this only postpones a
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crisis. It does not change any status quo. Consumption patterns do not change (amounts and
types of food). Is this sustainability?
Langhelle makes reference to many other researchers that describe different gradations of
sustainable development. These researchers describe very weak to very strong sustainable
development grades. I disagree however and rather propose that in sustainability, there are
no gradations. Deriving from the definitions above, one can safeguard the ability of future
generations to meet their needs, or one cannot. There is no grey area: once the ability to
meet future needs is compromised, the society is self defeating.
In this case, are the cases of Kallari and EScoffee sustainable? Perhaps not (but which
company can really make this claim?), but when looking at the tools they use, we can say
they are trying their hardest to be sustainable. On both ecological modernization (organic
practices, packaging design, etc.) and on fair trade principles (paying fair prices to farmers,
increasing empowerment, etc.) they are scoring very high.
As to the mainstreaming of fair trade: just like Mooney (2004) argues that democracy (one
could say justice) and capitalism are in constant tension with each other, the same could be
said of sustainable development and capitalism. This is not to say fair trade should stay away
from large corporations. Fair trade practices could be increased by doing so. However
meanwhile, the fair trade movement should uphold and improve their core values and
continue to strive for a new and sustainable economic system.

9.5 Towards a global perspective
While I was in Guayaquil, I had the opportunity to listen to a few speakers at the 23 rd
congress for the Latin American society of strategy. One of the speakers that caught my
attention was Dr. Pablo Lucio Paredes (Economy at USFQ). He proposed two strategies to
development through trade that were being followed more or less on two different
continents.
The first strategy is that followed mostly by Asian countries. Paredes (2010) distinguishes
two types of products: high value and low value products. In most Asian countries, a shift
was made towards high value products by industrialisation, by investing in electronics, cars,
and so on. The second strategy is more often seen in Latin America. This strategy is that of
lifting low value products to a higher level. Adding value to these products in the way that
Kallari and EScoffee do. In Figure 9.1 and 9.2 these two strategies are visualised.
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Más

Menos
Figure 9.1 From low value products
to high value products

Más

Menos
Figure 9.2 Lifting low value products to
a higher level

One of the main questions that Paredes’ theory invokes is: what is the African strategy?
What are they doing in the poorest continent of the world? Would any of the above
strategies work there?

9.6 Discussing this thesis
Looking back at the production of this thesis report, I realise that in terms of research, many
more things could have been researched. However, this is a Master’s thesis, with all its time
restraints and such. Therefore, any critique on why certain aspects of the thesis were not
researched could be explained by the fact that often I had to constrain myself in not doing
too much.
One of the things that the reader could notice for example is that there is insufficient
research in the state policies and international standards concerning the added value
practices within the companies researched. Researching these topics could be done much
more in detail if the researcher wished it. It would be extremely interesting to know, for
example, in what way national and international policies constrain or promote production
networks like those of Kallari and EScoffee. Many other aspects as well, concerning the
practice of adding value in country of origin, remain unanswered (as we have also seen in
the rest of the discussion chapter). Therefore, more research is recommended.
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY QUESTIONS
Name:
Gender:
What is your full name?
¿Cuál es su nombre completo?
What is your date of birth?
¿Cuál es su fecha de nacimiento?
Where were you born?
¿Dónde nació usted?
Where did you grow up? / (Where) did you study? / What did you study?
¿Dónde creció? / ¿(Dónde) estudió? / ¿Qué estudió?
Wealth related questions
Maybe not good to ask all these questions in survey (leave some for interview)
1. How much is your monthly salary at [the company]? (salario mínimo: 240$/mes)
¿Cuánto es su sueldo mensual en [la compañía]?
2. ¿Cuántas horas trabaja por semana?
3. ¿Qué hace cuando no trabaja / en su tiempo libre?
4. What is your household composition?
¿Quiénes viven en su casa?
5. How has your Salary changed in the past 5 years?
¿Cómo ha cambiado su sueldo en los últimos 5 años?
6. How do you feel about this change, what does it mean to you?
¿Cómo se siente acerca de este cambio? ¿qué significa para usted?
¿Cómo le afecta en su diario vivir?
7. What education have you had?
¿Qué nivel de estudios tiene?
What education did your husband/wife have?
¿Qué nivel de estudios tiene su espos@?
What does your spouse do to earn money?
¿Qué hace su espos@?
Satisfaction
8. How do you feel about your current job, does it make you happy?
¿Cómo se siente respeto a su trabajo actual, le hace feliz?
9. What do you feel about the company you work for?
¿Cómo se siente en la compañía / en su trabaja?
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Interview (workers) / Entrevista (empleos)
Explain who I am and what the research is about.
Assure anonymity / La entrevista se mantendrá anónimo
Explain I want to know what THEY think and why I want THEIR cooperation
Ask permission to record / Se molesta si grabo la conversacion?
Encourage to interrupt for additional information on questions. / Si mi pregunta no está
clara, me interrumpe
Name:
¿Cuál es su nombre completo?
Wealth (investments, consumption)
...many questions asked in survey
Perhaps compare to national standards and formulate questions about the differences.
Minimum wage is $240.
Do you have other sources of income, if yes, which and what is your total income?
¿Trabaja solo en [este compañía] o tiene otro trabajo? En caso afirmativo: ¿Dónde trabaja
más? Y ¿Cuál es su salario alla?
What is your living situation? (type of house, size, place)
¿Cuál es su situación de vida? (tipo de casa, tamaño, el lugar) XX
¿Tiene una casa propia o rentada?
Who lives with you in your house? Who is dependent on your salary?
¿Quiénes dependen de su sueldo?
¿Quiénes en su casa trabajan? ¿Qué trabajo tienen?
What is your total household income?
¿Cuál es el ingreso total en su hogar?
Do you have savings?<Money in the bank> If yes, in what order of magnitude?
¿Tiene dinero ahorrado? ¿Cuánto dinero ahorrado tiene?
¿Tiene cuenta de ahorros en el banco? O ¿Dónde tiene sus ahorros?
(Do you have enough savings for instance to buy a car? – por ejemplo: ¿Tiene bastante
dinero ahorrado para comprar un carro?)
Are you able to buy more things? (like what? Food/ luxury products)
¿Puede comprar más (alimentos / cosas lujosas)?
How do you feel about this change, what does it mean to you?
¿Cómo se siente acerca de este cambio? ¿qué significa para usted?
¿Cómo le afecta en su diario vivir?
How do you expect you income to change in the next 5 years?
¿Cómo espera que sus ingresos cambien en los próximos 5 años?
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Empowerment / gender issues - work floor / household
How is your relationship with [the director]?
¿Como se lleva con [el director]?
How is the contact with [the director] in general?
¿Como es el contacto con [el director] en general?
How do you feel about [the director]?
¿Como se siente respecto a [el director]?
How are the relationships with your co-workers?
¿Como se lleva con sus compañeros de trabajo?
Do you have personal relationships with some of your co-workers?
¿Tiene relaciones personales con algunos de sus comañeros de trabajo?
Do you have parties / go out for a drink together?
¿Hay fiestas del trabajo / toman una copa juntos algunas veces?
If you have parties: who organises these?
¿Si hay fiestas, quien las organisa?
Women in functions in the company
Ehm.. observe! (which functions/ performance / behaviour during ie lunch)
Ask: (How) have the functions of women in [the company] changed over the years?
¿Como han cambiado los funciones de mujeres en el pasado?
Question for women: ¿Hay algunas formas de sexismo o machismo en el trabajo?
Education, past/present/future - self/partner/children
We talked about your education in the survey:
How do you feel about your current educational level?
¿Como se siente respecto a su nivel de educación? Está contento con eso?
If there were things you wished to learn more, what would they be?
¿Hay cosas que quiere aprender más? En caso sí: cual cosas?
Would [the company] give you a chance to study more?
¿Cree que [la compañia] se ofrece la oportunidad para estudiar más?
Do you feel you can give your children a good chance to educate themselves?
¿Piensa que puede dar buenas oportunidades de educación a sus hijos?
What are your expectations for your children?
¿Qué espera más en el future de sus hijos?
Risk acceptance
Have you made any investments in the past?
¿Ha realizado inversiones en el pasado?
Do you think you will make any in the future?
¿Cree que realizará lo en el future cercano?
Do you have insurance (if so, what kind? who provides it)?
¿Está asegurado? En caso sí: que lo proporciona?
Perception/ satisfaction (life, wages, work, company)
How do you see your life now?
¿Como se siente en su vida?
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Has this changed over the past 5 years (how)?
¿Ha camiado algo en los ultimos 5 años en su vida?
What plans do you have for the future?
¿Tiene planes en el future?
Would you want to change jobs? – aspirations
¿Quisiera cambiar de trabajo en un futuro?
Do you have possibilities for other jobs?
¿Tiene oportunidades para encontrar otro trabajo?
Changes in way of living / possibilities helping others
Has your way of living changed over the past years (eating habits; use of spare time)?
¿Ha cambiado su manera de vida en los ultimos 5 años? (tipo de comida, tiempo libre)
Tiene tiempo libre?
¿Ha viajado?
Are you a member of <church / politics / football club>?
¿Es miembr@ de una organización? (iglesia / politica / deportes)
What do you do for [the association/institution] you are a member of?
¿Que hace para esa organización?
And what do you get from [this institution]? (social contact, kind of help, etc.)
¿Y que recibe de esa organización? (contacto sociale, ayuda de cualquiera forma, etc.)
Changes in self-esteem / happiness (well-being)
How do you feel about yourself?
¿Como se siente a respecto de usted mism@?
How did you feel about yourself 5 years ago? (has it changed over time?)
¿Cómo se sentía a respecto de usted mism@ hace 5 años? (Que ha cambiado?)
What were you doing 5 years ago? (practical description / stories!)
¿Que hacía hace 5 años?
How is the situation (different) today?
¿Y ahora?
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Interview (director) / Entrevista (director)
NB. There may be multiple directors or CEO and General Manager. In this case, a mix of
questions of both interviews may be necessary.
(Life) History of the company
When did the company start?
How did it start? Which people, which funds?
How is the company structured? (participation)
How is labour organised?
How are labour rights organised?
What are these labour rights?
Economics: production, prices, income, growth of the company, investments and
capital
What is your yearly turn-over?
How much do you produce?
How is the price of a pack of coffee built up?
What is your own income?
How has the company grown over the past years?
What investments have you done in the past 2 years?
What investments do you hope to do in the coming 2 years?
Social role: investments
Does the company invest in social projects in the region (or farmers region)?
Which regions? (point on map)
What kind of investments?
Or other social projects? (detailed descriptions)
Perception / satisfaction
How do you perceive the successes or failures of the past 5 years?
How do you feel about the way things are going now?
Do you see any problems in the market?
How do you see your company in the future?
How satisfied do you think that the workers are?
How well are you familiar with your employees?
Relations with other companies or with institutions
What kind of relationships do you have with other companies?
What kind of relationships do you have with institutions (ngo's, governmental)?
How is your relationship with the importers?
What help do you receive from them?
Support received
Do you receive support from the government?
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From ngo's?
From other companies?
What kind of support? (money, advise)
Changes in bargaining power
Can you always get what you want from your buyers and suppliers?
How was this 5 years ago?
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